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Abstract
For an aircraft with delta wing shape, aerodynamics in stall angles-of-attack at both low
and high-subsonic Mach conditions is known to be unsteady and nonlinear in nature. In
these conditions, the longitudinal aerodynamic loads depend on the history of angle-of-
attack and side-slip. The classical method of using damping or acceleration aerodynamic
derivatives for modeling the unsteady variation of coefficients is unsuitable. Hence, two
novel approaches for modeling aerodynamic loads in these conditions are proposed in this
thesis.
The unsteady effect in stall conditions at low Mach number is reflected in forced
oscillation wind tunnel tests as dependence of longitudinal loads on amplitude and
frequency of sinusoidal angle-of-attack input. The variations in longitudinal loads are
nonlinear as their power spectrum contains super-harmonics of input frequency. The
approaches presented in literature are equivalent when these are reduced to equivalent
linear transfer function formulation, while their nonlinear adaptations are semi-empirical
or adhoc. Hence, Volterra Variational Modeling (VVM) is proposed as a systematic
approach to capture the nonlinear nature of unsteady variations.
The VVM is derived from Volterra series as a set of parametric differential equations
of the so-called kernel states. The kernel-states have special harmonic input response
properties which are leveraged to develop a systematic methodology to capture the
nonlinear unsteady variations in pitching moment coefficient. VVM is shown to
inherently reproduce the nonlinear features of unsteady aerodynamic loads like amplitude
dependence of nonlinear variations, different effective time-scale for pitch-up and pitch-
down motions and same number of super-harmonics as seen in the experimental data.
Hence, it offers several advantages compared to all the modeling approaches in literature.
The VVM is a powerful approach due to following features: (i) Mathematically
rigorous structure, (ii) Physical interpretations of parameters, (iii) it facilitates linear
analysis of the flight modes (iv) simple identification methodology using forced
oscillation wind tunnel test data (v) open to innovations in model structure and estimation
technique. These concepts are demonstrated for the Generic Tailless Aircraft and F16XL
aircraft using comprehensive sets of wind tunnel test data .
The unsteady phenomena at high sub-sonic Mach number is called Abrupt Wing Stall,
and novel model called ”Bifurcational Model of Aerodynamic Asymmetry” is proposed
for modeling it. It shown to be a topologically rich structure which can model the static
hysteresis and unsteady variations in rolling moment coefficient versus the side-slip angle,
in order to reproduce the effects of Abrupt Wing Stall on flight dynamics.
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1.1 Introduction to Unsteady Aerodynamics
1.1.1 Unsteady Aerodynamic Phenomena
Unsteady aerodynamics arises due to various flow phenomena which cause time-
dependent change in pressure distribution on the surface of a wing or airfoil. This can be
in response to change in boundary conditions affected by change in flow incidence angles,
control surface deflection etc. or due to flow instability. A high-performance delta-wing
aircraft, whose typical geometry is as given in Fig.(1.1,a), encounters significant effects
of unsteady aerodynamics in three regions of its flight envelope [1]. The blue region in
Fig.(1.2) is the normal operating flight envelope of an aircraft. In this region, the flow
on wings is attached. The effects of unsteady aerodynamics are well understood and
the modeling of loads can be done using any one of the numerical simulation methods,
wind tunnel test data and flight test data . The unsteady aerodynamic phenomena called
Stall and Abrupt Wing Stall (AWS) are observed on the flight envelope boundaries of a
high performance aircraft as indicated in Fig.(1.2). Identification of these two phenomena
using experimental data is the main objective of this thesis.
The occurrence of these unsteady aerodynamic phenomena restricts the two flight
envelope boundaries of a high-performance aircraft as these are difficult to model and
then utilized in the design process. However, these envelope boundaries are critical for
the aircraft’s operational effectiveness. The first boundary at high angle-of-attack and low-
Mach number flight conditions is restricted by unusual flight dynamics due to occurrence
of Stall. In a tactically advantageous position, a delta-wing high-performance aircraft is
required to perform a nose pointing maneuver even at the cost of low-speed (low-energy
state). This requires the aircraft to venture into high angle-of-attack flight regimes near
stall at low Mach number [2].
At stall angle-of-attack, flow separates from the upper surface of an airfoil. The
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(a) WG16B Delta-wing research model [3]. (b) Vortices on the F18-HARV in flight [4].
Fig. 1.1. Geometry and Wing leading-edge Vortices of a delta-wing high-performance aircraft.
normal force acting on the airfoil remains approximately same, and then decreases with
increase in angle-of-attack. The location of flow separation point on the airfoil shifts
towards leading edge in a quasi-steady pitch-up motion. In case of low aspect-ratio
delta-wing configurations, there are vortices formed from the leading edges of wings,
as seen in the smoke flow visualization on the F18-HARV aircraft in flight in Fig.(1.1,b).
These vortices cause a suction effect on the upper surface and hence an additional lift
component. Similar to airfoil stall, these vortices breakdown on the surface of a wing at
stall angle-of-attack. The chordwise vortex breakdown location on the wing also shifts
upstream with increase in angle-of-attack.
The unsteady aerodynamics in stall conditions is fundamentally different from that
in attached flow conditions. The location of the point of flow separation on an airfoil
or vortex breakdown location on a delta wing, have a dominating effect on the surface
pressure distribution and hence on the aerodynamic loads. These points move on the
surface with a finite time-lag in response to pitching or plunging motions. Therefore,
the aerodynamic loads are dependent on the history of aircraft motion, and not just it’s
instantaneous kinematic states. The resulting incremental change in unsteady variation of
loads is significant. Therefore, the mathematical model of an aerodynamic load in stall
conditions should be able to reproduce the effect of different aircraft motion time-histories
on the aerodynamic load. Moreover, this dependence needs to be identified using a finite
amount of dynamic wind tunnel test data.
In the stall angle-of-attack region, the reduced frequency of motion k of vortex
breakdown location is of the order of k ∈ [0.1 0.2]. The reduced frequency of operation of
a rapidly maneuvering aircraft is of comparable magnitude. Hence, the unsteady variation












Fig. 1.2. Flight envelope boundaries that have significant nonlinear and unsteady aerodynamics.
affect each other. Therefore, it is important to develop a high fidelity model of unsteady
aerodynamic loads, and to characterize its effects on flight mechanics.
The second flight envelope boundary is restricted by occurrence of AWS phenomena
at high sub-sonic Mach number and high angle-of-attack. An aircraft in a dog-fight
produces best performance by executing rapid rolling, turn-around maneuvers in a high
energy state. Such flights happen on this part of the flight envelope. However, this fight
envelope boundary of a delta-wing aircraft is conservatively curtailed for many aircraft
due to problems in its lateral stability [5].
At high subsonic Mach numbers, there are shock pockets formed on the surface
of a delta-wing. The shock-pockets have multiple equilibrium locations for the same
kinematic state of the aircraft. When the equilibrium flow dynamics on the two sides
of the wing are different, the aircraft exhibits a lateral instability. This is due to rolling
moment caused by the asymmetrical flow even when the side-slip angle is zero. Hence,
the aircraft rolls about its body axis and can exhibit a variety of trajectories like abrupt
roll-of motion, wing-rock motion etc. This can be critical to the controlled flight and
safety of the aircraft.
While this unsteady aerodynamic phenomena has been known to cause problems
in flight for three to four decades, it has been studied comprehensively only recently
[5]. Therefore, there is limited information on flow dynamics in AWS conditions. The
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two most prominent features of variation in rolling moment in AWS conditions are the
presence of static hysteresis and mild unsteady variations with respect to side-slip.
1.1.2 Challenges in Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling
In the normal flight envelope regime, classical methods developed almost a century ago
are used for modeling the unsteady component of aerodynamic loads. However, these
methods are not suitable for modeling the unsteady aerodynamic loads at higher angles-
of-attack, and both low and high sub-sonic Mach number regions of the flight envelope
indicated in Fig.(1.2). This is due to various reasons highlighted in this section.
The unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads can be considered in time-domain or
frequency domain. The dependence of longitudinal aerodynamic loads on the time-
history of angle-of-attack α(t) can be considered in different ways. In the classical
formulations, it is considered using a Taylor series expansion about a certain mean value
α0. In this case, the unsteady variation of loads becomes a function of time derivatives,
i.e α(t), α˙(t), α¨(t)... and β(t), β˙(t), β¨(t).... The aerodynamic coefficient is linearized
with respect to these variables, and the resulting derivatives, CZα˙ and Cmα˙ are used
in the aerodynamic model. An alternative time-domain approach called the Functional
expansion approach has not been explored much in literature, and it is discussed in Section
1.3.
In frequency domain, the unsteady variation of loads is interpreted in terms of change
in phase angle and amplitude in comparison to input flow incidence angles. The change
in phase angle shows the effect of lag in response of a force or moment to change in
incidence angle. In wind tunnel experiments using harmonic inputs in α(t), it is found
that the unsteady variation of loads can be approximated by a simple first order transfer
function for low α or attached flow conditions. This does not hold good in stall region
as the response load contains higher order harmonics of input frequency and it depends
on the amplitude of input. In AWS conditions, the variation of aerodynamic loads is
bifurcational in nature. In frequency domain, such a response produces sub-harmonics of
the input frequency.
In the low angle-of-attack region or attached flow conditions, the effect of unsteady
variation of loads is not significant. Hence, using just the first two terms of the Taylor
series expansion of angle-of-attack time history suffice. These two terms are called
the stability derivative and acceleration (or damping) derivative. These derivatives are
included in the aircraft’s aero-database in the form of look-up tables as a function of
angle-of-attack and sometimes side-slip. This approach is widely used in the industry to
model the unsteady aerodynamic effects for both high-performance and transport aircraft
configurations. The derivatives are estimated from wind tunnel experiments or numerical
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methods. However, this mathematical structure cannot represent the unsteady variation of
aerodynamic loads in the stall region [6].
Assuming incompressible and attached flow conditions, simple numerical models
of unsteady aerodynamics can be derived from first principles. Theodorsen developed
an analytical closed-form model of unsteady aerodynamics due to pitching or plunging
motion of thin airfoils [7]. This solution is a function of kinematic states and Theodorsen
functions (in frequency domain). Since the model was derived for aeroelastic flutter
applications, a disturbance in the form of small amplitude harmonic pitching motion was
considered in its derivation. He further established that the significance of unsteadiness
of flow is completely indicated by the dimensionless or reduced frequency k = ωc¯
2V∞ ,
and that it can be neglected for motions with k < 0.2. In the stall region, although the
reduced frequency of pitching motion is less than 0.2, the unsteady component of load is
significant.
The classical concepts proposed by Theodorsen and the follow-on works of Wagner
and Ku¨ssner, have inspired the methods for modeling unsteady aerodynamic loads in
other parts of the flight envelope. Wagner developed a model considering the time-lag in
lift on a wing starting from rest. Such a motion of the wing corresponds to step input in
angle-of-attack (and resulting change in aerodynamic load is called indicial response) [8].
The model structure was in the form of a convolution integral in time domain, which was
later simplified to be in the form of ordinary differential equations. Ku¨ssner investigated
the unsteady effect of gust on an airfoil (impulse input in angle-of-attack) [9]. All these
formulations are valid only at low speeds and attached flow conditions.
The time-history dependence of an aerodynamic load in the stall region is reflected
in a forced oscillation wind tunnel test as its dependence on frequency and amplitude
of sinusoidal pitching motion input. In other words, the stability and acceleration
derivatives become functions of the frequency of sinusoidal pitching inputs. Moreover,
these derivatives are not well-defined for variation in aerodynamic loads in response to
large amplitude sinusoidal inputs. Therefore, a special mathematical model structure
with an inherent correlation with the fundamental features of flow dynamics is essential
for modeling the unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads in stall. This problem is the
primary focus of this thesis.
In the AWS region, the flow dynamics is complicated and the numerical methods of
modeling have met with limited success. In addition to unsteady effects, the quasi-steady
variation of rolling and yawing moments also exhibits hysteresis with respect to side-
slip. This is a strong nonlinear phenomena which cannot be modeled using the unsteady
modeling approaches proposed for stall region. The research on this topic has been limited
due to lack of availability of experimental data. Free-to-roll tests are used for prediction of
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occurrence of this phenomena, and this data can only be used qualitatively for modeling
the variations in rolling and yawing moments.
Some of the methods for modeling the generic hysteresis phenomena proposed in
literature are discussed in Chapter 6. These methods are found to be unsuitable for
representing AWS. Hence, there is a need for special mathematical structure for modeling
this phenomena. The identification approaches for this phenomena proposed in literature
are semi-empirical and not generic. Hence, a novel approach for modeling AWS is
presented in this thesis.
The rest of this chapter is focused on modeling the unsteady aerodynamic loads at low
Mach number regimes. The literature on modeling of unsteady loads in AWS conditions
is severely limited. Hence, it is presented along with the research on modeling AWS in
chapter 6.
The nonlinear and unsteady aerodynamics at Stall and AWS boundaries are difficult
to model, and thereby impede the design of a safe and reliable control system. Hence, the
current thesis is directed towards development of reduced order mathematical models
of aerodynamic loads in these regions of the flight envelope. This thesis presents a
comprehensive theory for identification of unsteady aerodynamic loads using a novel
approach called the Volterra variational modeling approach for delta-wing aircraft
configurations. The theory is demonstrated by application of this approach to modeling
the longitudinal coefficients of Generic Tailless Aircraft (GTA) and a NASA version of
Lockheed Martin F16 (F16XL) aircraft using forced oscillation wind tunnel data. A novel
mathematical model of the rolling moment coefficient at AWS conditions is presented in
this thesis.
Before discussing the approaches for modeling the unsteady aerodynamic loads
proposed in literature, the applications in which the research presented in this thesis is
important are discussed briefly in the next section.
1.1.3 Unsteady Aerodynamics in Various Applications
A modern high performance aircraft is expected to undertake high angle-of-attack
maneuvers to exhibit superior combat capabilities [2]. In such flight conditions, the
aerodynamic loads acting on the aircraft are normally investigated in dynamic wind tunnel
tests with inputs like sinusoidal oscillation, ramp pitching, wind-axis rolling etc. [1]. A
high fidelity model of unsteady aerodynamic loads acting on the aircraft is essential for
flight dynamic analysis, flight system identification, 6DOF simulation for pilot training
and analysis of the flight envelope protection features of the Flight Control System [10].
Hence, it has been studied extensively in dynamic wind tunnel tests [3], and a variety of
mathematical modeling approaches have been proposed in literature [11, 12, 6].
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Fig. 1.3. Nanohummingbird, a flapping wing Miniature-aerial-vehicle developed by Aerovironment Inc.
Accurate prediction of aerodynamic loads acting on the rotor blades of a wind turbine
is essential for optimizing their structural strength and performance. At higher wind speed
conditions, the rotor blade aerodynamics is affected by flow separation and dynamic stall.
A major challenge in predicting the aerodynamic loads on wind turbine blades is the
mathematical modeling of the variation of unsteady aerodynamic loads acting on it [13].
There are fundamental limitations in some models proposed in literature, and in some
cases their implementation is ambiguous or complicated. A review of the application of
all the currently available approaches to this problem has highlighted their shortcomings
[13]. It concluded the need for a more sophisticated nonlinear modeling approach for
unsteady aerodynamic loads acting on the rotor blades.
The problem of aero-elastic modeling of the buffeting of helicopter blades requires a
reliable model of unsteady aerodynamics [14]. The helicopter blades undergo a sinusoidal
motion in pitching in each rotation during forward motion of the helicopter. This pitching
motion is typically at high-rates and results in unsteady variation of loads acting on it. An
unsteady aerodynamic model is also required to determine the performance limitation of
the aircraft due to fatigue of the unsteady aerodynamic loads.
Recently, miniature flapping wing aircraft of span less than 30cm have been
developed; for example Nano-Hummingbird developed by Aerovironment.Inc is shown in
Fig.(1.3). These aircraft use a bird-like flapping motion to generate much higher unsteady
lift due to vortices. Although, the associated aerodynamics is known to be complicated
for mathematical modeling; for advancement in technologies for flapping wing aircraft, a
simple and nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic modeling method is important [15].
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1.2 Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling Approaches in Lit-
erature
For all the applications stated in the previous section, researchers have developed
reduced order mathematical models representing the nonlinear and unsteady variation of
aerodynamic loads acting on the aircraft. Most of the research has been focused on use of
appropriate model structures and its parameter estimation methods using dynamic wind
tunnel test data. The traditional method of using stability and acceleration derivatives
is known to have several mathematical and practical problems to model this unsteady
variation of aerodynamic loads [16]. Hence, a variety of advanced mathematical model
structures have been proposed in literature, which are briefly discussed in this section.
The dependence of aerodynamic loads on the aircraft’s motion pre-history in
stall region can be expressed mathematically in two fundamental forms; the exterior
differential representation by Van der Schaft [17], and the functional expansion of
nonlinear system response by Vito Volterra [18]. Goman-Khrabrov presented a State-
Space model based on the former theory [11], while Tobak-Schiff extended the later
concept to pioneer a new formulation called the Indicial Theory [12]. Most of the model
structures proposed in literature are based on either of these mathematical theories, and
have been consistently applied to many aircraft case studies. There are some other semi-
empirical modeling approaches which have fewer advantages than shortcomings. All
these approaches are briefly presented in this section. Some of these model structures
will be shown to be directly connected to and consistent with the approach presented in
this thesis.
1.2.1 State-Space Approach based Models
State-space approach for modeling unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients uses
differential equations to represent the effect of input history on the output state. The
identification of aerodynamic load using experimental data simple reduces to parameter
estimation using any experimental data. The mathematical properties of the structure
and interpretation of its parameters can be correlated to the phenomenological features
of unsteady aerodynamics, to establish a link between them. This also implies that the
estimated model is not just data-true but a systematic representation of system dynamics.
It is because of these advantages, that the State-space approach for modeling unsteady
aerodynamics proposed by Goman and Khrabrov has been widely used in the research
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Goman and co-workers have presented several model formulations in the state-
space form, based on the structure in Eq.(1.1), and the phenomenological features
of aerodynamics in the stall angle-of-attack regime. In this equation, the unsteady
aerodynamic system can be defined by the outputs C = (CX , CY , CZ , Cl, Cm, Cn) and
inputs I = (α, β, p, q, r). This nonlinear differential structure can account for the effect
of the history of inputs I(t) on the output of the system C(t) as proved in [17].
CL = C
nl











+ x = x0(α− τ2α˙) (1.2)
The first seminal work that appeared in English in 1994, is based on their hypothesis of
characteristic time scales of vortex breakdown location governing the unsteady variation
of aerodynamic loads. In this structure, the lift coefficient consists of three components.
The components CattLq and C
att
Lα˙
represent the unsteady effect of change in q and α˙
respectively, assuming attached flow conditions. The component CnlL (α, x) represents the
quasi-steady and nonlinear variation of lift determined by the combined effect of angle-of-
attack and vortex breakdown location. Thus, it captures the strong unsteady lift variation
in stall region.
The vortex breakdown location or flow separation point is represented by an internal
state variable x. The first order differential equation in x in Eq.(1.2) models the lag
in change in vortex breakdown location due to pitching motion, and the time-constant
τ1 represents its characteristic time-scale. In low angle-of-attack region or attached flow
conditions, this characteristic time-scale is one order of magnitude smaller than that in the
stall region. The second time-constant τ2 is assumed to be the characteristic time-scale of
other effects like convective lag, boundary layer effects etc.
This model has been shown to produce accurate results for unsteady variations in
CZ , Cm and Cl coefficients estimated using extensive forced oscillation wind tunnel data
for both airfoils and delta-wing aircraft [11]. The model structure was also validated
by system identification using appropriate flight test data at Central Aero-hydrodynamic
Research Institute (TsAGI), Russia [11] and the German Aerospace Research center
(DLR) [19]. The model has been used in a variety of applications like modeling
aerodynamic flutter at stall.
This model is accurate but insufficient on two grounds. The basic hypothesis of
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the internal state representing the vortex breakdown location on a delta-wing or flow
separation point on an airfoil, holds good. But it was later found that the value of time-
constant τ1 and the time-scale measured in experimental flow visualization studies in wind
tunnel and water tunnel tests, are different by an order of magnitude [11]. Therefore, the
interpretation of τ1 and estimation based on it, is erroneous.
The second problem is the incapability of the structure to model nonlinear variations
in time, typically significant for the pitching moment coefficient of delta-wing aircraft.
The nonlinear variations in pitching moment coefficient are manifested as higher order
harmonics in the harmonic input experimental data, discussed in detail in the later
sections. Although the variation of coefficient due to change in angle-of-attack is
nonlinear due to the second time-constant τ2, it cannot be used to capture the nonlinear
variations reliably. This issue was first discussed in [20], and is revisited in this thesis.
CL = C
pt













These problems are done away with by the second model structure, as given in
Eq.(1.3), called the Abramov-Goman model. In this structure, there is no term for the
vortex breakdown location, and the unsteady variation is modeled for an incremental
component of load. It is based on the hypothesis of partitioning of loads according to their
source as potential flow Cpt (excludes the lift created by vortices), and Vortical flow Cvb
[21, 22]. The unsteady component of load due to vortex breakdown dynamics is modeled
using a nonlinear differential equation of Cvb. In this equation, Cvb0(α) = CLst − CptL ,
which represents the incremental lift force due to vortices when the wind tunnel model is
held static. The polynomial terms in the differential equation model the nonlinear nature
of unsteady variation of loads observed for large amplitude inputs in angle-of-attack. A
maximum of cubic polynomial nonlinearity has been found to be sufficient for various
aircraft.












In a revised form of the Abramov-Goman model presented in [23], an aerodynamic
load (CZ , Cm, Cl) is partitioned into the components of attached flow Catt(obtained using
Polhamus suction analogy) and a hypothetical dynamical component Cdyn(t), as given
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in Eq.(1.4). This structure is not restricted by the classification of components based
on its origin. The parameters (τ, k1) characterise the linear variations in time, while
(k2, k3, ...) tune the model to capture nonlinear nature of unsteady variations. The model
parameters are also estimated separately using data which exhibit linear or nonlinear
unsteady variation of coefficients.
A unique advantage of the revised Abramov-Goman model is that it can reproduce
the strong nonlinear variations arising from bifurcational aerodynamics phenomena like
the so-called static hysteresis [20]. Some of the airfoils have a distinct static hysteresis
in variation of CZ and Cm versus α. The same model structure, but with a different
parameter estimation procedure was also shown to be useful for modeling the static
hysteresis in CZ and Cm coefficients in [20]. To model unsteady variations in presence of
static hysteresis, Lutze.et.al considered the Goman-Khrabrov model with two steady-state
functions depending on whether aircraft is pitching up or down [24]. This model produces
clearly unreliable results for the case when aircraft does not cross the critical states or the
aerodynamic bifurcation points of the static hysteresis curves.
Fan and co-workers presented several adaptations of the Goman-Khrabrov model.
They included an additional time-constant τ3 to correct the effective angle-of-attack,
although the physical interpretation of this term is ambiguous [25, 24]. The steady-
state value of the aerodynamic coefficient was modeled using an inverse exponential
function with two additional parameters. They also introduced more complications to the
Goman-Khrabrov model, like considering two internal states, static lift dependence as a
quadratic polynomial of internal state. It seems that these nonlinear correction terms were





{1− tanh[A1(α− α∗)]} (1.5)
For estimation of aerodynamic load coefficients in the stall region using flight test
data, Singh and Jategaonkar used Goman-Khrabrov model successfully [19, 26]. The
only difference from the standard structure in Eq.(1.2) being that the static variation of
internal state x0(α) was approximated by an hyperbolic tangent function of angle-of-
attack as given in Eq.(1.5). In this equation, α∗ is the angle-of-attack at which vortex
breakdown reaches half of the root-chord length of the wing x0(α∗) = 0.5, and A1 is a
parameter defining static stall characteristics of the airfoil. It can be determined from the
wind tunnel test data or identified from flight test data.
This model is shown to produce satisfactory results for longitudinal coefficients [19].
To model the rolling moment coefficient, separate models of vortex breakdown location
or the internal state were considered for the left and right wings. Although some minor
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unexplained discrepancies were observed in the time-histories of (p, q, r) rates, the results
were overall satisfactory [26]. These studies also showed the fundamental nature of the
Goman-Khrabrov model.
Pashilkar presented an adaptation of Goman-Khrabrov model, in which weighting
function of the contributions from attached flow and separated flow was modeled
considering multivariate orthogonal polynomial functions of internal state [27].
1.2.2 Nonlinear Indicial Theory based Models
The Indicial theory is the second most widely stated modeling approach presented in
literature. The system is assumed to be linear time invariant and causal. The linear
indicial formulation is based on use of a convolution integral of the transients of a system
response to step change in boundary (input) conditions. A generic formulation of the
system response f(t) to input u(t), assuming that f(t) is a smooth function of u(t) and
can be locally linearized at u = u0, is as given in Eq.(1.6). In this equation, τ is the












In this formulation, ∂f
∂u
|u=u0 is called ”indicial function” and it is the basic unit
characterizing the system dynamics. This local approximation becomes accurate at
∆u→ 0, and is an exact solution if f(t) is a linear function of u(t).








Based on this theory, the linear indicial mode of an unsteady aerodynamic coefficient
can be stated as in Eq.(1.7). In this equation, Ca is an aerodynamic force or moment
coefficient, ξ is vector of aircraft states affecting the coefficient like (α, β, p, q), and ∂Ca
∂ξ
is the indicial function. The indicial function can be interpreted as a transient load due to
step change in ξ at a particular instant. Variety of methods for identification of indicial
functions of aerodynamic coefficients have been proposed in literature.
The linear indicial functions presented an approach to model a dynamic system using
just a few indicial responses over the relevant range of operational conditions. This
formulation was extended using the Duhamel’s superposition integrals to introduce a
nonlinear formulation by Tobak and Schiff [12]. The indicial functions are considered
as nonlinear functionals of angle-of-attack and pitch-rate [28, 29], based on Volterra’s
original conception of the ”Functional expansion representation of dynamic systems”
[18]. A generic Nonlinear Indicial theoretical formulation was shown to encompass the
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Volterra series in [29].
Tobak.et.al. provided a detailed interpretation and simplification of their nonlinear
indicial formulation for modeling unsteady aerodynamics in [12]. Since the mathemati-
cally rigorous formulation cannot be used for identification of a reduced order model of
unsteady aerodynamics using wind tunnel data, they introduced a series of simplifications
based on a number of assumptions. The most important assumptions are that, (i)
functionals are considered to be dependent on elapsed time assuming that the system has
limited memory, and (ii) the aerodynamic coefficient is linear analytic (can be expressed
as a polynomial in α) over the angle-of-attack range under consideration.
Ca(t) = Ca(0) +
∫ ∞
0
Caα(t− τ ;α(τ), q(τ))α˙(τ)dτ +∫ ∞
0
Caq(t− τ ;α(τ), q(τ))q˙(τ)dτ (1.8)
The resulting simplified form of the model is given by Eq.(1.8). In this equation, Caα
is the indicial response at an instant τ due to input α˙(τ), and Caq is similarly defined. This
is further simplified as,






Faα(t− τ ;α(τ), q(τ))α˙(τ)dτ (1.9)
The deficiency functional Faα(·), when considered as a decaying exponential function,
reduces the model to a simple linear differential form as [30],




η˙(t) + aη(t) = b1α˙(t)
where, η(t) represents incremental unsteady effect. Thus, the unsteady effect is captured
by a linear differential equation with 1
a
= τ as the relaxation time-constant, and b1 as
the dynamic gain parameter. This simplified model structure is widely referred to in
literature as the linear indicial model of unsteady aerodynamic loads. In this form, indicial
model is equivalent to many other unsteady modeling approaches presented in literature
as discussed in Section 1.2.4.
This model is insufficient to model the nonlinear dynamical variations especially
witnessed in the pitching moment coefficient of delta-wing aircraft. To introduce this
capability, the model parameters were assumed as continuous functions of angle-of-attack
a(α), b1(α). In [30], these parameter functions were assigned a definite dimension by
considering them in the form of polynomial functions of angle-of-attack. This model
was shown to be sufficiently accurate for identification of the aerodynamic coefficients
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of F16XL using forced oscillation wind tunnel data [30, 31]. Similar model was used to
model the rolling moment coefficient of a transport aircraft in the stall region [32].







CLα(t, τ ;α(ξ))α˙(τ)dτ + ∆CL(t;αc) (1.11)
The linear Indicial model of Eq.(1.8) is not capable of modeling the bifurcation
points or critical states in static variation of coefficients (like CL vs. α, Cn vs. β).
The discontinuities in the static variation, termed mathematically as lack of Frechet
differentiability, are called as the critical states. Hence, a critical state functional
∆CL(t;αc) for modeling the transients during crossing of critical angle-of-attack αc was
introduced, as given in Eq.(1.11) [28]. The unsteady variation of coefficient on either side
of the critical state is modeled separately.
The only application of this formulation was for modeling the variation of rolling
moment coefficient with roll angle, by Myatt in [33]. The transient response for critical
state crossing is identified from special WT tests with ramp-hold motions across the
identified critical states. The transient functionals are complicated combinations of
sinusoidal and exponential functions. Whether these are generic, both mathematically and
for the physical flow process, can be debated. Later, Myatt.et.al. presented a nonlinear
model obtained by scheduling the parameters of linear models between each critical state
crossing; and they also proved the connection of this model to the Nonlinear indicial
response model with critical states crossing [34].
1.2.3 Other Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling Approaches
Although the modeling approaches based on State-pace and Linear indicial theory have
been most widely used for high performance aircraft, some modeling approaches have
been proposed for other applications involving unsteady aerodynamic loads. Some of
these approaches have been applied to high performance aircraft with limited success.
The most important one of these are ONERA dynamic stall model and Neural Network
model. The modeling approaches based on the Functional expansion formulation like
Volterra series are discussed in a separate section.
ONERA dynamic stall model is primarily used to model the unsteady aerodynamic
loads on helicopter blades near stall. In this case, there are higher frequency oscillations
in the variation of aerodynamic loads in response to sinusoidal pitching motion input of
high non-dimensional frequency [35, 36]. This model continues to be considered till date
for modeling the unsteady aerodynamics of Helicopter blades [14].
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The ONERA dynamic stall model is given by equations,
CL(t) = F1 + F2
F˙1 + λF1 = λFl + (λs+ σ)α˙ + sα¨ (1.12)
F¨2 + aF˙2 + rF2 = −(r∆ + e∆˙)
where, F1(t) indicates variation in the linear aerodynamics angle-of-attack regimes, and
F2(t) gives variations in the stall angle-of-attack regime. The parameters λ, s, σ, a, r are
function of angle-of-attack, to be estimated from experimental data. The function Fl(α) is
extrapolation of the linear static curve to high angle-of-attack beyond stall. The function
∆(α) is the difference between Fl(α) and actual nonlinear static curve from WT data.
The first order differential equation in F1(t) in effect reproduces the effect of stability and
acceleration derivatives, while the second order differential equation in F2(t) produces
unsteady load in stall regime considering the difference in load between attached flow
and vortex-breakdown flow as an input.
This model makes use of two important concepts in the model structure formulation,
(i) use of second order differential to introduce the effect of two time-scales into the
model, and (ii) capability of the model to capture higher frequency oscillations in
variation of loads. These concepts are pertinent to the Volterra Variational Model (VVM)
proposed in this thesis as well, as discussed in Section 5.4.4.
ONERA dynamic stall model was applied to modeling the unsteady variation of
longitudinal coefficients using a comprehensive set of experimental data in [35]. The
results are not satisfactory for CZ and there is a gross mismatch in case of Cm. This
happens because parameters are not considered as function of α, while the characteristics
of unsteady flow are dependent on it. The second issue in this model is that there
is no clear distinction or demarcation between linear and nonlinear nature of unsteady
variations as in the case of other unsteady modeling approaches.
Neural Network approach is often considered to be a can-do-all technique for
modeling various systems. It was applied to modeling unsteady aerodynamics in [37]. In
this approach, a network of functions is ”trained” using the given experimental data until
it fits consistently across the entire set. Hence, the approach can produce the best fit to
the given data. Moreover, it is so generic that it is applicable to any aircraft configuration
and any experimental data type.
However, the Neural network approach suffers from several practical shortcomings.
It can be termed as a data-true only model, as the model often fails to interpolate or
extrapolate for other inputs. For example, if a sinusoidal input test data is used in
training, the results may not be satisfactory for simulations using step inputs. It is also
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a ”Black-box” model, as it does not provide any physical interpretations. Hence, there
is no guarantee about its consistency with the aerodynamic features observed in various
experiments. Also, there is no knowledge about the limits of operational conditions under
which it can be used in simulations and analysis. Therefore, the Neural network approach
is not suitable for modeling unsteady aerodynamic loads of aircraft.
A Neural-network approach using a Nonlinear auto-regressive model with exogenous
variables structure is applied to model unsteady variation of loads in [38, 39]. In this
model structure, the current state of the system is considered as a weighted sum of the
inputs and system states at nine previous time-steps. The weighting functions are inverse
exponential functions, and their parameters are estimated using wind tunnel test data. It is
shown to produce better accuracy than the Abramov-Goman State-space model. However,
it suffers from the usual shortcomings of a neural network model.
In the latest publication on the topic, a novel method called ”Nonlinear Dependency
on Angular Rate” for modeling the nonlinear unsteady variation ofCm is proposed in [38].
It simply uses spline curve fitting ofCmα˙ versus non-dimensional pitching rate (α˙) at each
angle-of-attack. This is based on the hypothesis that the wind tunnel model pitching rate
α˙ = ∆αωsin(ωt) in a forced oscillation test, includes the effect of both amplitude and
frequency in a sinusoidal motion. Hence, the term Cmα˙(α, α˙)
α˙c¯
2V
is expected to capture
the effect of input amplitude and frequency on the unsteady component of aerodynamic
load. Even though this argument is validated using harmonic input wind tunnel test data, it
does not hold true for generic inputs like step and ramp pitching motions. This is because
the modeling approach inherently assumes that the aerodynamic load can be completely
determined by instantaneous values of (α, α˙) and may be independent of their trajectory
in phase diagram. This is contrary to the basic phenomena of dependence of aerodynamic
loads on the aircraft motion-history which causes unsteady variation. The authors have
failed to mention the assumption and its repercussion.
Reisenthel.et.al. presented a Volterra Series based approach for modeling nonlinear
unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients [40]. Since the Volterra kernels cannot
be identified using typical harmonic input wind tunnel test data, they are parameterized
using orthogonal exponential functions. While identification of the first kernel requires
nine parameters, the second kernel requires a 10×10 matrix of parameters.Therefore, the
estimation problem becomes unwieldy even for estimation of mild nonlinearity using two
kernels. There is no physical interpretation of the model parameters. Hence, this method
can be termed to be partially successful at best. This method is revisited and compared
with the proposed VVM in detail in Chapter 5.
Flow-Incidence-Rate-Model is another approach presented in literature [41]. It makes
use of a recurrence relation to model the internal state representing the vortex breakdown
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Sr. No. Model/Author Dynamic Gain Time-scale
1 State-space/Goman-Khrabrov −K(α)
τ1














3 Linear differential/Greenwell Clβ,sep
1
τsep















Table 1.1. Equivalent parameters of the linearized form of unsteady aerodynamic models available in
literature, as presented in [42].
location, while lag in vortex breakdown location is modeled using a first order differential
equation of α˙. The recurrence relation is mathematically equivalent to a differential
equation, but the interpretation of parameters is difficult. The lag in vortex breakdown
location changes effective α and not α˙. Hence, this model is phenomenologically
inconsistent.
1.2.4 Discussion of the Modeling Approaches
A comparative analysis of these modeling approaches in terms of their mathematical
structure, physical interpretations and quantitative accuracy for modeling an aerodynamic
coefficient, was presented by Greenwell.et.al. in [42, 6]. They drew two conclusions,
1. Most of the successful model structures are equivalent in their linearized form, as
per the definition of the model parameters given in Table.(1.1).
2. There is no consensus on the nonlinear model of unsteady aerodynamics, although
the revised Abramov-Goman model produces best match for identification using
forced oscillation wind tunnel data
All the models listed in Table (1.1) can be reduced to a simple first order transfer
function or a linear differential equation with the time-scale and dynamic gain parameters
defined as presented in the table. While time-scale parameter is simple in interpretation,
the definition of dynamic gain parameter is complicated. This is due to introduction
of an extension term to accommodate nonlinear nature of unsteady variations for some
aerodynamic coefficients like Cm. Often, this nonlinear term is mathematically empirical
or adhoc. Hence, it is difficult to bridge the nonlinear forms of these model structures to
allow any coherent interconnection between them.
These models are unsatisfactory on various grounds; the most important ones of which
are summarized in Table.(1.2).
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Sr. No. Model Explanation
1 State-space No term for nonlinear unsteady variations
2 PoDE Tuning nonlinear terms is difficult
3 Volterra series Difficult to estimate, analyse and interpret
4 Linear Indicial Cannot model nonlinearity in pitching moment
5 ONERA Unsatisfactory results for delta-wing data
6 PoDE-Static hysteresis Poor accuracy in some cases
7 Indicial-Static Hysteresis Special experimental data required
Table 1.2. Shortcomings of the model structures in literature for nonlinear modeling of unsteady
aerodynamic loads
The State-space model by Goman and Khrabrov does not include any term to include
the nonlinear nature of unsteady variations. The differential equation governing vortex
breakdown location is nonlinear due to the time-constant τ2, which actually is used to
model convective time-lag. Also, if the accuracy of the estimated model is unsatisfactory,
there is no scope provided to adapt the model structure. This is also a reason for a number
of minor changes to this model structure proposed in literature by different researchers.
The PoDE model stucture (Abramov-Goman model) is a simple and practical
technique. But, the nonlinearity in the structure cannot be extended to sufficiently model
the complex unsteady variations in pitching moment coefficients of some aircraft and
high-frequency pitching airfoils. This model is bifurcational in nature which makes its
estimation difficult. Onset of bifurcation should be avoided during parameter estimation
using a constraint equation. This further hampers the flexibility in model topology to
capture the nonlinearity in unsteady variations.
Although the nonlinear indicial theory is a rigorous mathematical framework,
its simplified form used in most applications is a locally linear first-order ordinary
differential equation. The nonlinear extensions presented in literature are insufficient for
modeling nonlinear unsteady variations in pitching moment coefficient. Therefore, the
mathematical background of the formulation bears hardly any significance considering
the simplified structure that is used in practical applications.
For modeling the coefficients which exhibit hysteresis in their steady variation with
flow incidence angles α or β, there are only two model structures proposed in literature.
The PoDE model with static hysteresis, also called as the Bifurcational Model of Static
Hysteresis (BMSH) presented by Abramov in [20], is a simple and practical model. It
can be estimated from commonly available static and dynamic wind tunnel test data. The
nonlinear indicial model with critical state crossing requires data from ramp-and-hold
input wind tunnel tests. Hence, it is not generic.
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Since there is no static hysteresis in variation of longitudinal coefficients with α
for delta-wing configurations, these models are not required for modeling unsteady
aerodynamics in stall. However, modeling the AWS phenomenon requires such models.
However, these models were not suitable for modeling the static hysteresis in rolling
moment coefficient versus side-slip seen in AWS conditions. Hence, a novel model is
proposed in this thesis. This issue is discussed in Chapter 6, along with a more detailed
literature survey.
1.2.5 Parameter Estimation Methodologies
The most commonly used methods for parameter estimation presented in literature are
Output-error method [43] and two-step regression technique [22]. The parameters of
State-space models are estimated by two-step regression method proposed in [22]. In the
first step, the model is linearized considering a small amplitude sinusoidal disturbance.
The resulting equations presented a linear relationship between in-phase and out-of-phase
derivatives estimated from the small amplitude forced oscillation test data. Therefore, the
in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives from at least three different frequencies, are used
to estimate the model parameters (τ, k1) by linear regression method [43]. The remaining
parameters introduce nonlinear corrections. These are estimated by output-error method
using the entire set of large amplitude forced oscillation data.
Murphy.et.al. have presented two new techniques for parameter estimation. The first
one is a frequency domain estimation of parameters using equivalent transfer function of
differential models [44], and the second is using Genetic Algorithms [45]. A comparison
of the estimated values of parameters using the same WT data, from frequency-domain
maximum-likelihood estimation and two-step regression methods, showed that the two
methods produce equivalent results subject to tolerance bounds. However, this study was
done only for the normal force coefficient and small amplitude forced oscillation inputs of
5 deg amplitude. The measurements of pitching moment are known to be more sensitive
to noise and it is also nonlinear in nature. Hence, the equivalence of results from different
estimation methods needs to be probed further.
The identification of coefficients using wind tunnel test data is complicated by the
issues of noise in the measured data and nonlinear nature of the dynamic variations.The
experimental data is marred by interfering physical effects, measurement noise etc. Some
of these issues affecting the experimental data and their effect on the estimated model
parameters are presented in [46]. These challenges have been presented in details by
comparison of various wind tunnel test data in the AGARD report [3]. In case of
F16XL it was noticed that the pitching moment measurements from the experiments with
5 deg amplitude of input were so corrupted by noise that it could not be used for model
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parameter estimation [31]. Therefore, resolving the issues in experimental measurements
and nonlinear unsteady variations is important for parameter estimation, and hence the
fidelity of the model.
The issues in data processing need to be investigated before using them for parameter
estimation. For example, Harmonic analysis and Coefficient-of-determination are used
for data-analysis in [32]. The Coefficient-of-determination is used to analyze the effect
of filtering on noisy data. This helps to arrive at an engineering judgement of the
bandwidth to be used for filtering measured data. However, aggressive filtering of the
forced oscillation test data affects the estimated values of in-phase and out-of-phase
derivatives. Harmonic analysis indicates the presence of significant components of higher
order harmonics in the response data, and hence its nonlinear nature.
The wind tunnel data from forced oscillation tests with large and small amplitudes
for various frequencies are commonly used in literature for parameter estimation. Some
new testing methods have been developed in the recent past. Application of wide-band
inputs implemented as Schroeder sweep was proposed in order to avoid repetitive testing
with one frequency input at a time [44]. This is one of the most promising methods for
identification of a dynamical system over its operational bandwidth [43].
1.3 Functional Expansion Approaches for Nonlinear Sys-
tem Identification
Three methods are prevalent in literature based on the functional expansion representation
of the response of a nonlinear dynamical system as proposed by Vito Volterra in
[18]. The nonlinear Indicial theory was developed primarily for modeling unsteady
variation of aerodynamic loads, and the related literature is briefly discussed in the
last section. Volterra Series and Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Modeling with Exogenous
inputs (NARMAX) models are two other widely used modeling approaches presented in
literature [47].
Volterra series consists of convolution integrals in higher dimensions and it is
determined by its multi-dimensional integrands called Volterra kernels. Although Volterra
series is widely used for modeling electrical and physiological systems, it is not much
used for identification of nonlinear mechanical systems using experimental data [48].
This is due to two reasons, (i) Volterra kernel estimation requires data obtained using
Gaussian random input or multi-tone inputs with very high harmonics [49, 50]; (ii) it is a
non-parametric model and offers no physical interpretations which can be correlated with
the experimental observations [51].
Application of Volterra Series for modeling has been presented for some aerospace
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applications. It was applied for modeling the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of an
aircraft by identification of discretised kernels using neural-network architecture [52]. An
approach to model the local nonlinear dynamics of aircraft has also been presented in [53].
Volterra kernel approximation method for modeling aeroelasticity problems is presented
in [54]. W. Silva presented a review of its application to aeroelasticity problems for
computational and numerical studies [55]. He also presented a method for identification
of Volterra kernels using aerodynamic impulse responses from numerical experiments
[56].
Reisenthel.et.al. presented several papers on modeling unsteady aerodynamics by
identification of approximate kernels in parametric form, and demonstrated its application
to X31 aircraft data [40, 57, 58, 59]. This method is discussed again in Chapter 5.
NARMAX is a discrete time recursive model that considers a weighted effect of the
past states and inputs on the current state, as well as coupled effect of noise [60]. Although
parametric, it does not provide physical interpretation and estimation of noise model is
complicated as it may cause the optimization to diverge [61]. However, NARMAX model
can be used for estimation of Fourier transform of Volterra kernels called Generalized
Frequency Response Functions (GFRFs) [62].
VVM proposed in this thesis is derived from Volterra series, and hence belongs to
this category of models. This thesis is the first application of the Volterra variational
structure to model any aerospace system, and even any mechanical system, to the best of
our knowledge.
1.4 Motivation
There is a tremendous interest in the industry on modeling of the aircraft aerodynamics
at high angle-of-attack. Recently, the American aviation regulator Federal Aviation
Administrator has mandated that the commercial airline pilots be exposed to flight
dynamics outside the normal flight envelope on Flight Simulators. There were two major
international research programs with a particular focus on modeling the stall conditions
of a transport aircraft. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, USA (NASA)-
Langley Research Center pioneered a major project under the ”Aviation Safety Program”
in the US [63], and a similar program called ”Simulation of Upset Recovery in Aviation”
(SUPRA) was undertaken in Europe through the Framework Program-7 research support
[64, 65]. Some of the methods previously developed for delta-wing configurations were
applied to transport aircraft aerodynamic modeling in these projects. These efforts
have highlighted the need for a generic and nonlinear approach to modeling unsteady
aerodynamic loads, as discussed in [32].
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There is still no commonly acceptable nonlinear model structure for modeling
unsteady aerodynamic loads in the stall conditions. The unsteady aerodynamic modeling
approaches discussed in the previous section can successfully reproduce the unsteady
variation of normal force coefficient, which is mildly nonlinear. However, variations in
pitching moment coefficient are significantly nonlinear for Delta-wing, Double-delta and
Transport aircraft configurations. Therefore, there is a need for a model structure which
can capture the nonlinearity in unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads using variety of
wind tunnel test data reliably.
A high-fidelity unsteady aerodynamic modeling approach is essential for improving
the design or performance of the systems discussed in the Section 1.2, that is wind-turbine
blades, flapping wing aerodynamics, aero-elastic flutter etc.
The problem of unsteady aerodynamics at high angle-of-attack and high subsonic
Mach numbers has been known for many years. But it has been a investigated
systematically only recently as a part of the NASA-Langley Research Center lead AWS
Program. The state-of-the-art of this technology in terms for wind tunnel experiments,
analysis methods, modeling methods, is still in preliminary stages. There is a need to
improve the modeling techniques of AWS phenomenon so that it can be further used
in control law design and flight dynamic analysis processes to improve the aircraft
maneuverability.
1.5 Objectives of the Thesis
The objectives of this thesis are as follows:
1. Formulate a modeling approach with the following features which are desired for
its adoption by the industry : (i) a generic model structure applicable to a variety
of situations in the design process, (ii) a simple parameter estimation procedure
which can produce a model of sufficient accuracy, (iii) it can be integrated
with the aircraft equations of motion for simulation and flight dynamic analysis,
(iv) clear correlation of its mathematical interpretations to features of unsteady
aerodynamics.
2. Demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed approach by identification of unsteady
aerodynamic loads using industrial-grade data from the wind tunnel tests of the type
prevalent in the research community and the industry. Compare the accuracy of
results obtained from the proposed approach to that using the PoDE model (as it is
the most promising method available in literature).
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3. Perform a comparative analysis to show the advantages and disadvantages of using
the proposed modeling approach relative to those frequently cited in literature.
Prove its consistency or justify a lack of it, to these approaches.
4. Perform flight dynamic analysis using the proposed model to show the effect of
unsteady aerodynamics on aircraft dynamics.
5. Present adaptations of the modeling approach which may be useful for modeling
other applications involving the unsteady aerodynamic phenomena.
6. Develop a generic model structure for modeling the static hysteresis and unsteady
variation in the rolling moment coefficient versus sideslip due to AWS phenomena.
Demonstrate its application to the GTA aircraft data obtained from static and Free-
to-roll wind tunnel tests.
1.6 Thesis Overview
In chapter 2, the theory of Volterra variational modeling approach using harmonic input
response data is presented. Volterra variational equations are derived in the frequency
domain, as the Volterra series representation of a generic nonlinear differential system
of the type commonly used in systems theory. The proof of a generic method for
computation of input bounds for convergence of Volterra series called the Helie-Laroche
algorithm [66] is presented in the frequency domain. This proof is simpler and intuitive
than the time-domain proof given in [66]. Then, the harmonic input response properties
of VVM are presented to develop concepts for the identification procedure. Finally, a
comparison of the model structures of PoDE and VVM modeling approaches is presented.
These concepts are demonstrated by two examples.
In chapter 3, VVM structure and parameter estimation approach are formulated for
identification of the unsteady aerodynamic loads of delta-wing aircraft configurations
using forced oscillation wind tunnel data. The implications of different types of nonlinear
aerodynamic phenomena, use of dynamic wind tunnel test data, parameter estimation
procedure, on the proposed system identification approach are presented in details in this
chapter. Mathematical approximations or interpretations of VVM are presented to show
its inherent capability to model the features of unsteady aerodynamics, irrespective of the
experimental data available.
In chapter 4, three important case studies on identification of aerodynamic coefficients
using comprehensive sets of forced oscillation wind tunnel test data, are presented in
details. These case studies are for two industrial-grade delta wing aircraft configurations,
F16XL and GTA. These case studies demonstrate the proposed identification algorithm
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in details; like selection of model structure, processing raw wind tunnel test data,
estimation of model parameters using linear and nonlinear VVM structures, selection
of appropriate pitching input bandwidth in experiments etc. A quantitative comparison of
the performance of VVM and PoDE for modeling the Cm coefficient of GTA is presented
to show the superior accuracy of VVM.
In chapter 5, flight dynamic analysis using the VVM and a comparative analysis of
the important modeling approaches in literature with VVM, are presented. The impact of
unsteady aerodynamic loads on the Short-period mode of an aircraft is demonstrated using
classical tools from linear systems theory. Comparative analysis and possible adaptations
of VVM structure to produce the features of other model structures presented in literature,
are discussed here. Unique advantages in identification of VVM using other experimental
inputs like Schroeder-sweep and Ramp inputs are presented. It is shown that the VVM
encompasses the mathematical features of all the major modeling approaches presented
in literature.
In chapters 6, modeling and analysis of the effects of the AWS phenomena using Free-
to-Roll (FTR) and static wind tunnel test data is presented. A literature review is presented
to summarize the aerodynamics of AWS and the modeling approaches presented in
literature. A novel mathematical structure to model the rolling moment coefficient is
proposed. This model is shown to reproduce the static hysteresis in rolling moment
coefficient versus sideslip and the features of unsteady variation in rolling moment
coefficient as seen in FTR wind tunnel test data. Results from 1Degrees-of-Freedom of
Aircraft (DOF), 5DOF and 6DOF simulation studies show that the model is qualitatively
satisfactory.
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Chapter 2
Properties of Volterra Variational Equa-
tions
2.1 Introduction
Volterra series is a functional expansion of a nonlinear system response to any arbitrary
input. It was proposed by Vito Volterra in 1880s as a generalization of the Taylor series to
represent nonlinear dynamical systems for which output depends on history of input [18].
It was later applied to modeling nonlinear electrical phenomena like inter-modulation
distortion in power amplifiers by Norbert Weiner in 1950s. Since then it has been widely
used for system identification of electrical and physiological systems which are known to
be significantly nonlinear.
Volterra series consists of a linear sum of the convolution integral of higher power
inputs with a set of multi-dimensional integrands called Kernels. A finite set of
kernels can completely characterize a nonlinear dynamic system. However, a parametric
model is always preferred over a non-parametric one because it can be estimated using
simpler experimental techniques from System Identification Theory [43], and can provide
physical interpretations. So, Volterra Variational Equations (VVEs) are derived as a
parametric form of the Volterra series. This is done by considering a class of systems
which are analytic in state and affine in input [51]. The mathematical structure of this
system consists of an ordinary differential equation with polynomial terms in state. This
structure is commonly used for modeling the nonlinearity of a mechanical system, and in
this thesis it is called Polynomial Differential Equation (PoDE). VVEs are obtained as the
Volterra series representation of PoDE model in Section 2.2.
PoDE model is in fact a generic mathematical form of the Abramov-Goman model
which has been reported to be the best approach for modeling of nonlinear unsteady
aerodynamic loads in literature [42]. As VVEs are derived from the PoDE model, it
is expected that the two methods have some commonalities. Hence, the methodologies of
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identification using the two model structures and their harmonic input response properties
are compared in this chapter. From the perspective of System identification, these are two
independent model structures. Hence, in practical application there is no need to consider
the correlation between them. If the dynamics of a system is given in the form of PoDE,
one can analytically derive its equivalent representation as VVEs. This equivalence if true
for the two models estimated separately subject to certain bounds on input.
VVEs consist of differential equations of the kernel states which are response of each
kernel to any input. Infinite number of kernel states are essential for the output of VVEs to
match that of PoDE asymptotically; but practically first few states suffice in many cases.
The steady state response of truncated Volterra series or a reduced set of VVEs (called
the Volterra variational model) converges to that of PoDE for certain bounds on input as
proved in [67]. The magnitude of input defining the bounds for equivalence of the two
models can be computed using a recently proposed algorithm by Helie and Laroche [66].
Helie-Laroche algorithm provides a guaranteed estimate of input bounds for convergence
of the truncated Volterra series of an analytic and input-affine class of nonlinear system.
An alternative proof of this algorithm is presented in frequency domain in Section 2.3.
This proof is simpler than the original time-domain one given in literature [66].
However, the estimated input bound is a conservative estimate and it can be considered
to be an approximate value in identification of physical systems. If the identified model
is found to be stable for the system’s operational input magnitudes, the estimation of
input bound can be ignored. As discussed in Chapter 1, VVM cannot model system
with multiple equilibrium in its operational conditions but PoDE can. Estimation of
input bounds becomes important for such nonlinear systems. In this case, it is important
to know the comparison of the input bounds defining the region of attraction of the
equilibrium of interest, to the estimated input bound for convergence of VVM. If the
value of the former is greater than the later, the estimated value of input bound defines the
limits of applicability of the identified VVM.
Application of PoDE and VVM for System Identification using experimental data
are different from each other. Typically, nonlinear systems excite harmonics in response
to sinusoidal inputs. Hence, it is important to correlate them with the harmonic input
response properties of the model structure. The harmonic input response properties of
the kernel states are presented in Section 2.4. The number of kernel states sufficient for
modeling a given nonlinear system is determined by super-harmonics in the harmonic
input response. A comparison of PoDE and VVM in the context of system identification,
is presented in detail in Section 2.5. The theoretical concepts presented in this chapter are
illustrated using numerical experimental data generated from a Duffings-type oscillator
system, in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Volterra Variational Equations
An analytical form of the Volterra series can be derived from the differential equations
governing the dynamics of a given system using the methods stated in [62]. In this section,
a special class of nonlinear differential equations with polynomial nonlinear terms, called
PoDE, is considered. Its Volterra series representation is derived in frequency domain,
and the resulting infinite series of differential equations are called the Volterra variational
equations. The time-domain derivation is available in [51].
Volterra series for a Single-input-single-output system is given by,
















where hn(τ1, ..., τn) is called n-th symmetric kernel of the Volterra series, and τi is the
local time-variable. Kernels are unique functionals characterizing the system dynamics.
For a linear system, only the first kernel h1(τ1) is significant, and all higher order kernels
are zero. It is simply the impulse response of the system. In this sense, higher order
kernels are a special kind of impulse responses of the system in higher dimensions.
Volterra series is a direct superposition of the responses of kernels to any input. Higher
order Volterra kernels produce relatively more significant contribution to response for
larger magnitude of inputs. Hence, they reflect the dependence of nonlinear nature of
system dynamics on magnitude of input.













i−1u(t); t ≥ 0 (2.2)











where, x(t) and u(t) are the system state and input respectively, while {(ai, bi)∀ i ∈ [1n]}
are constant scalars. F (d/dt) is a m-th order polynomial differential operator in d/dt as
given in Eq.(2.4). Its coefficients pj ∀ j ∈ [1m] are independent of x(t), u(t) and t, as
the system is Linear-time-invariant and Causal, as defined in systems theory. y0(t) is the
zero-input response and initial condition of state is x(0) = 0. Since the output y(t) is
simply a scalar multiple of state, we consider only the input-state dynamics in further
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derivations.
PoDE can have multiple stable or unstable equilibriums. However, in derivation of
Volterra series it is assumed that the system has a single stable equilibrium for given
input conditions. Hence, the system dynamics can be modeled in the form of Volterra
series only in the region of attraction of a single stable equilibrium. Hence, the Volterra
series presentation of PoDE is derived assuming that the system operates in the region
of attraction of equilibrium at x = 0. This can be translated to any other equilibrium
by addition of that constant value to the output equation. Limit cycle oscillations are
excluded from this consideration. Also, the equilibrium at x = 0 is required to be locally
stable which implies that a1 < 0.
Volterra series expressed in frequency domain offers interpretation of the effect of
input amplitude and frequency (Bode plot style) on the nonlinear system output. Hence,
a n-fold Fourier transform of the Volterra kernels called the Generalized Frequency
Response Functions (GFRFs) is commonly used in literature to present various results.
A recurrence relation for GFRFs of the nonlinear system in Eq.(2.2), is derived in this
section by extension of the results given in [62]; and it is used to derive VVEs. This also
gives the analytical relationship between Volterra series, PoDE, GFRFs and VVM.
If the response of kernel hn(·) is defined as the kernel-state xn(t) for all n ∈ N, then
Eq.(2.1) becomes,
x(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t) + ...+ xn(t) + ... (2.5)
Now, all the above equations are considered in frequency domain for a simpler
algebraic representation of the derivations presented in this chapter. GFRF or the n-fold
Fourier transform of the n-th kernel hn(·) is defined as,






hn(τ1, .., τn) · exp−2pij(f1τ1+....+fnτn) dτn (2.6)
Let U(f) and X(f) be the Fourier transform of u(t) and x(t) respectively. Then, the









G2(f1, f − f1)U(f1)U(f − f1)df1 + ... (2.7)
Let Xn(f) be the Fourier transform of xn(t), then,












df1G2(f1, f − f1)U(f1)U(f − f1) (2.9)
....
This infinite series is the frequency domain representation of the Volterra series. The
GFRFs of the PoDE system are substituted in this expression to obtain the differential
equations of kernel states governing the system dynamics. The GFRFs of the PoDE
system are derived as follows.









Glν1(f1, ..., fν1) · · ·Glνn(fµ, .., fn) (2.10)
where l is a positive integer such that (1 ≤ l ≤ n), and G(l)n = 0 for l > n. ∑′N indicates
N permutations of frequencies and µ = ν1 + .. + νl−1 + 1. (ν; l, n) denotes summation
over integers νi such that,
ν1 + ν2 + ...+ νl = n; (2.11)
1 ≤ ν1 ≤ ν2 ≤ .... ≤ νl;
N = n!/ν1!ν2!...ν1!r1!r2!...rk!
where ri, i ∈ [1 k] is the number of νi terms with the same value. For Volterra series,
harmonic input gives harmonic output. So for input,
u(t) = ej2pif1t + e2pijf2t + ...+ e2pijfnt (2.12)
where fi are incommensurate frequencies and j is the complex number exponent; Volterra









It is known that Gn(f1, f2, ..., fn) = C111..n−times = [coefficient of e(f1+...+fn)2pijt in
x(t)]. Hence, substituting equations (2.12) and (2.13) in to system dynamics Eq.(2.2), and
equating the coefficient of e(f1+...+fn)2pijt on both the sides, gives the general recurrence
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relation defining n-th GFRF as,












n−1 (f1, ..., fk−1, fk+1, ..., fn)







F (2pijf1 + 2pijf2)
;











F (2pijf1 + 2pijf2 + 2pijf3)
where,
∑′
3 indicates sum of 3 terms with permutation of frequencies (f1, f2, f3).
The equations governing the kernel-states are obtained by substituting the GFRFs in





F (2pijf)X1(f) = b1U(f)
Applying inverse Fourier transform to this equation gives Eq.(2.19). Following a similar




[−a2 U(f1)U(f − f1)
F (2pijf1)F (j(2pif − 2pif1) + b2
U(f1) + U(f − f1)
F (2pijf1)F (j(2pif − 2pif1) ]df1(2.17)




[−a2X1(f1)X1(f − f1) + b2U(f1)X1(f − f1) + (2.18)
b2X1(f1)U(f − f1)]df1
Applying inverse Fourier transform to Eq.(2.18) gives Eq.(2.20). Similarly, the
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)x3(t) + 2a2x1(t)x2(t) + a3x1(t)
3 = b2x2(t)u(t) + b3x1(t)
2u(t) (2.21)
...∞
where, x1(0) = 0, x2(0) = 0, x3(0) = 0. This series is called Volterra variational
equations.
In this section, the GFRFs in Eq.(2.14) and Volterra variational equations were derived
for the systems of type in Eq.(2.2). However, these results can also be extended to the
systems which have non-polynomial nonlinearities. Considering the Weirstrass’s theorem
for approximation of a nonlinearity in the form of polynomial, the condition on linear-
analyticity of the system can be relaxed.
2.3 Input Bounds for Convergence
Polynomial nonlinearity of degree n contributes to all the kernels of order l ≥ n.
Therefore, infinite number of kernel-states are required in the Volterra variational
representation to obtain an exactly equivalent of the system Eq.(2.2). However, physical
systems usually have fading memory, i.e the current output depends on certain finite
history of inputs. For such systems, Volterra series can be truncated to first few kernels
[67, 68].
Helie and Laroche proposed an algorithm that determines a minimum of the input
bound for guaranteed convergence of truncated Volterra series of system Eq.(2.2). To
prove this algorithm the Volterra kernels are assumed in a special (complicated) format
called the ”Kernel-recursive construction” given in ([66], Prop.1). In this section, we
present a frequency domain derivation of the input bounds for convergence of VVM
following the similar approach, but without assuming kernels in any special format.
2.3.1 Proof of Helie-Laroche Algorithm in Frequency domain
The proof of Helie-Laroche algorithm is presented in this section in three steps. First, a
gain bound function is obtained as sum of the supremum of the response of each kernel
of Volterra series. In the second step, a majorising sequence of the gain bound function
is defined and proved using induction. Finally, the guaranteed estimate of convergence
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bound for any input type is obtained a minimum value of this majorising series.
2.3.1.1 Gain Bound Function
For system Eq.(2.2) with stable equilibrium at x = 0, GFRFs are defined by Eq.(2.6)
and VVM is given by Eq.(2.19). Gn(f1, .., fn) is defined on vector space of functions
νnC : Rn → C, and the norm in this space defined by,








Gn(f1, .., fn)δn(f − f1..− fn)df˜n−1|(2.22)
for all n ≥ 2. Here, df˜n−1 = df1df2..dfn−1 and the delta function gives fn = f − f1 −





| = | b1
a1
| (2.23)
Consider a function ϕ(X) =
∑
mN∗ ‖Gm(.)‖νmCXm and assume that it has radius of
convergence ρ > 0. Then the gain bound function ϕ(z) of the frequency domain Volterra
series of ‖Gm(.)‖mN∗ is defined for all zC such that |z| < ρ . If ρ > 0 for ϕ(z), then the
Volterra series is convergent for inputs ‖U‖ < ρ; and it satisfies ‖X‖ ≤ ϕ(‖U‖) < ∞.
This can be proved as follows.
Let ‖U‖ < ρ, then by definition of ϕ(‖U‖), we get ϕ(‖U‖) < ∞. Now taking the


















Gn(f1, f2, ..., fn)δn(f − f1 − ..− fn)df˜n−1|)(‖U(f)‖)n
≤ ‖Gn‖νNC (‖U‖)
n
Therefore, norm of the Volterra variational equations output is bounded as follows:
‖X‖ = ‖X1 +X2 +X3 + ...+Xn‖ (2.25)







In the next part, a majorising series of this gain bound function is obtained.
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2.3.1.2 Majorising Sequence of Gain Bound Function
The supremum of GFRFs is obtained in terms of model parameters, and it is used to
deduce a series that is maximum of the Volterra variational response. For this, the
objective is to prove by induction that,
‖Gm‖νNC ≤ ψm (2.26)






k=1 |bl|ψ(l−1)(m−1)(f1..fk−1, fk+1.., fm)
|a1| (2.27)
for m ≥ 2, and for m = 1, ψ1 = ‖G1(f)‖ = | b1a1 |. This is proved as follows.
It is evident that Eq.(2.26) holds good for m = 1. For m = 2 we have,















−2a2G1(f1)G1(f − f1) + b2[G1(f1) +G1(f − f1)]
F (2pijf1 + j(2pif − 2pif1)) df1df2|













b2[G1(f1) +G1(f − f1)]df1df2|
≤ |a2|2!ψ1ψ1 + |b2|(ψ1 + ψ1)|a1|
≤ ψ2
Now, assume that Eq.(2.26) is true for m ∈ [1, (n − 1)], and prove that it holds true
for m = n. Consider the norm of G(l)n ,


















Therefore, norm of n-th GFRF becomes,
















n−1 (f1, ..fk−1, fk+1, ..fn)







k=1 |bl|ψ(l−1)(n−1)(f1.., fk−1, fk+1..fm)
|a1|
≤ ψn
Thus, Eq.(2.26) is true for any nN∗. Therefore, the maximum of Volterra series response
is given by the maximum of Gain bound function as,





2.3.1.3 Lower Bound of Convergence Radius
The minimum or the most conservative estimate of of the convergence radius is obtained









m−1. Define a function R(X) using them as,












































Ψ(X)− P (Ψ(X)) = (ψ1 +Q(Ψ(X)))X (2.33)
Define a function F(X) as,
F(X) = (ψ1 +Q(X))X
X − P (X) (2.34)
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This gives,
F(Ψ(X)) = (ψ1 +Q(Ψ(X)))Ψ(X)
Ψ(X)− P (Ψ(X)) (2.35)
XF(Ψ(X)) = (ψ1 +Q(Ψ(X)))X
Ψ(X)− P (Ψ(X)) Ψ(X)
= Ψ(X)
This function Ψ(X) is analytic at X = 0, and has a convergence radius ρ∗ given by the
following algorithm. It is proved as LemmaA in the Helie-Laroche’s paper [66]. Since,
Ψ(X) is the majorising sequence of the gain bound function, its convergence radius is
also the input bound for convergence of the Volterra series. Helie-Laroche provide an
algorithm to compute the convergence radius for a Multi-dimensional system. This and
its application to the PoDE system are presented in the next section.
2.3.2 Algorithm for Input Bound
2.3.2.1 Helie-Laroche Algorithm
Let r be the radius of convergence of F(X) at X = 0. Then, the equation XF ′(X) −
F(X) has either one solution σ (case 1) or zero solution (case 2) in ]0, r[, and the radius
of convergence of Ψ(X) = XF(Ψ(X)) is given by,
(case 1) ρ∗ =
σ
F(σ) (2.36)




2.3.2.2 Input Bound Computation
Evaluation using the system parameters in accordance with the above definitions gives the




|+∑∞k=2 | bka1 |Xk−1
1−∑∞k=2 |aka1 |Xk−1 (2.38)
The radius of convergence of F(X) at X = 0 is r = |b1/a1|, and that a1 is positive for a
stable system.
Next, if a unique positive solution σ of XF ′(X) − F(X) = 0 in ]0, r[ is found, by
numerical computations, then the radius of convergence is given by ρ∗ = σF(σ) . If no such
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Illustrative examples using this formula are given in Section 2.6.
2.4 Model Order Determination using Harmonic Input
Response
The kernel states of VVM inherit harmonic input response properties of the Volterra
kernels. Hence, VVM parameters can be estimated using Volterra kernel estimation
techniques proposed in literature. These methods of kernel estimation require system
response data obtained using special inputs like Gaussian random signal, and estimation
is done by spectral correlation techniques [60]. Especially in case of mechanical systems,
due to difficulties in developing sophisticated experimental setup to implement wide-
band inputs, and relatively low signal-to-noise ratio, it difficult to use these methods.
If the output noise is Gaussian white noise, both VVM and PoDE model parameters can
be estimated by regression methods, otherwise Output-Error method can be used [43].
However, VVM being a set of parametric differential equations, much simpler methods
can be utilized. In this section, we present interpretations of harmonic input responses of
VVM and PoDE models, which are later utilized in the parameter estimation process.











k!(n− k)! Gk,n−k(fp) (2.40)
where, ωp = 2pifp and Gk,n−k(fp) stands for Gn(f1, ...., fn) with the first k of fi equal to
fp and remaining n− k equal to −fp [62]. Substituting definitions of GFRFs in Eq.(2.10)
gives VVM response to harmonic input.
In Eq.(2.40), the system response contains only the integral multiples of input
frequency. This implies that the Volterra series and VVM can produce only the super-
harmonics of input frequency in response. Power Spectrum Density (PSD) diagrams of
harmonic input responses of a system provide information about the harmonics excited
due to nonlinear nature of system dynamics. If sub-harmonics are present in PSD
diagrams then the system dynamics has bifurcations, and it cannot be modeled by VVM
structure [69]. Thus, one should verify the presence of only super-harmonics in the
response PSD diagrams.
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n-th GFRF (and hence kernel-state) produces sinusoidal components of n-th harmonic
frequency and lower order harmonics of same parity. For example,G5 produces harmonic
components of frequencies (5ω, 3ω, 1ω) in the response. If PSD plot contains a peak at
frequency n × ω, then at least one of the GFRFs Gn, Gn+2, .. is nonzero. However, if
there is no peak at frequency (n+ 2)ω then all Gn+2, Gn+4, ... are zero. Thus, if the PSD
plot shows a peak at a maximum frequency of ωmax = lω, then Gl 6= 0, and hence xl is
the highest order kernel-state to be included in the model, and VVM equations should be
truncated to x˙l.
From Eq.(2.6), if Gn 6= 0, then at least one of the parameters (ai∀i ∈ [2, n]) is non-
zero. Therefore, we must include all the kernel states xi to xl in the model structure.
For example, if there is a peak at 2ω, then at-least one of G2, G4, G2n.. is/are non-zero.
Additionally, if there is no peak at 4 × ω, then G4 = 0, G2n = 0, and hence x2 must be
considered in the model structure. This implies that a2 6= 0. For VVM, a2 excites all
higher order kernel states, and hence odd order xi∀i ∈ [2, l] should also be included in
the model structure. Thus, the kernel states to be included in VVM can be determined
from the PSD of the harmonic input response data of the system.
2.5 Comparison of VVM and PoDE Models for System
Identification
The Abramov-Goman model of unsteady aerodynamic loads (which is based on PoDE),
was applied to model the longitudinal and lateral directional coefficients of GTA, F16XL,
Delta-60 wing and X31, with satisfactory results [20, 22, 23]. This model is the most
intuitive extension to the Goman-Khrabrov model in [11], to account for nonlinearity
in the unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients. As shown in previous sections,
VVM is mathematically equivalent to PoDE with two conditions, that the PoDE model
has single stable steady state and it is subject to certain input bounds. However, there
are differences between the two in their consideration for system identification. Hence, a
comparative study of the two structures is presented in this section.
The topology of the PoDE model can exhibit nonlinear phenomena like critical states
crossing, hysteresis and limit cycles oscillations, period doubling leading to chaos etc.
This is because PoDE model can have multiple equilibrium and it can move from the
region of attraction of one to another in response to inputs. Such dynamics cannot be
represented by Volterra series or VVM, as these models always converge to a particular
equilibrium state when the input is within certain bounds, as proved in [68]. In this
sense, the topology of VVM is similar to linear dynamical systems but stretched to higher
number of parameters to account for nonlinearity of the response in time. Therefore,
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although the two models are equivalent when their dynamics is restricted to the region
of attraction of a particular stable equilibrium, their global dynamics for a wide range of
inputs can be significantly different. There is currently no mathematical solution to either
bridge this gap or an alternative structure which exhibits the properties of both the models.
This difference in topology of the two model structures offers some advantages and
disadvantages. The capability of PoDE model to capture unsteady aerodynamic loads in
presence of static hysteresis in CZst(α) and Cmst(α), as well as critical state crossing in
Cnst(β) and Clst(φ) is an important advantage. The identification using such a model can
be performed using ”Bifurcational Model of Static Hysteresis” presented by Abramov
in his Thesis [20]. These phenomena and application of BMSH are discussed in detail
in Chapter 5. Such aerodynamic phenomena cannot be modeled using VVM. The
complementary nature of PoDE model properties to VVM can be useful for modeling
many aerodynamic systems.
However, the number of parameters in PoDE for tuning the static hysteresis and
unsteady variation of an aerodynamic coefficient is sometimes insufficient. In Chapter
6, the nonlinear and unsteady modeling of rolling moment due to the Abrupt Wing Stall
phenomena is presented. In this case, a cubic PoDE model with just four parameters
is not good enough to capture the unsteady variations and static hysteresis in Cl versus
β. Hence, a novel model called ”Bifurcational Model of Aerodynamic Asymmetry” is
proposed and is demonstrated to produce satisfactory results.
A practical problem in using PoDE model for system identification is that the topology
of the identified model can be significantly different from that of the physical system in
some cases. For a particular set of values of estimated parameters of PoDE, the identified
model may exhibit bifurcation dynamics which do not exist for the physical system under
consideration. Hence, during parameter estimation of a PoDE model, it is important to
include additional constraints on parameters in order to have a single real equilibrium.
This problem does not arise for VVM as the response always converges to zero, which in
turn can be translated to the stable steady-state value of the system.
Nonlinearity of many physical systems are typically excited for high energy inputs,
while for low energy inputs dynamics is approximately linear. Amplitude dependence
of nonlinearity is an inherent feature of VVM. If the input amplitude to VVM is scaled
by a factor of γ, then xn(t) gets scaled by a factor of γn. Therefore, for a sinusoidal
input of particular frequency, if amplitude is decreased, relative contribution of higher
order kernels to total response decreases in magnitude. For sufficiently small amplitude
input the system response is approximately linear. This is true for any input shape in
general. Thus, VVM is the most intuitive model to represent physical systems that show
approximately linear behavior for small amplitude and nonlinear for larger amplitude
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inputs. In case of PoDE model, the correlation between the responses to small or large
amplitude inputs is not so distinct. The linear or nonlinear nature of the response is
case specific. The model fit obtained by parameter estimation is good if the system
characteristics actually correspond to the order of polynomial nonlinearity used in the
model structure.
For the PoDE model, parameters can be estimated by least-squares technique and
validated using the criteria like goodness-of-fit or parameter co-variances from System
identification theory. However, the order of polynomial nonlinearities to be included in
the model structure cannot be determined apriori. In case of VVM, the kernel states to be
included in the model structure can be determined directly using harmonic input response
data over systems operational conditions as presented in the previous section.
A higher degree polynomial term in PoDE can produce any number of harmonics in
response to sinusoidal input, which may not be the case as seen in the experimental data
of the system. On the other hand, the kernel states of a VVM model produce a definite set
of harmonics in response to sinusoidal input. Thus, the VVM model structure can have
exact correlation with the harmonics of available system response, while PoDE model
may not.
As nonlinearity of the output of PoDE model increases, higher order kernel states are
essential to produce an accurate match between the responses of the two models. This
is illustrated in the next section, and more examples are available in [66]. However, the
estimated model response using same experimental data is significantly different. In case
of PoDE model, the relative magnitudes of parameters get tuned automatically to match
nonlinearity in the experimental response data. In case of VVM, higher order kernel states
need to be included in the model structure explicitly.
A truncated VVM is convergent for certain bounds on input, and we presented a
criteria for convergence as a lower bound on the maximum magnitude of input. Although
Helie-Laroche algorithm gives a conservative estimate, it specifies the likely order of
magnitude of the input bound. Currently there are no algorithms in literature to get an
accurate estimate of the input bounds for convergence.
In case of VVM it is straight forward to consider a second order differential operator
in the model, to get a model similar to the ”ONERA Dynamic Stall model”. This is
presented in detail in chapter (5). In case of PoDE, it becomes a Duffings oscillator and
gives rise to all the complex nonlinear dynamics exhibited by it. Thus, VVM structure
provides flexibility to included higher order differential formulation while a PoDE model
does not.
To conclude, VVM structure is suitable for modeling systems which have only super-
harmonics in PSD of response, and an approximately linear response for small amplitude
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input; while PoDE structure is better suited for those systems which have sub-harmonics
or large number of super-harmonics in PSD of the response, and exhibit bifurcations for
certain input conditions.
2.6 Illustrative examples
The theory and system identification concepts presented in this chapter are illustrated for
two contexts. Firstly, the similarities and differences in the two model structures VVM
and PoDE for system identification are demonstrated using data generated from Duffings
oscillator system. In the second example, equivalence of the two model responses subject
to input bounds, and difference in their response power spectrum, are presented. For this,
responses of both the models with same values of parameters are compared for different
types of input.
2.6.1 Identification of Duffings Oscillator System
Duffings oscillator is commonly used to model systems with nonlinear stiffness,
especially the structural systems subject to high input excitation levels like the ones with
beams, panels etc. In this example, PoDE and VVM model parameters are estimated using
the data generated from Duffings oscillator system Eq.(2.41). Their results are compared
to show their relative effectiveness in identification of this type of system. Note that, we
can obtain an equivalent VVM of the Duffings oscillator equations analytically, but in this
exercise it is simply used to generate input-output data, without assuming any knowledge
of the actual system.
my¨ + cy˙ + k1y + k3y
3 = u (2.41)
An approximate solution of the Duffings oscillator system is obtained by the
perturbation analysis. This shows that the Duffings oscillator system exhibits primary and
secondary resonance [70]. The characteristics of the primary resonance are identical to
the corresponding linear system, while secondary resonances arise due to significance of
nonlinearity. The super-harmonic resonance occurs when the excitation input frequency is
close to one-third of the natural frequency of the system. This produces a third harmonic
component of significant magnitude in the response. We consider Duffings oscillator
with the harmonic inputs around super-harmonic resonance. Since this frequency range is
away from the primary resonance, other nonlinear phenomena of Duffings oscillator such
as jump, symmetry-breaking, period-doubling leading to chaos etc. do not occur.
Consider the Duffings oscillator system operating over a very wide range of input
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(a) Input A = 1, f = 0.035Hz























(b) Input A = 20, f = 0.035Hz
Fig. 2.1. PSD maps of the responses of Duffings oscillator to harmonic inputs of different amplitudes and
same frequency.
amplitudes. For system Eq.(2.41) with m = 1, c = 1.1, k1 = 0.5, k3 = 0.3, the
undamped natural frequency is fn = 0.112Hz and that for super-harmonic resonance is
fs = 0.0375Hz. So, the harmonic input response data is generated for amplitude A = 1
and frequencies of fexp = [0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04, 0.045]Hz. To make the data realis-
tic, a gaussian white noise of SNR = 5 is added to the response. For this data, the first
harmonic dominates the responses, as shown in the PSD plot in Fig.(2.1,a). Next, nonlin-
ear responses of the system are generated using inputs with amplitude and frequency
combinations (A, f) = [(10, 0.035), (15, 0.035), (20, 0.035), (15, 0.025), (10, 0.045)] .
The PSD plot in Fig.(2.1,b) shows a significant peak at third harmonic also.
Since the system response contains a maximum of third harmonic in the response, we
can include x1, x2, x3 in the model structure. However, there is no second harmonic in
the response. Hence, one can remove x2 from the model structure. Even if x2 is included,
the parameter estimation yields a2, b2 values so small that x2(t) = 0. The estimation of
model parameters is preformed using Output-Error method and it converges to the values
given in Table.(2.1).
Table 2.1. Estimated parameter values of VVM and PoDE models (not related).
Parameters a1 b1 a3 b3 RMS
VVM estimate 1.2921 0.5047 0.0173 -0.012 1.095
PoDE estimate 0.3391 0.6936 -0.1681 -0.0096 0.9845
Next, the parameters of PoDE model with cubic nonlinearity are estimated using the
same data set. The estimated values of both the models are listed in Table (2.1). Even in
this case the values of a2, b2 are found to be approximately equal to zero. The values of
parameters of the two models cannot be compared as the PoDE and VVM are identified
separately. The root-mean-square of the modeling error of both the models are compared
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Fig. 2.2. Kernel states of VVM response to sinusoidal input of A = 20, f = 0.045Hz.






























Fig. 2.3. Comparison of responses of VVM and PoDE to experimental data, for sinusoidal input ofA = 20,
f = 0.045Hz.
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in Table (2.1). The root-mean-square error using VVM is approximately 10% higher than
that for PoDE model. Hence, PoDE model produced a better accuracy of prediction. This
is because the cubic polynomial term can excite higher order kernel states to closely match
the Duffings oscillator behaviour reflected into the data set.
In Fig.(2.2), as expected the kernel state x2(t) = 0 for any input amplitude. The
magnitude of x3(t) is approximately 50% of that of x1(t) at some instants. This shows
that the system response is highly nonlinear. Comparison of the responses of VVM and
PoDE models to system response for an input which was not used in identification process
is presented in Fig. (2.3). One can see that both the models produce reasonably good
match to system response in terms of amplitude and frequency of response.
It is important to note that the system in this case is Duffings oscillator, which is
also a type of PoDE model. Therefore, the results in this example show a cunningly
good match between them. However, this may not always be the case. Nevertheless, this
example shows that VVM model can be as accurate as PoDE model to represent a systems
nonlinear dynamics with higher order harmonics.
2.6.2 Comparison of Responses of VVM and PoDE













































(b) Volterra variational model
Fig. 2.4. Comparison of PSD maps of the responses of VVM and PoDE models to sinusoidal input of
A = 0.32, f = 0.1Hz.
Consider a first-order nonlinear system with cubic nonlinearity as in Eq.(2.42). This
is actually the PoDE model without input-state coupling terms. For parameter values of
(k1, k2, k3) = (−2,−3, 5), the system has two unstable roots at yr = (1,−0.4), and a
stable root at yr = 0. So, the region of attraction for the stable root is between (1,−0.4).
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(a) For A > ρ∗


















(b) For A < ρ∗
Fig. 2.5. Comparison of the responses of VVM and PoDE to sinusoidal inputs of f = 0.1Hz for (1)
A = 0.32 and (2) A = 0.2.
Next, the output of VVM in the region of attraction of yr = 0 is investigated.
y˙ = k1y + k2y
2 + k3y
3 + u (2.42)
Computation of input bounds using Helie-Laroche algorithm gives ρ∗ = 0.2163.
Comparison of the responses of 3-state VVM and PoDE model, for sinusoidal input of
amplitude (0.32 > ρ∗) and frequency (0.1Hz) is given in Fig.(2.5,a). It can be seen that
the responses do not match accurately. This can be explained from their power spectrum.
In Fig.(2.4), the PSD of the response of model Eq.(2.42) contains up to fourth order
harmonics, while that of VVM has only up to second order harmonics with a significant
peak. This happens even when four states are used in VVM. For the case of amplitude
(0.2 < ρ∗), the responses of the two models, as shown in Fig.(2.5,b) produce a perfect
match. This shows that the two model structures produce approximately equivalent
response subject to input bounds.
2.7 Summary
Volterra variational equations are derived as Volterra series representation of an analytic,
input-affine polynomial nonlinear differential system. An alternative proof of Helie-
Laroche algorithm which is used for computation of input bounds for convergence of
VVM, is derived in frequency-domain. This is more intuitive and elegant that the time-
domain proof available in literature. Harmonic input response properties of VVM are
probed to show that the number of kernel-states required in it can be determined from
PSD of harmonic input experimental data. A comparative study of the VVM and PoDE
structure from the perspective of system identification of nonlinear physical systems is
presented, as Abramov-Goman model of unsteady aerodynamic loads based on PoDE is
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a well established technique in literature. In the end, numerical examples illustrated the




Volterra Variational Modeling of Un-
steady Aerodynamics
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Overview of the Approach
Volterra variational equations are derived from Volterra series for a system operating in
the region around a stable equilibrium state, as presented in Chapter 2. Although it has
been stated in the literature for four decades [51, 67], it is not as widely used as Volterra
series for modeling physical systems [48, 61]. Hence, many of its properties useful for
system identification of nonlinear dynamical systems remain unexplored. In this chapter,
a formulation of nonlinear unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients in the form of
VVM and its parameter estimation procedure using forced oscillation wind tunnel data
are presented. The formulation is generic, and can easily be adapted for other unsteady
aerodynamics applications stated in Chapter 1. The presentation here is focused on the
Delta-wing high-performance aircraft configurations.
The model structure is in the form of parametric differential equations. VVEs consist
of differential equations of the kernel states corresponding to contribution of each kernel
to the Volterra series output. The first state represents linear component of response of
the system, typically observed for low energy inputs. So, its time-constant is obtained
from the experimental data with small amplitude oscillation inputs. Higher order states
introduce corrections due to nonlinear variations which are normally witnessed for large
amplitude oscillation inputs. These nonlinear terms change the effective time-scale of
variation of aerodynamic loads in response to large-amplitude input. As shown in the
case studies of modeling unsteady aerodynamic loads in the Chapter 4, only one to three
states in VVM are sufficient for the purpose.
System identification is an iterative process involving the steps of; (i) Model
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structure determination, (ii) Experimental data gathering using certain input types, (iii)
Consistency and accuracy check for sufficiency of the identified model, and (iv) Validation
using independent data [43, 71]. It may be required to reiterate the process with a different
option in any of these steps, if the accuracy of the model obtained is not satisfactory. The
VVM approach proposed in this chapter offers several options in each step of the system
identification process. In this approach, the model structure and parameter estimation
method to be used are determined from the available wind tunnel test data.
The proposed model for unsteady aerodynamics based on Volterra variational
equations offers some unique practical advantages. The number of kernel states required
in the model of an aerodynamic coefficient is determined by the number of super-
harmonics in the forced oscillation response. Therefore, the model structure is contingent
on the data-based evidence, unlike all the other nonlinear modeling approaches presented
in the literature. The model structure is formulated as an incremental effect of unsteady
aerodynamics, and hence it can be easily augmented to a classical aero-database type of
model. This also makes it useful for validation using flight test data. The model is linear
in parameters, and hence it can be estimated from variety of experimental data.
It is important to note that the modeling approaches in literature can usually represent
a certain type of nonlinearity in unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads. Although, most
of the models in literature can model the mildly nonlinear or practically linear variations in
the normal force coefficient, the variations in pitching moment coefficient are significantly
nonlinear [42]. The variations in pitching moment coefficient are usually nonlinear for
large amplitude or high pitch-rate change in angle-of-attack [1]. The nonlinear extensions
of the models proposed in literature are empirical or ad-hoc. For example, Fan and
Lutze’s state-space model includes three time-constants to tune the model better to the
available data, but there is little physical or mathematical basis for it [25]. Hence, there
is a need for systematic modeling of the nonlinearity in dynamical variations specific to
an application. Therefore, the unsteady modeling approaches are classified based on the
nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic phenomena they can model, as given in the next section.
The model structure is expected to be consistent with the physics of flow affecting
the unsteady variation of loads. Hence, features of unsteady aerodynamics in the stall
angle-of-attack regimes as observed in experimental studies, are summarized in Section
3.2. An overview of dynamic wind tunnel test techniques which are used for identification
of unsteady aerodynamic loads is provided in Section 3.3. For delta wing configurations,
data generated from small and large amplitude forced oscillation wind tunnel tests are
commonly used for modeling. Also, only this type of data is available for modeling the
longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients in this research. Hence, based on the features of
unsteady aerodynamics and forced oscillation wind tunnel test method, VVM structure
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 Fig. 3.1. Classification of models based on nonlinear nature of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena.
for modeling unsteady aerodynamic longitudinal loads is formulated in Section 3.4. The
model parameter estimation methods using forced oscillation wind tunnel test data are
presented in Section 3.5. The implications and interpretations of VVM are shown to
be consistent with the experimental observations presented in Section 3.2, in Section
3.6. Alternative formulations with potential applications to other unsteady aerodynamic
systems are discussed in chapter (5).
3.1.2 Classification of Modeling Approaches
For the purpose of unsteady aerodynamic modeling using forced oscillation wind tunnel
data, we can classify the model structures into three groups based on the nonlinear nature
of underlying aerodynamics that they can model, as shown in Fig.(3.1), and discussed
here.
1. Mildly nonlinear or practically linear unsteady variation (typical of variation in
normal force coefficient)
2. Nonlinear unsteady variation for large amplitude pitching (typical of pitching
moment coefficient of Delta-wing configurations) or high-rate pitching motions
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(typical of helicopter blades)
3. Strong nonlinearity at aerodynamic critical states crossing, like static hysteresis in
longitudinal coefficients in the stall regime and static hysteresis in rolling moment
versus roll angle. (typical of airfoil and aircraft wing)
Most of the modeling approaches presented in literature are equivalent in their
linearized form or when they are reduced to a linear transfer function form, as discussed in
the Chapter 1 and in [6, 42]. These are categorized here as Case (1). It has been observed
in many wind tunnel tests that the spectrum of variation of loads in response to small
amplitude sinusoidal inputs contains only the first harmonic [72, 73]. Therefore, a first
order differential model or a linear transfer function is sufficient to model the unsteady
variation of loads with mild nonlinearities. In this chapter, it is shown that VVM can
model the mild nonlinearity in unsteady variations which is typically observed for normal
force coefficient.
The unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients can be significantly nonlinear, and
such problems are categorized as Case (2). The mathematical model structures of interest
are (i) Linear Indicial model [30](ii) PoDE model [23](iii) ONERA Dynamic Stall
model [35] and (iv) Volterra Series model [40]. These models include some nonlinear
feature or a term to tune the model to nonlinearity in unsteady variations. These modeling
approaches have one of the features of; mathematical rigor, simple estimation approach,
and consistent with the qualitative features of aerodynamic flow. The VVM approach
presented in this chapter is particularly useful for solving problems belonging to this
category. It is shown in Chapter 5 that the VVM can be adapted to or bears connection to
all these partially successful nonlinear modeling approaches.
Case (3) usually occurs for the longitudinal coefficients of airfoil; rolling moment
coefficient versus roll-angle and yawing moment coefficient versus sideslip angle, for
some delta-wing configurations. Myatt presented an application of nonlinear indicial
model to the case of rolling moment variation with critical state crossing [33]. Two
critical state crossings are considered to model static hysteresis in variation of a
coefficient. However, this method requires special experimental data to model the
transients during critical state crossing which severely limits its scope of applications.
Abramov presented an alternative estimation procedure for the Abramov-Goman model
which can simultaneously include the static hysteresis and unsteady variation in the
coefficient [20]. This approach is called the Bifurcational Model of Static Hysteresis, and
is denoted in Fig.(3.1) as BMSH. It is the only model in literature which can be applied
using forced oscillation wind tunnel data. It is found to produce satisfactory results in
most of the cases.
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VVM cannot be used to model the problems belonging to Case (3) as it is applicable
only when the system has a single stable equilibrium. In other words, the systems
which encounter bifurcational dynamics in the operational conditions of interest cannot
be modeled using VVM. In this sense, the topology of VVM is similar to linear
systems which is stretched to incorporate nonlinear variations in time only. Bifurcational
model of static hysteresis or the PoDE structure can exhibit variety of bifurcational
phenomena. Although the equivalence of VVM and PoDE for system dynamics in the
region of attraction of a single stable equilibrium was shown in chapter 2, an intermediate
mathematical form which can exhibit spectral properties of VVM and bifurcational
dynamics properties of PoDE, remains an open mathematical challenge.
Due to this deficiency, VVM cannot be used for modeling the static hysteresis in
Cl vs. β in AWS region. Hence, a new model structure called the Bifurcational model of
Aerodynamic Asymmetry (BMAA) is proposed in this thesis. It serves as an alternative
to BMSH, when greater number of parameters are required. The BMAA mathematical
properties and its application to modeling the static hysteresis and unsteady variation in
Cl vs. β in AWS region is presented in Chapter 6.
The rest of the chapter deals with formulation of VVM and investigation of its
properties which are particularly useful for modeling nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic
loads in the stall regime.
3.2 Characteristics of Vortex Breakdown Effecting Aero-
dynamic Loads
The unsteady variation of aerodynamic forces and moments in response to change in
a flow incidence angle happens due to lag in vortical flow readjustment on the wings.
Hence, many of the features of vortical flow are reflected in to variations of aerodynamic
forces and moments acting on a maneuvering aircraft. Therefore, understanding the nature
of vortical flow is an essential starting point in the formulation of model structure. It is
also important because the proposed model structure is expected to be generic enough
to reproduce the variations in loads due to input-types not considered in the process of
identification. Hence, many of the models for unsteady aerodynamics in literature are
formulated using the features of vortical flow phenomenon.
The aerodynamics of delta-wing configurations at stall angles-of-attack and low Mach
number is dominated by leading edge vortices on the wing [4]. This is also true for
double-delta and strake-delta configurations. All the modern high-maneuverability, high-
performance aircraft have one of these three wing-shapes. Hence, extensive experimental
studies of vortical flow on delta wings are available in literature. These studies have been
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(a) Vortex breakdown location on a wing in response to pitch-up and
pitch-down motion at various non-dimensional rates
(b) Lift overshoot due to pitch-up motion of a wing starting from
different initial α
Fig. 3.2. Features of variation in lift coefficient due to unsteady aerodynamics in the stall region [4].
appropriately reviewed from modeling perspective in [4, 6] and aerodynamics perspective
in [74].
For a delta wing with leading edge sweep-angle in 45 to 75 degree range, the flow
on the wing leading edge separates to form a flow structure called vortices at a certain
moderate angle-of-attack αv. The vortex core has an axial flow component of very high
velocity and low pressure. This creates a suction peak on the wings. It produces an
aerodynamic normal force component in addition to that created by the potential flow.
Variation of the normal force and pitching moment acting on the wings beyond αv,
depends on these leading-edge vortices.
The strength of the vortices or the airspeed in vortex core increases with increase
in angle-of-attack. At a certain angle-of-attack αb, the vortex structure breaks down
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on the wings. This drastically changes the pressure distribution on the wings. As
the angle-of-attack is increased beyond αb, the normal force does not change much
and eventually starts decreasing. This nonlinear variation of normal force and pitching
moment coefficients is commonly called Stall. Unlike airfoils, the variation in CZ and
Cm for delta-wing aircraft is smooth in this region. There is no static hysteresis versus
angle-of-attack either.
The vortex breakdown location on the wings is a function of angle-of-attack and
direction of pitching, as shown in Fig.(3.2,a). One can notice that the vortex breakdown
location is different in pitch-up and pitch-down motion at a particular angle-of-attack.
This is because it shifts towards wing leading edge or away from it with a certain finite
time-lag in response to sudden change in angle-of-attack. The variation in load in response
to pitch-up input also depends on initial angle-of-attack, as evident from Fig.(3.2,b).
These features imply that the pressure on the wing has a memory, that is, the instantaneous
pressure on the wing depends on the aircraft motion history [4]. As seen in Fig.(3.2,a),
the vortex breakdown location follows a different trajectory in pitch-up and pitch-down
motions depending on the non-dimensional pitching rate. It is therefore necessary to
perform dynamic experiments in a wind tunnel to capture the transient responses in
variation of forces and moments due to change in flow-incidence angles.
Change in angle-of-attack (α) at zero sideslip (β) primarily effects the longitudinal
loads acting on the aircraft. Change in sideslip effects both longitudinal and lateral-
directional loads. α and β are fundamental flow angles. Hence, the response of
aerodynamic loads to variation in α and β is sufficient to model unsteadiness of
aerodynamic loads acting on the aircraft [75]. Alternatively, the effect of unsteady
aerodynamics on all the aerodynamic coefficients can be simultaneously excited by
considering pitching with non-zero sideslip as done in [76]; or by considering body-
axis rolling motion as done in [77]. In a forced oscillation wind tunnel test, the model
is subject to sinusoidal variation of one of the flow incidence angles {α, β, φ}. These
data are considered to be sufficient for modeling the unsteady variation of longitudinal
and lateral-directional aerodynamic loads.
For modeling longitudinal loads experimental data is generated for inputs in (α, β),
while for lateral-directional loads inputs in (φ, β) are used. This is based on an implicit
assumption that the aerodynamic loads can be modeled separately. Although there is some
coupling between longitudinal and lateral-directional loads due to change in any flow
incidence angle, currently there are no methods for generating suitable data for modeling
the loads in an integrated fashion. In this thesis, we focus only on the effect of change in
angle-of-attack on the normal force and pitching moment.
Forced oscillation wind tunnel tests characterize the unsteady aerodynamic effects
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Fig. 3.3. Power spectrum plots showing harmonics in the pitching moment coefficient responses due to
harmonic inputs of different amplitudes [73].
in terms of amplitude and frequency of sinusoidal inputs. A forced oscillation test in
pitching motion, shows that the aerodynamic loads also vary periodically. A plot of the
normal force or pitching moment coefficient shows dynamic hysteresis with respect to
their steady state values. Cunningham and Boer observed that for sinusoidal input of
small amplitude of the order of 3o − 5o variation of loads is also sinusoidal, while for
larger amplitude inputs higher harmonic components are also generated [72, 73]. This is
evident from the power spectrum plots in Fig.(3.2), of the pitching moment coefficient
of a double-delta wing configuration. For sinusoidal input of amplitude ∆α = 18o there
are three harmonics of input frequency excited, while for ∆α = 1.75o there is only the
first harmonic. In the same experiments, the pressure measurement data also showed
the existence of second and third harmonics of the input frequency for large amplitude
inputs. The presence of these harmonics implies that the variation of aerodynamic loads
is nonlinear in nature.
The linear nature of unsteady variations is also evident from the linear relationship
between the in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives estimated from small amplitude forced
oscillation test data. Assuming the unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads to be
linear for small amplitude inputs in angle-of-attack, it has been shown that the in-phase
versus out-of-phase derivatives estimated for an aerodynamic coefficient have a linear
relationship between them [22]. As seen in the plot of in-phase versus out-of-phase
derivatives in Fig.(3.4), the solid-curve connecting the points for different frequencies is
approximately linear for normal force and pitching moment coefficients. Thus, the linear
nature of unsteady aerodynamics can be verified from this type of a plot. Such plots or the
linear relation, have been reported to be true for many delta-wing configurations like X31
[78], F16XL [31], GTA , Delta-wing model with 65o leading edge sweep angle (Delta-60)
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(a) For Normal force coefficient
(b) For Pitching moment coefficient
Fig. 3.4. In-phase versus Out-of-phase derivatives estimated from SAFO data for CZ and Cm of a double-
delta wing [73].
wing [22] etc. Therefore, the approximately linear nature of unsteady aerodynamic loads
due to small amplitude inputs for delta-wing configurations is a fundamental feature of
the aircraft unsteady aerodynamics.
The measurement of time-lag in readjustment of vortex breakdown location also
provides evidence of the nonlinear nature of pressure and load variations. Resienthel.et.al.
studied the effect of change in pressure gradient on vortex breakdown location by
oscillation of the vertical fins of an aircraft model in wind tunnel tests [79]. It was found
that the transient response of the vortex-breakdown location in response to change in
external pressure gradient (which can be due to any one of angle-of-attack, rolling motion,
Elevators, Fins etc.) follows a trajectory similar to that of the response of a linear first-
order differential equation to step input. Also, the time-constant for movement of vortex
break-down location upstream is higher than the time-constant of its motion down-stream
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[79]. These features have been observed for variation of loads in many other experiments
presented in literature [74, 3]. The difference in time-constant depending on direction of
motion causes the dynamic hysteresis in vortex breakdown location to be nonlinear.
All these experimental evidences imply that that a nonlinear model structure is
essential to represent the nonlinear nature of unsteady aerodynamic loads.
3.3 Wind Tunnel Test Techniques
Unsteady aerodynamic models are estimated for a given aircraft using dynamic wind
tunnel test data. Small and large amplitude forced oscillation wind tunnel test data are
primarily used for modeling the aerodynamic loads at stall. The rotary balance wind
tunnel tests provide steady aerodynamic loads for conical motion, which is primarily
of interest in the angle-of-attack range covering steep or flat spins [3]. Wind tunnel
facilities for capturing such data are available in many organizations across the world,
and have been in use for more than four decades. Hence, most of the experimental studies
and estimation of the model parameters is done using this type of data for delta-wing
configurations and some airfoils. A detailed description of all the important dynamic
wind tunnel test methods and their comparative analysis for consistency of the data, are
available in [3].
Other methods of obtaining data for estimation and validation of the unsteady
aerodynamic model are flight tests and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). There are
two attempts presented in literature where the flight test data was used for estimation or
validation of unsteady variation in normal force coefficient. Data from the flight tests
done at TsAGI, Russia were used to validate the Goman-Khrabrov State-space model,
which was estimated using wind tunnel data [11]. The second flight tests done at DLR,
Germany on a C-160 aircraft were used for estimation of the parameters for a similar
model structure [19, 26]. These results were good and so important to the research
community that it forms the cover page of the popular textbook by Jategaonkar [71].
There are continuing efforts towards unsteady aerodynamics numerical simulations
using CFD techniques. A significant progress has been made recently, for example the
work in [80]. A comparative study of the CFD results with the flight test data was
presented in [81]. However, these methods have not been shown to be effective for
modeling any aircraft unsteady aerodynamic loads.
3.3.1 Forced Oscillation Wind Tunnel Test
Forced oscillation wind tunnel tests have been performed on many delta-wing configura-
tions in order to model the unsteady variation of coefficients in the stall angle-of-attack
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Fig. 3.5. Small amplitude forced oscillation wind tunnel test data for X31 aircraft [78].
regime. The rigs for performing this test are available in Central Aero-hydrodynamic
Institute (Russia), ONERA (France), NASA-Langley Research Center (USA), Indian
Institute of Science (India) etc. These rigs are designed to provide inputs to the model by
changing α or β or φ. In this test, the models pitch-angle is varied in a sinusoidal manner
at a particular amplitude and frequency. The tests are performed with different amplitude
and frequency combinations to obtain responses in a variety of conditions. These tests are
performed in two sets classified by the amplitude of input as, (i) Small Amplitude Forced
Oscillation test (SAFO), and (ii) Large Amplitude Forced Oscillation test (LAFO).
Classically, small amplitude forced oscillation test data is reduced to in-phase and out-
of-phase derivatives by numerical computation of the first two terms of the Fourier series
expansion. This is possible because the aerodynamic coefficient variation is also found
to be sinusoidal. The out-of-phase derivative which is commonly referred to as damping
derivative, is incorporated as a table in an aero-database. However, in the stall angle-of-
attack regime, it is found to be a strong function of frequency as shown in Fig.(3.5) for
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Fig. 3.6. Large amplitude forced oscillation wind tunnel test data for F16XL, with sinusoidal inputs of
amplitudes ∆α = 10o, 35o, maximum pitch-rate kmax = 0.02, and α0 = 36o [82].
pitching moment coefficient of X31 aircraft.
The variations in the normal force and pitching moment coefficients of F16XL in
response to large amplitude sinusoidal inputs is shown in Fig.(3.6). In case of CL, the
values for two input amplitudes differ by up to 0.5 in pitch down motion. In case of Cm,
the oscillation cycle is twisted indicating aerodynamic damping and anti-damping. These
figures show that the aerodynamic loads are also a strong function of input amplitudes.
The power-spectrum-density maps of these coefficients showed that there are super-
harmonics, which implies that the variations are also nonlinear in nature.
Similar observations have been made from the small and large amplitude forced
oscillation tests for many delta-wing aircraft [4]. Therefore, the amplitude and frequency
dependence of aerodynamic loads is a fundamental aerodynamic feature of any delta-wing
configuration in the stall region.
3.3.2 Rotary Balance Rig
Rotary balance test is one of the oldest dynamic wind tunnel tests. In this test, the aircraft
model is rotated about the wind axis at a steady rotation rate. The model is rotated over
a range of non-dimensional rates corresponding to the likely coning rate in spin for the
given aircraft configuration. The wind tunnel model motion is similar to steady stable spin
of an aircraft, except that the radius of rotation is equal to zero. The test was conceived
to characterize the aerodynamic loads on an aircraft in steady spin conditions. Hence,
this data is primarily used to model aerodynamic loads in the spin angle-of-attack regime
which is usually at much higher angle-of-attack than the stall conditions.
The stability derivatives for the lateral-direction coefficients can also be estimated
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Fig. 3.7. NASA/Editics Rotary Balance Rig with WG16B research model installed [3].
from this data. Details of various rotary balance test rigs in different organizations across
the world and their comparative analysis is presented in [3]. This data is not directly
useful for unsteady modeling of longitudinal coefficients, but it is complementarily used
in development of an aerodynamic model for the full angle-of-attack range of (−90o 90o].
3.3.3 Some Novel Rigs
Recently, novel rigs for performing wind tunnel tests in which model can be moved
about multiple-axis and multiple degree-of-freedom have been developed at University
of Bristol [83] and Indian Institude of Technology Kanpur [84]. The rig developed at
Bristol is shown in Fig.(3.8). The rig can provide all degrees-of-freedom except the axial
motion of the aircraft model. Hence, it can closely simulate the aircraft’s initial response
and steady state response to external flow conditions. The rig has mechanism to restrict
some of the degrees-of-freedom and to asses the aircraft’s dynamic response in specific
axis. Thus, it is possible to undertake a variety of novel dynamic wind tunnel tests for
high-fidelity unsteady modeling and its validation.
A wide-band input in the form of a Schroder-sweep was used for performing dynamic
tests at NASA-Langley using Eidetics corporation water tunnel [44]. Such a method can
save the need for repetitive tests with multiple frequencies, and save time and cost. It
is also expected to show better correlation with load variations obtained from other tests
as the data is representative of the system response over a bandwidth instead of some
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Fig. 3.8. Five Degrees-of-freedom rig developed at the University of Bristol for dynamic wind tunnel tests
[83].
discrete frequencies. This concept is discussed in Chapter 5.
A novel rig called the Dynamic-pitch-plunge-rig was developed in Virginia-Tech
University, USA and used for modeling the unsteady variation of rolling moment
coefficient of delta-wing configurations [33]. This method is a promising approach
for obtaining coupled variation of different moment coefficients from wind tunnel
experiments for the purpose of modeling.
3.4 Model Structure for Longitudinal Coefficients
3.4.1 Requirements for Validity of the Model Structure
The features of unsteady aerodynamics are summarized in Section (3.2), while VVEs
were derived in Chapter 2. For application of VVEs to model variations in CZ(t) and
Cm(t) in the stall angle-of-attack regimes, these coefficients should meet the assumptions
made in derivation of VVEs.
The Volterra series is used to model the systems with memory effect, i.e the systems
for which instantaneous output depends on the history of inputs. As presented in the
previous sections, the variation in longitudinal loads depends on initial angle-of-attack
α0 and trajectory of α(t) input. Thus, the longitudinal force or moment coefficient is
determined by history of input α(t).
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When the aircraft comes to rest at a particular angle-of-attack, CZ(t) and Cm(t)
always converge to a steady state value, which is known from static wind tunnel tests.
Thus, they meet the essential system requirement that the system must have a single stable
steady state for given inputs.
The VVEs are equivalent to Volterra series for a system which is analytic in state and
input-affine, in addition to the conditions stated above. From static wind tunnel tests data,
it is known that the CZ(α) and Cm(α) of the delta wing aircraft are smooth enough to be
approximated by a polynomial in α. There is no static hysteresis or any other bifurcation.
Therefore, longitudinal coefficients are analytic. In the model structure formulation
presented in the next section, the system of aerodynamic coefficients is assumed to be
input-affine with α˙ as input.
Physical systems should have fading-memory in order to model it using Volterra series
truncated to a finite number of kernels. This is evident if the system produces a periodic
response to a periodic input [68]. In forced oscillation tests the normal force and pitching
moment coefficients settle to a periodic variation in response to sinusoidal inputs. This
shows that the coefficients have fading memory and depend only on a finite history of
motion α(t). Thus, longitudinal coefficients exhibit fading memory effect.
Thus, CZ(t) and Cm(t) for an aircraft maneuvering in the stall regime satisfy all the
conditions essential to model them in the form VVM.
3.4.2 Proposed Model Structure
A classical aero-model, commonly referred to as aero-derivative model or an aero-
database, is built using data from static wind tunnel tests. It is in the form of data-tables
which consist of incremental change in coefficient as a function of flow-angles and control
surface deflections. The effect of unsteady aerodynamics is incorporated in the form of so
called damping derivatives. At the angles-of-attack before stall, damping derivatives are
included in a look-up table with angle-of-attack as the look-up parameter.
An aero-database is used for performing both flight dynamic analysis and for real-
time flight simulation studies. If the aero-database has been validated from flight test
data, it is expected that the model is kept intact for any further modeling or analytical
studies. Therefore, the proposed model structure for CZ and Cm to account for unsteady
aerodynamic effects, is formulated as an add-on over the aero-database.
CZ(t) = CZst(α(t)) + CZq(α(t))
qc¯
2V
+ Cdyn(α(t), α˙(t)) (3.1)
Consider the splitting of CZ(t) into the components of corresponding steady state
value and incremental unsteady variations as given in Eq.(3.1). CZst(α) is the steady state
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value of CZ at each angle-of-attack, and it is known from static wind tunnel tests. CZq
represents the incremental effect of steady pitching motion on CZ . Cdyn(t) represents
the unsteady variation due to rate of change in flow incidence angles. In this thesis, we
consider the unsteady effect of change in angle-of-attack only. This component is required
to be identified from dynamic wind tunnel test data.
CZq is the pitch-rate derivative that represents the damping effect due to pure pitching
motion of the aircraft. This corresponds to vertical rotational motion of a particular
radius, in which angle-of-attack remains constant (α˙ = 0). In an aero-derivative model,
it is estimated using empirical methods. It can also be estimated from flight test data by
system identification techniques [71]. But this is valid only for low angles-of-attack or the
regions of linear aerodynamics. It cannot be estimated directly from the small amplitude
forced oscillation test data, as in this test the pitching motion of the wind tunnel model
simultaneously produces pitch-rate and change in angle-of-attack, such that α˙ = q. The
contribution of CZq to CZ is usually found to be of small magnitude, while Cmq can
produce significant contribution to Cm.
A recent study, by Khrabrov and Greenwell, presented two methods for computing
the effect of steady pitch rate on the normal force and pitching moment coefficients of a
2D airfoil [85]. In these models the derivatives CNq and Cmq are accurately modeled as a
function of flow separation point xs and the non-dimensional pitching frequency, in stall
angle-of-attack region. This model was not considered in the proposed model formulation
as the flow separation point (or vortex break-down location) is not included in it. In the
proposed VVM formulation, the pitch-rate derivatives are estimated simultaneously with
parameters of the model of Cdyn(t) using SAFO data.
The component Cdyn(t) represents the incremental component of force due to
unsteady aerodynamics. This is modeled based on VVM. Any change in angle-of-attack
produces a non-zero value of Cdyn(t). Hence, consider α˙(t) to be the input and Cdyn(t) to
be the output of the system. This system has a stable equilibrium [Cdyn(t), α˙(t)) = (0, 0)]
over the domain α ∈ [−90o, 90o). The input α˙ has an upper-bound which depends on
operational conditions of the given aircraft type. From Eq.(3.1), it is evident that CZ(t)
converges to CZst(t) with a finite time delay when (α˙ = 0), and its time-scale is the same
as that governing Cdyn(t). Thus, Cdyn(t) sufficiently represents the unsteady component
of load for modeling using VVM.
The VVEs are given as equations (2.19-2.21), in Chapter 2. The response of vortex
breakdown location to change in angle-of-attack is known to be similar to first-order linear
differential system [74], and all the models except the ONERA Dynamic Stall model can
be reduced to an equivalent first-order differential equation [42]. Hence, the differential
operator in VVEs is taken to be of first-order only, i.e. F (d/dt) = d/dt + a. The
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differential equations of only first three kernel states are used in this formulation because
three states were found to be sufficient in the case studies in Chapter 4 and the equations
of higher order kernel states are much more complicated. In order to avoid confusion
between the equivalence of PoDE model parameters and VVEs as extensively dealt with
in Chapter 2, different notations for the parameters of VVM are used in the formulations
presented here onwards. Input gain parameter b1 = K1 and the time-scale parameter
a1/p1 = −a = 1/τ . Other parameters have been redefined in terms of Ki as, a2 = K21,
b2 = K22, a3 = K31, b3 = K32. Taking into account all these aspects, the Volterra
variational model of Cdyn(t) is given by,
Cdyn(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t)
x˙1(t) = a(t)x1(t) +K1(t)u(t), x1(0) = 0
x˙2(t) = a(t)x2(t) +K21(t)x
2
1(t) +K22(t)x1(t)u(t), x2(0) = 0





1(t)u(t), x3(0) = 0 (3.2)
For a time-invariant system, all the parameters of the model can be considered to be
constants. In case of unsteady aerodynamics, the variations in loads depend on initial
angle-of-attack, and its characteristic time-scale is a function of angle-of-attack. This
angle-of-attack dependence is accounted for by considering the model parameters as
function of angle-of-attack. As presented in the previous chapter, any constant value
of the parameters can reproduce amplitude and frequency dependence. Therefore, we
consider all the parameters to be functions of instantaneous angle-of-attack α. Thus, the
model for Cdyn(t) becomes as in Eq.(3.3).
Cdyn(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t)
x˙1(t) = a(α)x1(t) +K1(α)α˙(t), x1(0) = 0
x˙2(t) = a(α)x2(t) +K21(α)x
2
1(t) +K22(α)x1(t)α˙(t), x2(0) = 0





1(t)α˙(t), x3(0) = 0 (3.3)
The VVM gives differential equations for second and third kernels containing
nonlinear terms in x1, x2, x3. The parameter values in these equations give a certain
definite kernel shape, and this has been obtained computationally in [86]. Further, an
interpretation of each of these terms as the effect on time-constant of a step response
is also provided. Using these interpretations it is possible to choose or reject a certain
term in the model structure beforehand. This is especially useful when the parameter of
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a term is found to be insignificant and hence can be removed from the model structure.
Excluding a certain nonlinear term implies that the kernel shape is constrained. However,
reducing the parameters to be estimated in a three state model can improve the accuracy
of the model.
It is important to note that, in this formulation there is no assumption of the type
of data implicitly or explicitly, as done in other model structures proposed in literature.
Therefore, this model structure is generic and can be further extended to any application,
and estimated from any data using an appropriate approach.
In the next step, the parameter functions are required to be estimated from small and
large amplitude forced oscillation wind tunnel test data, as discussed in the next section.
3.5 Identification using Forced Oscillation Wind Tunnel
Data
3.5.1 Model Order Determination
As shown in chapter 2, the sinusoidal input response of VVE has some special properties.
The response contains only super-harmonics. The n-th kernel state produces n-th
harmonic and lower order harmonics of same parity. Therefore, for a model with n kernel
states, n-th harmonic is the highest order harmonic in the response. In the response to
relatively small amplitude input, only x1(t) is significant. Hence, the response of VVM is
approximately linear. These properties are in direct correlation with the forced oscillation
wind tunnel data.
The number of kernel states to be considered in the model can be determined using
Power Spectrum Density (PSD) of the harmonic input response data. As discussed in
Section 3.2, the variation in aerodynamic forces and moments on the wing in response to
large amplitude sinusoidal change in angle-of-attack contains only super-harmonics. For
small amplitudes of input, the force and moment variations contain only first harmonic.
Hence, the entire LAFO test data is scanned to determine the highest harmonic nmax
present in any of the responses. Then, model structure for the aerodynamic load consisting
of nmax kernel states is sufficient.
The experimental data can be marred by low-frequency noise, and hence the highest
frequency peak in the PSD may not have sufficient power relative to noise. In such cases,
it is left to the judgement of the modeler to consider a low order VVM. Such a model may
not be the best-fit but is essentially devoid of the effects of noise.
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3.5.2 Estimation of Time-scale using SAFO Data
The linear response model parameters, time-constant a(α0) and dynamic-gain K1(α0)
are estimated in two steps at each angle-of-attack α0. The first step is identification of
time-scale by linear regression. This is due to linear relation between in-phase versus
out-of-phase derivatives. This is proved for VVM by linearizing the single-state model in
Eq.(3.3) at α0, and then deriving an analytical representation of in-phase and out-phase
derivatives of its response to sinusoidal input.
In a small amplitude forced oscillation test, the wind tunnel model is oscillated
in pitch in a sinusoidal motion as α(t) = α0 + ∆αsin(ωt). The measured normal
force coefficient CZ(t) is converted to in-phase derivative CZα,ω0 (α0) and out-of-phase
derivative CZα˙,ω0 (α0) by harmonic analysis of the time-series data. The pitching
frequency is non-dimensionalised as ω¯ = ωc¯
2V
, where, c¯ is mean aerodynamic chord and
V is the air speed. Therefore, the steady-state response of the normal force coefficient
measured in a wind tunnel test is given by,
CZ(t) = CZ0(α0) + CZα,ω0 (α0)∆α sin(ωt) + CZα˙,ω0(α0)ω¯∆α cos(ωt) (3.4)
Now consider the response of VVM given by Eq.(3.3). For small amplitude input,
only first kernel state is significant and the model response is linear. So for small
amplitude pitching motion Cdyn(t) = x1(t). Therefore, the output Cdyn(t) to the input
α˙ = ∆αω¯ cos(ωt) is given by,
C˙dyn(t) = x˙1(t)
= a(α0)x1 +K1(α0)α˙(t)
= a(α0)x1 +K1(α0)ω¯∆α cos(ωt) (3.5)








Then the Eq.(3.1) is linearized at α0 and the above equation is substituted in it to get the
total normal force coefficient as,








Equations (3.4) and (3.7) represent steady state variation of the aerodynamic
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coefficient from the wind tunnel test and VVM response respectively. Hence, comparing
them gives the relation between model parameters and experimental derivatives as,








Rearranging the terms in Eq.(3.8), a linear relation between CZα,ω0 (α0) and CZα˙,ω0 (α0) is
evident as given in Eq.(3.9). CZα,ω0 (α0) and CZα˙,ω0 (α0) are known from SAFO test data
at various α0 for at least three frequencies.
CZα,ω0 (α0) = aCZα˙,ω0 (α0) + [CZα,st(α0) +K1 − CZq(α0)] (3.9)
The linear relation between in-phase versus out-of-phase derivative must be validated
before estimation of the first kernel state parameters using SAFO data. In the parameter
estimation process, in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives are estimated from the SAFO
data. The effects of measurement noise and mild nonlinearities are removed. However, it
is important to check the harmonics in small amplitude response and nonlinearity in static
variation on the range of angle-of-attack corresponding to the amplitude used in the test.
Then, a(α0), K1(α0) at each α0 in the stall region can be estimated by the two-step
regression method presented in [22]. This method is given in APPENDIX 1 and the
estimation procedure is illustrated in the the next chapter.
3.5.3 Estimation of Nonlinear Model Parameters using LAFO Data
The parameters of the first kernel state represent linear-dynamical variations, and are
identified from SAFO data at certain mean angle-of-attack intervals. However, the time-
constant of vortex dynamics changes with angle-of-attack. Hence, the parameters of
VVM are considered as functions of angle-of-attack. This in turn makes the unsteady
aerodynamic model nonlinear for large-amplitude changes in angle-of-attack. It is
important that the resulting nonlinear response of the model be identified to be consistent
with the nonlinear variations captured in the LAFO data. Hence, defining a parameter
function by simply using the linear interpolation of the values from the first step is
inadequate. Therefore, the LAFO data should be first used to tune the parameter functions
(a(α), K1(α)).
For large amplitude sinusoidal inputs, the nonlinear nature of variations is indicated
by the presence of higher order harmonics. Hence, the higher order kernel states become
important. So, the estimated parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)) are frozen, and then the
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parameters of higher order kernel states are estimated by the output-error method. since
VVM is linear in parameters, the estimates obtained from output-error method are also
the maximum likelihood estimates [43].
Estimation of parameter functions becomes tricky due to the issues of, number
of node-points and optimization algorithm to be used. As known from the system
identification theory, a larger number of node-points than essential will cause the variance
of the estimated values to be larger. This implies that the bounds on values of parameters
at node-points will be bigger. Although larger number of node-points improve the
accuracy of results, it reduces the fidelity of the model for simulation using random inputs.
A proper choice of optimization algorithms is important because the parameters need
to be estimated using a large data-set. A combination of both gradient and steepest-
descent based methods are used in the current study. These issues are illustrated in the
case studies presented in the Chapter 4.
3.5.4 Estimation of Input bounds for Convergence
Helie-Laroche algorithm for estimation of input bounds for convergence of Volterra series
or Volterra variational equations was presented in Chapter 2. This method has been
demonstrated to be effective using the example of Duffings oscillator system in Section
2.6. In case of VVM, the parameters are not constants but a function of angle-of-attack.
Hence, the input bounds can also be computed as function of angle-of-attack. Its validity
though is questionable as the parameters vary continuously with change in angle-of-
attack. This is a mathematically complex problem which was not probed further in this
work.
It was realized during its application to the unsteady aerodynamic models estimated
for coefficients of GTA and F16XL that the estimated value is too small. This is because
the Helie-Laroche algorithm gives a conservative estimate of bounds by considering the
minima for any input type. The estimated bound corresponds to the case of constant input,
i.e. zero frequency. Therefore, there is a need to extend the result to the case of input
trajectories like step, ramp and harmonic input. An approach to compute input bound for
the case of Duffings oscillator system considering harmonic input is due to Pang and Lang
given in [87]. Several attempts to follow a combination of the two approaches to obtain
an appropriate estimate considering harmonic inputs did not succeed.
Estimation of convergence bounds for the estimated unsteady models is apparently
not necessary. With the estimated unsteady models for GTA and F16XL presented in
the next chapter, the convergence was never found to be an issue. These models have
been used in a variety of flight simulation studies, and the estimated VVMs have never
been found to diverge to infinity or produce any unreasonable response. Therefore, for
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the problem of modeling unsteady aerodynamic loads using VVM, convergence is not an
important issue. This may also be a reason why it has been ignored in the applications to
physiological systems presented in the book [48].
3.6 Phenomenological Interpretations of VVM
In this section, the VVM is shown to be consistent with the aerodynamic features observed
in the experimental studies for delta-wing aircraft, as summarized in Section 3.2.
The time-scale of unsteady variation can be determined from the response to low-
energy input while the effective time-scale for high-energy input is different due to
excitation of higher-order states. This can be explained considering a mildly nonlinear
coefficient which is adequately modeled by the two-state VVM in Eq.(3.10). Even for
a large amplitude input, the kernel state x1(t) produces the most dominant contribution,
that is ‖x1‖ > ‖x2‖, and hence we can assume that Cdyn = x1 in Eq.(3.11). In this case,
the differential equation for Cdyn(t) can be approximated as,
C˙dyn(t) = x˙1(t) + x˙2(t) (3.10)
= a(α)x1(t) +K1(α)α˙(t) + a(α)x2(t) +K21(α)x1(t)α˙(t) +K22(α)x1(t)
2
' [a(α) +K21(α)α˙(t)]Cdyn(t) +K22(α)Cdyn(t)2 +K1(α)α˙(t) (3.11)
where α(t) is replaced by α. In this formulation, the effective time-constant for unsteady
variation of Cdyn(t) is the effective time-constant of nonlinear unsteady variation of the
aerodynamic coefficient, which is due to large amplitude pitching motion input.
The Eq.(3.11) is nonlinear in Cdyn(t) , and excluding the input term the remaining
expression has two solutions, Cdyn,1 = 0 and Cdyn,2 =
−a(α)
K22
. The solution Cdyn,2 is
unrealistic for typical values of a(α), K22(α) presented in the next chapter. So Cdyn,1 = 0
is the only realistic solution. The effective time-constant for equilibrium at Cdyn,1 = 0 is
given by [a(α) +K21(α)α˙]. In this expression, the effective time-constant depends on α˙,
which implies that it is determined by the direction of pitching motion. For a stable VVM
a(α) < 0, and the estimated values of K21(α) ≤ 0 as seen in the case studies in Chapter
4. Therefore, in pitch-up motion α˙ > 0, and [a(α) + K21(α)α˙] has a larger magnitude
than in pitch-down motion. This has been observed to be true for unsteady variation of
normal force or pressure variation in at least two experimental studies discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Reisenthel.et.al observed in their experiments on the effect of oscillating fin on vortex
breakdown location that the time-constant for upstream motion of vortex breakdown
location is larger than that for downstream motion [79]. Upstream motion of vortex
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Fig. 3.9. Time-scale τ∗ and dynamic gainG of a linear transfer function model identified from experimental
data by Tristrant; for pitch-up motion (+) and pitch-down motion (o) [3].
breakdown location corresponds to pitch-up and downstream motion to pitch-down.
Therefore, the time-constant for pitch-up is larger than that in pitch-down motion.
This phenomena was also observed in the wind tunnel test data based studies reported
in [3]. A linear transfer function type of unsteady model was used for identification using
the wind tunnel test data from pitch-up and pitch-down motions separately. The estimated
value of gain and time-constant parameters are as presented in Fig.(3.9). This clearly
shows that the time-constant in pitch-up motion is greater than in pitch-down motion,
for large amplitude inputs in the stall region. This phenomena has also been observed
consistently for some other experimental studies report in the review paper [74]. Thus,
VVM inherently incorporates the effect of different effective time-constants for small
amplitude, large amplitude pitch-up and large amplitude pitch-down motion inputs.
The higher-order kernel states of VVM produce higher harmonics of the sinusoidal
input frequency in response to high energy input [48]. A high energy input, which in
case of unsteady model is large value of α˙ or large amplitude change in α, excites higher-
order states. Higher-order kernel states produce nonlinear corrections as demonstrated
in modeling of pitching moment coefficient of GTA in the next chapter. Thus, the time-
constant of the response of normal force coefficient is dependent on the amplitude of
pitching input.
The linearized equations of VVM in Eq.(3.9) are similar to that obtained by
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Abramov.et.al [23]. A comparison of the two models gives K1(α) = ∆CZ(α) =
CZatt(α) − CZst(α). Here, CZatt(α) is the normal force with no flow separation or
vortex breakdown on the wings, that can be obtained from the Polhamus Suction-analogy
method. Therefore, the dynamic gain parameter function K1(α) in the VVM actually
represents the loss in normal force due to vortex breakdown on the wings.
The effect of the nonlinear terms in the differential equation x˙2(t) in VVM on
the model response has been recently presented in [86]. In response to harmonic
inputs, the nonlinear terms in this differential equation effect the steady state and initial
response characteristics. It is noted that the bilinear term K22(α)x1u does not modify
the effective time-constant and therefore the transient response, but it changes the steady
state oscillation cycle. The quadratic termK21x21 changes the settling time or the effective
time-constant of the response. This shows that inclusion of just the second kernel state
can reproduce the nonlinear phenomena in unsteady variation of coefficients. Thus, the
parameters of these terms tune the effective time-constant of VVM to be dependent on
the amplitude and rate of pitching motion input.
3.7 Summary
A class of nonlinear modeling approaches for unsteady aerodynamic loads was clearly
defined, in order to place the VVM approach among the right set of competing approaches
presented in literature. VVM model structure and a parameter estimation approach were
formulated based on the qualitative features of unsteady aerodynamics and commonly
available forced oscillation wind tunnel test data. It is shown that, in this formulation the
model structure is directly correlated to the level of nonlinearity in unsteady variation
of loads recorded in forced oscillation tests. Phenomenological features like a linear
response for small amplitude inputs and different time-constants depending on direction
of pitching motion for large amplitude inputs, were shown to be the mathematical
properties of the VVM structure.
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Chapter 4
Identification of Longitudinal Aerody-
namic Coefficients of GTA and F16XL
The Volterra variational model structure and concepts for identification of the longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients were presented in the previous chapter. The parameter
estimation procedure is based on the assumption that sufficient amount of good quality
data from small and large amplitude forced oscillation tests is available. However, the
identification procedure to be used is usually case specific, as different aerodynamic
coefficients exhibit different level of nonlinearity and signal-to-noise ratio of the data
may be low. Also, it may not be feasible to reiterate the expensive wind tunnel tests if the
available data is found to be insufficient.
In such cases, there is a need to adapt the identification procedure to suit the available
data, and the limitations of the estimated model, if any, should be specified. The VVM
modeling process can be adapted in terms of (i) number of kernel-states used in VVM,
(ii) processing of the wind tunnel test data and (iii) steps in estimation of parameter
functions. These adaptations in VVM are useful to obtain a model which is consistent with
the available data set, such that its accuracy is sufficient for use in flight simulation and
analysis. An algorithm for estimation of VVM parameter functions for delta-wing aircraft
configurations is proposed in this chapter based on the concepts presented in the last
chapter. The principles of identification are demonstrated by modeling the aerodynamic
coefficients of two delta-wing aircraft, GTA and F16XL. These principles can be applied
to identification of aerodynamic coefficients of other delta-wing configurations.
The forced oscillation test data sets for GTA and F16XL research aircraft were
provided by CSIR-NAL, India and NASA-Langley Research Center, USA respectively.
These tests were performed in industrial-grade wind tunnels considering a wide range
of inputs. The available data set represents the best-in-class data from forced oscillation
tests. There are three case studies presented in this chapter to demonstrate identification
process in three completely different situations which are summarized as follows,
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Fig. 4.1. Range of inputs used in LAFO tests of GTA; solid-line f = 0.5Hz, dash-line f = 1Hz, dash-
dot-line f = 1.5Hz.
1. CZ of GTA : Parameter estimation using small and large amplitude forced
oscillation test data, when variation in load is mildly nonlinear
2. Cm of GTA : Parameter estimation using small and large amplitude forced
oscillation test data when variation in load is complex due to multiple damping and
anti-damping dynamic hysteresis loops. The LA data covers three mean angles-of-
attack, three amplitudes and three frequencies.
3. Cm of F16XL : Parameter estimation using small amplitude data with low Signal-
to-Noise ratio, and large amplitude data set that covers one mean angle-of-attack,
three amplitudes and three frequencies
The estimation results for CZ of F16XL are also presented for the sake of completeness.
In the end of the chapter, the issue of using inputs of appropriate maximum pitch-rate to
obtain a data set suitable for unsteady aerodynamic modeling is discussed.
4.1 Wind Tunnel Test Data Available
4.1.1 Data for GTA
GTA is a delta-wing configuration research aircraft with leading-edge sweep angle of 60o.
It has a typical geometry of high-performance, high-maneuverability aircraft. The wind
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tunnel tests were conducted on a 1 : 15 scale model of GTA in an industrial grade wind
tunnel. Static and forced oscillation wind tunnel test data are partially available for the
current research.
Forced oscillation tests were conducted with sinusoidal pitching motion inputs of 3o
amplitude at three frequencies (0.5, 1, 1.5)Hz. These tests were performed at angle-of-
attack intervals of 5o in [0o 90o] range. The sensors recorded variations in normal force and
pitching moment coefficients at a frequency of 100Hz. These response data are reduced
to in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives by numerical computation of Fourier coefficients
at respective input frequencies. Only these derivatives are available for modeling. The 2σ
confidence bounds of the estimated values of these derivatives are not available.
Large amplitude forced oscillation data set is very comprehensive. Sinusoidal inputs
of amplitudes of 15, 20 and 25 degrees, over mean angles-of-attack of [15, 25, 30, 35, 45] deg
and frequencies of [0.5, 1, 1.5]Hz were used in these tests. This data-set covers
wide range of pitch-rate, frequency and amplitude combinations as visualized in
Fig.(4.1). The corresponding non-dimensional frequencies of pitch oscillation are
[0.0024 0.0047 0.0071]. It is comprehensive enough to capture the effects of nonlinear
unsteady aerodynamics relevant to aircraft’s operational bandwidth.
A limited set of raw wind tunnel data from large amplitude forced oscillation tests is
also available, but only for CZ . Static wind tunnel test data from the same rig and using
the same model are also available. These data are available for all the force and moment
coefficients recorded at angle-of-attack intervals of 5 degrees. The overall quality of the
data can be considered to be on par with the best available in literature.
4.1.2 Data for F16XL
F16XL is a cranked-arrow delta-wing configuration of a high-performance aircraft with
high sweep angle, and its geometry is given in Fig.(4.2) [31]. It is a research purpose
aircraft extensively tested in wind tunnels by the NASA-LaRC to study its high-angle-
of-attack aerodynamic and flight dynamic characteristics. Following our presentation of
initial results in [88], and on request by Prof.Mikhail Goman, the forced oscillation and
static wind tunnel test data for F16XL were made available to us by Dr.Patrick Murphy,
Scientist at NASA-LaRC, for the current research. The publications based on this data
available in open literature are [31, 30, 89, 90].
The forced oscillation and static wind tunnel tests were conducted using a 1:10 scale
model. Small amplitude forced oscillation tests were conducted using input amplitude of
5 deg, for five frequencies [0.6, 1, 1.41, 1.75, 2.94]Hz. The data covers angle-of-attack
range of [0 90] deg, at intervals of 5 deg. Reduced data in the form of in-phase and out-
of-phase derivatives, as well as raw wind tunnel test data are available for CZ and Cm
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Fig. 4.2. 1:10 scale model of F16XL used in wind tunnel tests [31].
coefficients.
Large amplitude forced oscillation tests were conducted about a fixed mean angle-
of-attack α = 35o. Sinusoidal inputs of three amplitudes (10o, 20o, 35o) and thirteen
frequencies in the range f = [0.08 1.47]Hz were used in these tests. The inputs used in
the experiments are visualized in Fig.(4.3), where each ellipse indicated the pitch-rate and
angle-of-attack combinations covered by it. The ratio of minor axis to major axis of the
ellipse gives the frequency of input. Both raw and filtered measurements of aerodynamic
coefficients from LAFO tests are available.
The forced oscillation test data is for a different type of combination of mean-angle-
of-attack, amplitude and frequency of inputs than that for GTA. As seen in Fig.(4.3),
this data is intended to capture the aerodynamics effects at a range of input-frequencies,
while that for GTA is focused on obtaining data at comprehensive range of amplitude and
pitch-rate combinations.
Static wind tunnel test data for CZ and Cm are sampled at angle-of-attack interval of
one degree. Dynamic wind tunnel tests were also performed for ramp pitch-up and pitch-
down inputs at various rates in the range 18 deg /s to 220 deg /s. These data are not used
in the process of identification, and hence are used for validation of the identified model.
A proper selection of amplitudes and frequencies for performing the wind tunnel tests
is important to obtain a model of reasonable correlation with the operational conditions of
the aircraft. Some of the LAFO and ramp input tests were conducted at very high pitch-
rates where the basic aerodynamic phenomena responsible for unsteady aerodynamics
changes. This is explained in detail in the last section. The high-rate pitching input
test data for which the reduced frequency k > 0.034 were unsuitable for the modeling
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Fig. 4.3. Range of inputs used in LAFO tests of F16XL.
exercise, and were not used in parameter estimation.
4.2 Parameter Estimation Methodology
The methodology adopted for estimation of parameters of VVM using forced oscillation
wind tunnel test data is presented in Fig.(4.4). Note that this methodology incorporates
flexibility in the identification procedure in terms of both the available data and number
of kernel states in the model structure. The small amplitude forced oscillation test data
can also be interpreted as the data in which only the first harmonic is significant in the
response aerodynamic coefficient.
A simple estimation procedure following this algorithm is found to work well for
identification ofCZ of GTA and F16XL using small and large amplitude forced oscillation
wind tunnel test data. A single-state VVM was found to produce satisfactory results. In
case of Cm of GTA iterations were performed by increasing the number of kernel-states
in VVM, and accurate results were obtained for a three state VVM. In case of Cm of
F16XL, the model had to be estimated using only LAFO data as the data from SAFO was
found to have unacceptable level of noise. The details of these estimation case studies are














































Fig. 4.4. Parameter Estimation procedure for VVM using forced oscillation Wind tunnel test data.
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Fig. 4.5. Linear relation between In-phase vs. Out-of-phase derivatives for CZ of GTA, from SAFO data.
4.3 Identification of Normal force coefficient of GTA
Unsteady model of CZ is estimated in two steps. Firstly, the parameters (a(α0), K1(α0))
of the first-kernel state are estimated using SAFO data. Then, the LAFO data is used to
tune the model’s nonlinearity properties using the parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)).
4.3.1 Estimation using SAFO data
The validity of the linearized form of VVM in Eq.(3.9), for the given SAFO data is
checked using the power spectrum density (PSD) maps of CZ(t). This is important as
variation of force and moment coefficients becomes nonlinear beyond a certain input
amplitude. However, raw wind tunnel test data is not available for this purpose, while
this conclusion cannot be drawn reliably from averaged and filtered response data. The
processed CZ(t) oscillation cycle shows a significant power only upto first harmonic
frequency. This also an indicator of the primarily linear nature of variation of CZ(t).
As shown in chapter 3, linearized form of VVM implied a linear relation between in-
phase and out-of-phase derivatives extracted from SAFO data. This linear relationship
is found to be true for CZ of GTA, as shown in Fig.(4.5). The separation between
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Fig. 4.6. Comparison of in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives from the estimated model and experimental
data for CZ of GTA.
the points for different frequencies is distinct only in the angle-of-attack range where
unsteady aerodynamic loads are significant, that is α ∈ (30o 55o). Hence, a(α0), K1(α0)
are estimated in this angle-of-attack range by the two-step regression method proposed in
[16, 22], and given in APPENDIX A. Accordingly, a(α0) is estimated by linear regression
considering Eq.(3.9), and then these values are used in the second step to estimateK1(α0)
and CZq(α0) considering Eq.(3.8).
Static wind tunnel test data defines the steady state solutions of the model. The
derivative of CZ vs. α curve, denoted as CZα,st(α0) is estimated from static wind tunnel
data and it is used as a constraint in the second step of regression. Since the static data for
CZ of GTA is available at only 5 deg intervals of angle-of-attack, its derivative has a high
uncertainty. This is especially an important issue in the stall angle-of-attack region where
CZ,st(α) changes rapidly. Hence, CZ,st(α) is curve-fitted with a 7-th degree polynomial
function and then differentiated to get CZα,st(α0). In small amplitude forced oscillation
tests, pitching motion causes a filtering effect onCZ,st vs. α. Also, the oscillation in angle-
of-attack is over a small range of α = 6o. Hence, the approximation of the value of slope
by curve-fitting is likely to be close to the actual value.
Since the co-variances of in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives are not given, the
linear regression is performed by Weighted-Least-Squares method in several iterations.
In this process, the estimation error covariance matrix is computed in each iteration, and
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Fig. 4.7. Estimated bounds on the first kernel-state parameters and parameter functions for CZ of GTA.
its inverse is the weighting matrix for the next iteration. This procedure converges to a
best-fit in few iterations. The final value of error-covariance matrix is used to calculate
the confidence bounds on estimated values of parameters (a(α0), K1(α0)), as given in
APPENDIX A.
The experimental data and model prediction using the estimated values of parameters
are found to match accurately as seen in Fig.(4.6). The goodness-of-fit for the estimated
values is given by parameter variance or 95% confidence bounds on estimated values
of parameters, and coefficient of determination R, at each angle-of-attack α0. The
confidence bounds account for measurement noise and coefficient of determination shows
the variations in the measured output that are captured by the estimated model. The
parameter bounds are indicated by vertical bars in Fig.(4.7). These values are acceptable
for α[35o 50o].
The coefficient of determination is relatively low at α = (30o, 55o), as seen in
Fig.(4.8). Unsteady aerodynamics is not sufficiently excited by the small amplitude inputs
at these angles-of-attack. Hence, signal-to-noise ratio is poor, and linear relation between
in-phase and out-phase derivatives is unclear, as seen in Fig.(4.5). Thus, from SAFO data,
α ∈ [30o 55o] seems to be the region of significant unsteady normal force. However, the
LAFO data shows that the unsteady component of normal force coefficient is significant
for α ∈ [25o 60o]. Therefore, (a,K1) are estimated at α = (25o, 60o) using LAFO data in
the next step.
Outside the stall angle-of-attack region, i.e. α ∈ {[0 25o], [60o 90o]}, Cdyn(t) is
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Fig. 4.8. Coefficient of determination for the estimated model parameters for CZ of GTA.
expected to be zero. This is affected by considering the magnitude of time-scale parameter
to be relatively very large of about a < −20; whileK1 is simply zero, as seen in Fig.(4.5).
The linear unsteady effects in this region are captured by the damping derivative (out-of-
phase derivative) term included in the aero-database.
The linear component of the model or the single-state VVM has successfully captured
the frequency dependence of unsteady normal force variation due to small amplitude
inputs. The identified model incorporates the dependence of in-phase and out-of-phase
derivatives on the frequency of input in time-domain. Thus, it is useful for simulation of
loads due to small amplitude change in angle-of-attack. For large amplitude change in
angle-of-attack, variation of CZ(t) is nonlinear in nature.
In the region of unsteady aerodynamics, i.e.α ∈ [25o 60o] deg, the time-constant
of flow dynamics on the wings change continuously with angle-of-attack. This is also
reflected in the estimated values of (a,K1) in Fig.(4.7). But, these parameters are
estimated at 5o intervals. This resolution is insufficient to realize the actual continuous
model parameter functions. Hence, the parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)) are defined by
the estimated values of parameter bounds at the node-points. This is refined in the next
step using LAFO data.
4.3.2 Estimation using LAFO Data
The estimated one-state VVM reproduces a qualitatively satisfactory output CZ(t) due
to large amplitude change in angle-of-attack, but the accuracy is insufficient. The entire
LAFO data available for CZ of GTA contains only a steady state oscillation cycle. Each
CZ(t) is obtained by filtering the raw data over an appropriate bandwidth, and averaging
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Fig. 4.9. Power Spectrum Density map of CZ(t) of GTA in LAFO test with input α0 = 30o, ∆α = 25o
and f = 1Hz.
the multiple oscillation cycles.
The estimation of model parameters from LAFO data was performed using a
specialized software called ”Package for Interactive Identification” (PII), developed for
this purpose by Goman and co-workers. The user manual of the software is in [91, 92],
and case studies on identification of nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic model using this
software are given in [93, 94]. A combination of the gradient and steepest-descent
algorithms is used in the optimization process. The software provides a Graphical-User-
Interface to check the quality of fit-obtained and alter the options of the optimization
process.
Few samples of raw wind tunnel data from LAFO tests are available. As seen in PSD
of CZ(t) presented in Fig.(4.9), there are significant peaks at first and second harmonics
of input frequencies. This implies that the CZ variation for large amplitude inputs is
nonlinear in nature. PSD of the steady state oscillation cycle for CZ shows a significant
power only up to second harmonic frequency, for all the data. Hence, a two-state VVM is
sufficient for modeling CZ .
Before estimation of the higher order kernel state equation parameters, the parameter
functions (a(α), K1(α)) need to be defined. A simplistic approach is to define these
parameter functions by using linear interpolation of the values of (a(α0), K1(α0)) for
α ∈ [35 : 5 : 55]. This definition is clearly insufficient for large amplitude simulations.
So, the model is updated with second kernel-state and used to estimate the parameters
(K2(α), K3(α)) using LAFO data, to get an accurate model. However, it is observed that
the contribution of x2(t) is small in comparison to x1(t), that is |x2(t)| < |x1(t)| . Hence,
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(a) α0 = 35o,∆α = 15o, f = 1Hz





















(b) α0 = 30o,∆α = 20o, f = 0.5Hz
Fig. 4.10. Comparison of the output of VVM and wind tunnel test data, due to large amplitude oscillation
input, for CZ of GTA.
the role of second kernel state in this model is questionable.
It was observed that the mild nonlinearities in the variation of CZ can be captured
by tuning of the nonlinear parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)) using LAFO data. In fact,
the parameter functions are not defined completely as the values of (a(α0), K1(α0)) were
estimated only for α ∈ [35o 55o]. The modeling and measurement noises in SAFO data
are quantified by the error co-variance matrix. This co-variance matrix in turn gives the
bounds on (a(α0), K1(α0). As shown in Fig.(4.7), the parameter bounds are a quiet
significant percentage of the mean value. Hence, it is essential to tune (a(α), K1(α))
using the parameter bounds to account for the effects of noise as well as to estimate them
over the extended range of α ∈ [25o 60o].
So, the functions (a(α), K1(α)) are estimated considering these bounds as constraints
and to produce a best fit with the LAFO data. The single-state VVM and Output-Error
method are used in estimation of the parameter functions. An optimization is setup
with root-mean-square-error between model output and experimental data as the cost
function. Entire LAFO data is used simultaneously in the estimation process. It is
found that the solution always converges to an approximately equivalent values of the
parameter functions a(α) and K1(α). These are indicated by red solid lines, overlaid on
the estimated parameter bounds from SAFO data, in Fig.(4.7). These estimated parameter
functions are consistent with both SAFO and LAFO data.
The simulation results of the model thus obtained produce a good match with the
LAFO data consistently. A sample of results of simulations is given in Fig.(4.10). Only
the steady state oscillation cycle generated by the model is plotted in the figures. In these
figures, Cexp indicates LAFO test data, Cst indicated the curve-fit of static test data, and
Cmod indicates the model output. Same convention is followed throughout this chapter.
The parameter function K1(α) is especially nonlinear near α = 40o. Also, the variations
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Fig. 4.11. Comparison of VVM output with raw wind tunnel test data for CZ of GTA, due to sinusoidal
input of α0 = 30o,∆α = 25o, f = 1Hz.
at this angle-of-attack are very sensitive to external conditions. Hence, there is a minor
inaccuracy in the model response at α = 40o. The break in oscillation cycle in Fig.(4.10,a)
is seen when the angle-of-attack at last data point is not the same as first one. The rest of
the results for LAFO data set are given in the APPENDIX C.
This model still produces minor inaccuracies at some angles-of-attack, with respect
to the processed LAFO data. Consider Fig.(4.11), in which the model output is plotted
with the raw wind tunnel data indicated by CZraw . It is evident that the single-state VVM
response is within the uncertainty bounds of the raw wind tunnel data, and hence the
results are of acceptable accuracy. This also shows that, if the second kernel state is also
included, it’s value is in the error tolerance limits, and hence it may not be realistic.
There are some higher frequency variations in CZraw(t) in Fig.(4.11) in the region
of sharp change in normal force coefficient. This can be observed in both pitch-up and
pitch-down motion, but restricted to [40o 55o] range. The source of such higher frequency
local variations is unclear. Since the raw wind tunnel test data is severely limited, the
consistency of this phenomenon cannot be confirmed either. It can be aerodynamic, or
even due to external vibrations of the sting of test-rig. A better understanding of the test
technique or flow dynamics is essential to resolve this matter. However, force and moment
data are often filtered and processed using special techniques by the aerodynamicists. So,
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these vibrations are not reflected in the processed LAFO data which are used in parameter
estimation. Hence, the model output does not exhibit this phenomenon either.
4.4 Identification of Pitching moment coefficient of GTA
Variations in the pitching moment coefficient in the region of unsteady aerodynamics
is much more complex than that for the normal force coefficient. Pitching moment
Cm(t) response to large amplitude sinusoidal input has three dynamic hysteresis loops.
These loops are typically associated with damping and anti-damping aerodynamic effects.
Moreover, the mean value of these loops appears to be shifted from the steady state values
obtained from static wind tunnel tests. An unsteady model is expected to reproduce these
nonlinear variations seen in the experimental data.
The data for GTA is more comprehensive than the data for F16XL [31], X31 [78],
Delta-65o [20], Delta-70o wings [4] and many other airfoils presented in literature [36].
Unlike the forced oscillation data for these cases, the data for Cm of GTA is gathered for
combinations of three different mean angles-of-attack and amplitudes. This makes the
estimation problem more challenging.
Since raw wind tunnel data was not available for the pitching moment coefficient, the
model order or the number of kernel states required in the model cannot be determined
using PSD map of the data. However, PSD of the data for steady-state oscillation cycle
showed significant power only up to third-harmonic of input frequency for the largest
input amplitude. Hence, it was postulated that a three state VVM is required to model
Cm of GTA. It can be further assumed that even two state model can be satisfactory, as
parameter functions are nonlinear function of angle-of-attack.
4.4.1 Estimation using SAFO Data
Parameter function (a(α), K1(α)) were estimated by a procedure similar to that for CZ .
The plot of in-phase versus out-of-phase derivatives is linear, and hence the linearized
form of VVM is valid for given SAFO data. In the first step (a(α0), K1(α0)) are estimated
by two-step regression. The estimated parameters produced fairly accurate match with
the in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives from SAFO data as shown in Fig.(4.12). The
parameter bounds and coefficient of determination for parameter estimates at α =
(35o, 40o, 45o, 50o) are good.
As expected, at α = (30o, 55o) in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives for the three
input oscillation frequencies are approximately equivalent. The unsteady aerodynamic
effects for small amplitude oscillation inputs are not significant at these points. Hence,
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Fig. 4.12. Comparison of in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives from the estimated model and experimental
data for Cm of GTA.
































Fig. 4.13. Estimated parameters of one-state VVM, for Cm of GTA.
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Fig. 4.14. Coefficient of determination for the estimated model parameters of VVM, for Cm of GTA.
the model parameters are found to have very large bounds. Hence, the estimated values
of parameters at these angle-of-attack are rejected.
4.4.2 Estimation using LAFO Data
Then, the parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)) are estimated using the estimated parameter
bounds on (a(α0), K1(α0)), and by output-error method using LAFO data. This single-
state VVM is found to be not sufficiently accurate.
Then, a two-state VVM is considered for estimation. In this step the parameter
functions (a(α), K1(α)) are subject to the constraints given by estimated bounds from
SAFO data. This is implemented simultaneously with no constraints on parameter
functions K21(α) and K22(α). The results from this estimated model produced a good
qualitative match with the experimental data, in terms of multiple damping and anti-
damping loops.
However, the model output is significantly inaccurate for some LAFO tests. A cross
plot of the entire LAFO data revealed that the mean ofCm(t) variations for these test cases
are shifted downwards or upwards fromCm,st(α). A few are them are shown in Fig.(4.15),
for example. This is unusual from other delta wing aircraft unsteady aerodynamic load.
These cases cause the results from the two-state VVM to be inaccurate.
The experimental data is expected to be dispersed around the steady oscillation
cycle, as seen in the case of CZ . It is known that wind tunnel measurements of
aerodynamic moments are very sensitive and hence contain much more noise than the
force measurements. This is also observed in case of F16XL data, although it is from
a different wind tunnel. However, the raw wind tunnel data for Cm(t) is not available,
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Fig. 4.15. LAFO test cases with shift in steady oscillation cycles from static curve.
and hence the variance of the measurements about the steady oscillation cycle cannot be
confirmed. This shift in the mean of dynamic hysteresis loops is quiet significant to be an
effect of disturbance, and hence seems to be realistic.
The accuracy of the model is improved by using a three-state VVM. Once again,
the estimation is performed considering bounds on (a(α0), K1(α0)) as constraints, and
estimating all the model parameter functions simultaneously. The estimated values of
a(α), K1(α) are consistent with the bounds estimated from SAFO data, as indicated by
the red solid lines in the Fig.(4.13). The estimated model is found to produce consistently
satisfactory results for all the LAFO test cases, figures given in APPENDIX C. As seen
in the example in Fig.(4.16,a), the three-state VVM output matches the wind tunnel data
accurately.
Higher order kernel states x2(t) and x3(t) introduce significant nonlinear corrections.
The relative magnitudes for x2(t) and x3(t) are significant, as seen in Fig.(4.16,b). The
nonlinear corrections are particularly important in α = [40o 45o] range, which is also
the region of sharp stall. In [62], it is shown that the second kernel state produces
a bias term in the harmonic input response of Volterra series. This is precisely the
nonlinear correction produced by x2(t). It produces a correction of the shift of mean
oscillation cycle in α = [40o 45o] range. It is also stated that the third Volterra kernel
produces significant correction in effective time-constant among other effects. In the
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(a) Cm from VVM output and wind tunnel data.





















(b) Kernel states of VVM.
Fig. 4.16. Comparison of VVM output and experimental data for sinusoidal oscillation input α0 =
30o,∆α = 20o, f = 1Hz , for Cm of GTA.
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current case study, x3(t) corrects damping and anti-damping oscillations in the angle-
of-attack ranges [30o 35o] and [40o 45o] respectively. This is also consistent with the
analytical interpretations of Volterra kernel presented in [86],and some of the applications
to physiological system presented in [48]. Therefore, kernel states x2(t) and x3(t)
significant and systematic nonlinear corrections to the model response.
Definition of node-points for estimation of (K21(α), K22(α)) is complicated. This is
due to a very large data set used in estimation and there is no method to define the co-
variance for parameter functions. Fewer number of node-points give lower accuracy of the
model fit, as expected from system identification theory. Larger number of node-points
result in a non-smooth parameter functions of α. The node-points placed at 5o intervals
were found to be sufficient in the current estimation exercise. The parameter function
estimation procedure requires several iterations to get the best-fit, and is an art at some
level.
This case study has amply illustrated the capability of a three state VVM to model
complex dynamical nonlinearities in variation of unsteady aerodynamic loads, including
shift of the cycle with respect to steady state value and multiple damping and anti-damping
loops. Typical variations in pitching moment coefficients of Delta-wing configurations are
expected to be complex.
4.5 Identification of Pitching moment coefficient of F16XL
Identification of unsteady model of Cm of F16XL required a different approach than that
for GTA, as the data available and nature of unsteady variations are quiet different. As
reported in the NASA-LaRC report [30] the signal-to-noise ratio of the small amplitude
forced oscillation test data is too poor to be used in identification. In this report the linear
indicial model and a different parameter estimation method were applied to the same data.
The investigations presented in this section draw similar conclusion.
In the first part of this section, some approaches and challenges in processing SAFO
data are presented. Various data-processing methods and estimation approaches which
were applied to the given raw and processed wind tunnel data in order to estimate (a,K1).
These exercises lead to a conclusion that indeed the signal-to-noise ratio is not good
enough for use with any method. Hence, parameter estimation of VVM of Cm was
performed using the LAFO test data only. The results from this approach are presented in
the second subsection.
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Fig. 4.17. In-phase vs. Out-of-phase derivatives for Cm of F16XL.
4.5.1 Estimation using SAFO Data
It is important to note that, although this data has been called Small amplitude forced
oscillation test data, it is not really so. In the tests conducted on F16XL, 5o amplitude
was used at five different frequencies of inputs. However, the system response over
10o angle-of-attack range covers different flow process in the near-stall and post-stall
angle-of-attack regions. Moreover, these flow processes are sensitive to external flow
disturbances. Hence, the pitching moment variation from these tests are is likely to be
nonlinear. However, using a very small amplitude may not excite the unsteady effects
sufficiently to produce a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Perhaps, it is due to this reason
that 5o amplitude was chosen in these experiments. The choice of amplitude is therefore
a sensitive decision to be made before the tests. In case of F16XL, as discussed in this
section, both these factors are at play.
The available data for F16XL contains both raw wind tunnel test data and filtered data
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Periodogram Power Spectral Density Estimate
Fig. 4.18. PSD of raw data Cm of F16XL, with input of frequency f = 1.4Hz.
from SAFO tests. Firstly the PSD maps of the raw data and the plot of in-phase versus out-
of-phase derivatives were investigated to check the linear nature of the pitching moment
response to sinusoidal inputs. As seen in Fig.(4.17), there is no linear relation between the
derivatives. This is atypical as the linear relation was found to hold good for various other
delta-wing configurations like GTA presented here, and for Delta-65o wing [23], X31
[78], etc. However, the PSD maps showed fair enough spike at first harmonic frequency
relative to noise. Therefore, the raw data further investigated following two approaches.
In the stall angle-of-attack region, variations in Cm(t) in the raw wind tunnel data
showed periodic and distinguishable oscillations for only two to three cycles out of ten
oscillations recorded. These were chosen and averaged for use in estimation. The signal-
to-noise ratio is poor in some cases as seen in the PSD map of one of the test cases in
Fig.(4.18). Such cases were rejected and only the best three cases at each angle-of-attack
were selected for further investigations.
Three standard filtering techniques from literature, namely the Chebychev filter,
Elliptic filter and Butterworth filter, were used to process the given raw-data to reduce
the effect of noise. The effect of filtering on data was found to be more sensitive than
earlier anticipated. A low-bandwidth filter of the order of three times the input frequency
caused significant phase-distortion, and hence may have affected the values of in-phase
and out-of-phase derivatives. A higher bandwidth filter did not remove the measurement
noise effectively. These conclusions are evident from Fig.(4.19), where raw wind tunnel
data and processed signals are plotted. The data filtering was also done by running the
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Raw WT data Cm(t)
  Sinusoidal curve fit
    Pred bnds (fit 9)
Filtered Cm(t)
Fig. 4.19. Processing of Cm(t) for F16XL SAFO data by filtering and sinusoidal curve-fitting to estimate
in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives.
filters forward and backward to remove the effect of phase-distortion.
When the filtered data was used to obtain the in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives by
numerical computations, the coefficient of determination improved but remained low for
α = [45o, 50o, 55o]. The newly estimated values of in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives,
although different from the original ones, did not show any linear relation between them
for α > 40o. Therefore, the parameters (a,K1) cannot be estimated by two step regression
method.
An alternative hypothesis about the cause of these problems is the use of amplitude
of 5o in SAFO tests. Over 10 degrees angle-of-attack range, Cmst varies significantly,
especially in the near stall and post-stall regimes. Therefore, the value of linearization
of this term at a particular α0 is an incorrect approximation over 10o angle-of-attack
range. Hence, the postulated linear relation between in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives
for VVM and other important model structures in literature may not hold true for 5o
amplitude. Hence, functional dependence of the parameters on angle-of-attack needs to
be considered for estimation using the so-called SAFO data with 5o amplitude.
In the second attempt, the parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)) were defined by node-
points at 3 deg intervals for estimation of single-state VVM parameters by output-error
method. This makes the single-state VVM capable of capturing mild nonlinearities in the
data due to variations in parameter functions over the angle-of-attack range. The method
also failed to converge to any promising solution.
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In further discussions with Dr. Patrick Murphy of NASA-LaRC, who was involved in
the F16XL wind tunnel tests and modeling, it was suggested that there are significant
vibrations of the model in the wind tunnel tests [95]. These vibrations can also
happen at lower frequencies and hence affect the wind tunnel data obtained. Therefore,
the assumption that the available wind tunnel data is exclusively due to unsteady
aerodynamics may not be true. It was also suggested that the application of a low-
pass filter with a smaller bandwidth to the raw wind-tunnel test data needs to be done
cautiously. Further research efforts on the wind tunnel testing aspect of the unsteady
aerodynamic modeling are essential.
4.5.2 Estimation using LAFO Data
Since, the single-state VVM can also capture mild nonlinearity in the variation, it is first
tuned using parameter functions (a(α), K1(α)) to produce best match to the LAFO data
set, by output-error method. The fit obtained is not sufficiently accurate.
So, a two-state VVM was considered to estimate all the parameter functions
(a(α), K1(α), K21(α), K22(α)) simultaneously. For all the estimated parameters node-
points were set at 5o intervals. The results of this model are satisfactory, as seen
in the example in Fig.(4.20). The maximum correction introduced by the state x2 is
approximately 25% of the value of x1 at that angle-of-attack, as seen in Fig.(4.21). Thus,
it improves the accuracy of the model in some angle-of-attack ranges. In the current case,
the first state parameters have been identified using large amplitude forced oscillation
data itself, rather than the small amplitude forced oscillation test data. This case study
demonstrates the capability of VVM approach to adapt to available data.
4.5.3 Validation using Ramp-pitching Test Data
For F16XL, the wind tunnel test data using ramp pitching inputs at different rates is also
available. The pitch rates used in this test correspond to the maximum value of pitch-
rate in the sinusoidal inputs in the LAFO data. This data is not used for estimation of
model parameters, and it is used here for the purpose of model validation. Note that,
ramp pitch-up and pitch-down is one of the ways that an aircraft executes pitching motion
in operational conditions. Validation of the estimated model using this data also implies
its applicability to generic input types.
The ramp-pitching response data showed some peculiarities. It was found that the
nature of aerodynamic load responses for inputs beyond a certain threshold pitching rate
are not consistent with that at lower-rates. These evidences are discussed in detail in the
next section. Hence, only the data for lower rates in pitch-up and pitch-down motions are
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(a) Input α0 = 35o,∆α = 20o, f = 0.44Hz


























(b) Input α0 = 35o,∆α = 35o, f = 0.25Hz
Fig. 4.20. Comparison of the output of VVM and experimental data due to large amplitude oscillation input
for Cm of F16XL.
used for validation.
Some examples of the results from this case study are presented in Fig.(4.22), and the
remaining are available in APPENDIX B. The response of one state VVM or the linear
component of the model indicated as Cmlin = x1(t) in the figure is observed to produce a
fairly accurate match with the experimental data. However, the two state VVM response
indicated by Cmmod = x1(t) + x2(t) is found to match well with the experimental data
consistently for all the pitching inputs of different rates considered. While the magnitude
of correction from x2(t) is not relative large, it shows important changes due to nonlinear
nature of variations in the [30o 35o] and [60o 65o] angle-of-attack region.
This study shows that the identified VVM model is good for simulation using input
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(a) Input A = 20o, f = 0.44Hz




















(b) Input A = 35o, f = 0.25Hz
Fig. 4.21. Relative contribution of x1 and x2 to VVM output due to large amplitude oscillation input, for
Cm of F16XL.
types not used in parameter estimation.
4.6 Identification of the Normal force coefficient of F16XL
Identification of CZ model of F16XL is done following an approach similar to that for CZ
of GTA. The parameters of x1 for CZ are estimated by two step regression, and results
are given in Fig.(4.23). The estimated parameters and coefficient of determination, using
SAFO data are given in Fig.(4.25). The parameter functions are then tuned using large
amplitude forced oscillation test data and the resulting single-state VVM was found to
produce satisfactory match with the experimental data as seen in Fig.(4.24) for two test
cases. This example shows that the wind tunnel data for CZ and Cm coefficients for the
same aircraft can be significantly different, and hence there is a remarkable difference in
the identification method required for the two.
Based on observations for the normal force coefficients for GTA and F16XL, it can
be concluded that for Delta-wing configurations a single-state VVM is usually sufficient
to model the unsteady normal-force variations. For accurate estimation of parameter
functions (a(α), K1(α)), large amplitude forced oscillation test data is essential.
4.7 Comparison of VVM and PoDE Modeling Results for
GTA
In this section, a quantitative comparison of the unsteady modeling results obtained
from VVM and PoDE models for GTA are presented. A comparison of identification
methodology between VVM and PoDE modeling approaches is presented in Section
2.5, where advantages of using VVM over PoDE model structure are highlighted. The
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(a) Ramp-pitch up 92 deg /s























(b) Ramp-pitch down 18 deg /s
Fig. 4.22. Comparison of the response of VVM and experimental data, due to ramp-pitching inputs for Cm
of F16XL
quantitative comparison presented in this section is focused on accuracy of the model
output.
There is not much difference in the accuracy of results for modeling CZ of GTA using
VVM and PoDE models. This is because both the models are equivalent in their linearised
forms. The variation in Cm(t) for large amplitude of inputs is significantly nonlinear, and
hence it is a benchmark for comparison of the nonlinear unsteady modeling approaches.
Only the results for Cm of GTA are discussed here.
As shown in Section 4.4 for GTA, the two state VVM reproduces all the qualitative
features of variation inCm(t) due to sinusoidal input, while a three-state VVM is essential
for higher accuracy results. In case of PoDE model, satisfactory results were obtained
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Fig. 4.23. Comparison of in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives from VVM and experimental data, for CZ
of F16XL.
with quadratic and cubic polynomial terms included in the model structure.
Simulations using VVM produced a better fit than that using PoDE model, as seen
in Fig.(4.26). This is also true for the other wind tunnel test cases not shown here. The
accuracy of the model fit is commonly quantified in terms of Root-mean-square error with
respect to experimental data. A comparison of the Root-mean-square errors of the outputs
of the two models is given in Table.(4.1) for all the wind tunnel test cases of GTA. Except
for two cases highlighted in bold in this table, the RMS error is lower for VVM than
the PoDE model. This shows that VVM produces higher accuracy results than the PoDE





























(a) Input A = 20o, f = 0.44Hz





























(b) Input A = 35o, f = 0.25Hz
Fig. 4.24. Comparison of the simulation output of VVM and wind tunnel test data for CZ of F16XL due to
large amplitude oscillation inputs.
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Fig. 4.25. Estimated parameter values and bounds, and coefficient-of-determination, for CZ of F16XL.
model.
The difference in accuracy of results can be attributed to different number of parameter
functions and harmonic input response properties. The difference in harmonic input
response properties is discussed in Section 2.5. While PoDE model contains four
parameter functions, VVM involved estimation of six parameter functions. Hence, the
VVM identification offers a greater flexibility. But, as known from system identification
theory, the covariance of the parameter functions of VVM is likely to be much higher than
that for PoDE. This computation is not possible using the available methods in literature.
It is important to note that the PoDE model, as proposed by Abramov-Goman, does not
include input-state coupling terms in the differential equation.
An important side-note on a common feature of VVM and PoDE model results is
discussed here. Both the models VVM and PoDE, showed a common feature, that the
time-scales of CZ and Cm are approximately equivalent, as seen in the case of GTA in
Fig.(4.27). This was also found to be true for X31, Delta-65o wings as shown in Fig.(4.28)
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(a) For Volterra variational model

















(b) For PoDE model
Fig. 4.26. Simulation of VVM and PoDE model response to large amplitude pitch oscillation input with
∆α = 25o,αm = 20o, f = 0.5Hz for Cm of GTA
Sr. No. α0 deg ∆α deg fHz PoDE VVM
1 15 15 0.5 0.0041 0.0031
2 15 15 1 0.0035 0.0028
3 15 15 1.5 0.0022 0.0039
4 25 15 0.5 0.0081 0.0061
5 25 15 1 0.0081 0.0059
6 25 15 1.5 0.0079 0.0102
7 35 15 0.5 0.014 0.0106
8 35 15 1 0.0164 0.0108
9 35 15 1.5 0.0103 0.0054
10 30 20 0.5 0.0108 0.0077
11 30 20 1 0.01 0.0056
12 20 25 0.5 0.0102 0.0062
13 20 25 1 0.0091 0.0057
14 30 25 0.5 0.0085 0.0053
Table 4.1. Comparison of RMS errors for VVM model and nonlinear PoDE models, relative to experimental
data, for large amplitude oscillation input.
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Fig. 4.27. Comparison of time-scale parameter −1/a(α0) of CZ and Cm of GTA.
Fig. 4.28. Comparison of time-scales a(α) ofCZ andCm for Delta-70 wing (top) and X31 aircraft (bottom)
[20].
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Fig. 4.29. Variation in Cm of F16XL in response to ramp pitching motion inputs at 92 deg /s in wind
tunnel tests.
from [20]. This shows that there is an inherent relation between unsteady variation of CZ
and Cm, as is the case with real aerodynamics of a wing. This observation highlights two
things, that VVM and PoDE are intuitively linked to the physics of flow and that both the
model interpretations are also similar.
4.8 Anomalous Behaviour at High Pitch-rates
At high pitch-rate inputs, we observe an unusual variation in Cm(t) in the available wind
tunnel data for F16XL. This is found to occur consistently in response to ramp pitch-up,
pitch-down and sinusoidal inputs. This and similar data from literature are analyzed in
this section to discuss the issues into its use for identification of an unsteady model.
In ramp pitch-up and pitch-down motions of the F16XL model with non-dimensional
rates k = 0.034, as presented in Fig.(4.29), variation of Cm(t)is quite arbitrary. It seems
to have higher frequency oscillations whose mean value is shifted from the steady-state
values. This happens even at low angles-of-attack region with attached flow. For lower
non-dimensional pitch-rate, the dynamic hysteresis in the stall region of angle-of-attack
is significant, and without these anomalies. This shows a different nature of unsteady
aerodynamics in such cases.
In large amplitude forced oscillation tests, at the point of maximum acceleration at
high-angle-of-attack, there are distinct oscillations in the Cm(t), as seen in Fig.(4.30,a).
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(a) Maximum pitch-rate of 92o/s
(b) Maximum pitch-rate of 220o/s
Fig. 4.30. Variation in Cm of F16XL in LAFO wind tunnel tests due to high maximum-pitch-rate inputs.
These oscillations produce very unusual trends, although they occur in each cycle. The
resulting dynamic hysteresis in Cm vs. α also does not follow the normal trend with
respect to static variation, as seen in Fig.(4.30,b). These anomalies occur only for the
cases where maximum pitch-rate of the oscillation input is above a certain threshold
θ˙thr = 92
o/s approximately. This is also the threshold value beyond which the anomalous
variations were observed from ramp-pitching input test data. Thus, these higher frequency
oscillations show-up consistently in different types of data.
Fixed wing aircraft usually do not encounter such high pitch rate in operational
conditions, even in the event of departure due to loss of stability. Hence, they are not
normally tested for such high pitch-rates, and such a wind tunnel data can be ignored
during identification. However, the blades of a rotary wing aircraft encounter such
high pitch-rates in a forward motion flight. Hence, helicopter blade airfoils have been
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investigated for unsteady aerodynamics across a wide range of pitch rates.
A comprehensive data set of forced oscillation tests done on a variety of airfoils is
available in [36, 96]. An airfoil of Boeing Vertol VR7 was tested for non-dimensional
pitch-rates from 0.025 to 0.25. As seen in Fig.(4.31), there are high frequency oscillations
in the lift force variation for the case of k = 0.1. This happens for all the cases with
k > 0.1. However, for lower pitch rates, like in case of k = 0.025 in Fig.(4.31,b), the
dynamic hysteresis has a single steady-state oscillation cycle. The small amplitude very
high frequency oscillations in this figure are due to sting vibrations.
At lower pitch rates flow dynamics is dominated by vortex breakdown moving on
the wing surface from trailing edge towards leading edge with increase in angle-of-
attack. However, for higher pitch-rate inputs there is leading edge separation and vortex
shedding. This can be observed from the progression of chordwise pressure distribution
on the wing shown in Fig.(4.32). Consider the pressure variation over a phase cycle
for the two oscillation frequencies k = 0.025, 0.1. In Fig.(4.32,b), consider the leading
edge of the pressure line at different angle of attack. There is sudden loss in pressure
between angle-of-attack of 14.9o to 18o. This indicates the presence of leading edge flow
separation for k = 0.1. Now in Fig.(4.32,a) consider the trailing edge of pressure line,
and there is gradual flattening of the pressure line between angle-of-attack of 11.2o to
17.9o. The pressure at the trailing edge recovers in similar angle-of-attack range. This
indicates trailing edge flow separation for k = 0.025. Therefore, an airfoil or a wing can
experience two different aerodynamic phenomena depending on the maximum reduced
pitching frequency. It is also known that the leading and trailing edge flow separation
phenomena have totally different time-scales [74].
Although the effect of different flow phenomena depending of reduced frequency of
input angle of attack is also seen in variation of CZ and CL, it is more prominent for
Cm. In NASA report [35], the forced oscillation test data for Boeing Vertol VR7 data is
used for the estimation of the ”ONERA Dynamic Stall model”. As seen in Fig.(4.31),
there are higher frequency oscillations in the variation of CL(t) at k = 0.1 and there is a
simpler dynamic hysteresis for k = 0.025. The data used in parameter estimation spanned
a wide range of reduced frequencies from 0.025 to 0.1. The identified models of CZ
and Cm produced poor accuracy with respect to the wind tunnel data used in estimation.
This example shows that identification of a common model across a range of frequencies
or pitch-rates stretching to two different physical phenomena may fail with one model
structure or yield poor results. Hence, considering the reduced frequency of pitching
motion input is important before using the data for identification.
The other concern in forced oscillation data is that the aircraft model experiences
the test rig structural vibrations in the wind tunnel. This effect is especially strong at
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(a) For k = 0.1
(b) For k = 0.025
Fig. 4.31. Variation of CL for Boeing Vertol VR7 airfoil in a forced oscillation test with sinusoidal input
of αm = 15o and ∆α = 10o at M = 0.3 [96].
the points of high impulse acceleration input. The random oscillations in Cm are found
to occur at such points in the ramp input response data of F16XL. The sting vibration
affects the vortex flow which is very sensitive to angle-of-attack input, and depends on
the history of it. In effect, variation over the entire cycle is affected and the data obtained
is not realistic. Note that, for the point of maximum acceleration at low-angle-of-attack,
the vortical flow has lower strength and is more robust to vibration inputs. In case of
ramp pitch-up, there is impulse acceleration at the beginning and end of the ramp. So
this impulse in the beginning or end, causes vibrations which sustain for some time. So,
the structural vibrations may also be responsible for corrupting the data corresponding to
high pitch-rate ramp inputs.
For delta-wing configurations of fixed wing with low aspect-ratio, only lower
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(a) For k = 0.025
(b) For k = 0.1
Fig. 4.32. Variation of chord-wise pressure on Boeing Vertol VR7 airfoil in a forced oscillation test with
α0 = 15
o, ∆α = 10o at M = 0.3 [96].
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magnitude of pitch-rate, typically less than 70o/s is relevant. Hence, some of the LAFO
data for F16XL for which θ˙max > 92o/s were excluded from the parameter estimation
process. This in turn implies that the unsteady aerodynamic model for Cm of F16XL is
valid for pitch-rate lower than 92o/s.
4.9 Summary
The case studies for identification of the longitudinal coefficients of GTA and F16XL
aircraft using the comprehensive forced oscillation test data, have amply proved the
various capabilities of VVM. These include flexibility of the model structure, correlation
of the level of nonlinearity to the model structure, simple parameter estimation approach,
adaptation of the estimation approach to suit the available data. Identification of CZ
of both GTA and F16XL was straightforward, as these had mildly nonlinear unsteady
variations. Fairly complex variations in Cm of GTA due to three damping/antidamping
oscillation cycles in LAFO data, are reproduced accurately using a three state VVM. In
case of Cm of F16XL, SAFO data was found to be corrupted by noise or vibrations in
the experimental setup. Hence the linear model parameters cannot be estimated from
it either by two-step regression or output-error methods. A two state VVM model was
estimated using LAFO data and was shown to produce satisfactory results. A quantitative
comparison between the identification results for Cm of GTA using VVM and PoDE
models, showed that the accuracy of VVM is better. In the end, significance of the use of
appropriate non-dimensional pitching rates or frequency in the experiments, and their use
in parameter estimation was highlighted using different data from literaure.
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Chapter 5
Flight dynamic Analysis and Alternative
Formulations using VVM
5.1 Introduction
The Volterra variational model was shown to produce a high-fidelity representation of
nonlinear unsteady variation of longitudinal aerodynamic loads. An aerodynamic model
or aero-database is integrated with aircraft rigid body equations of motions and used in
flight dynamic analysis. This involves flight simulation studies; trim and stability analysis
of linearized equations of motion; control law design, and such other design and analysis
tasks. More often, linear analysis tools from systems theory are used for the purpose.
The classical aero-derivative formulation presented by Bryan in 1919 is straightforward
for use in such analysis. In this chapter, it shown that the methods from classical flight
dynamic analysis can be applied also when VVM is used to model unsteady aerodynamic
loads in the stall angle-of-attack region.
VVM reproduces the nonlinear and unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients in
time-domain in state-space form. This facilitates the use of classical methods from linear
systems theory. The effect of the unsteady variation of longitudinal coefficients of GTA
on its Short-period mode, and failure of a classical aero-database model to capture this
effect, are presented in Section 5.3.
Due to the legacy of the modeling approaches discussed in Chapter 1, it is essential to
present their comparative analysis with the VVM approach presented in this thesis. The
similarities in model structure and interpretations of these approaches with VVM, further
highlight its consistency for modeling unsteady aerodynamic loads. It is also shown that
the VVM structure can be adapted to match the mathematical or aerodynamic features of
these approaches. Note that this comparative analysis is not a quantitative comparison of
the accuracy of the outputs of different model structures. This topic is covered in detail in
Section 5.4.
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Recently, novel unsteady aerodynamic data from wind tunnel tests or CFD computa-
tions obtained using Schroeder-sweep input [44], step input [53], ramp input, and impulse
inputs [56] etc. have been presented in literature. VVM approach offers some natural
advantages in identification using these input types. Hence, the use of these data types in
identification using VVM is also discussed in section 5.4.
5.2 Application of VVM to 6DOF Flight Simulation
A classical aero-derivative model or the aero-database is formulated as,
Ci(t) = Ci,st(α, β) + Ci(δC) + Ci(q+α˙)(α)
(q + α˙)c¯
2V
∀ i = Z,m (5.1)
where δC indicates control surfaces deflections, and Ci,st indicates steady state value of
the coefficient. The unsteady component of aerodynamic loads is simply modeled by the
CZ(q+α˙) and Cm(q+α˙) derivatives obtained by empirical methods or from small amplitude
forced oscillation test data.
However, as also discussed in the previous chapters, these derivatives are not unique
in the stall angles-of-attack region. In frequency domain, these are function of frequency
and amplitude of input. Therefore, in order to use these derivatives in time-domain
simulations, a data-table of their values at a particular frequency and small amplitude
of input is added to the aero-database. However, the change in angle-of-attack in a
maneuvering aircraft comprises of a range of frequencies, and it is infeasible to map
the component frequencies to any particular data-table. Hence, using the aero-derivatives
in simulations produces incorrect unsteady loads. Therefore, the classical aero-database
is not a true representative of aerodynamic loads acting on an aircraft in the stall region.
dCZd
dt
= fvvm(CZd , α˙, a1m(α), K1Z(α)) (5.2)
dCmd
dt
= gvvm(Cmd , α˙, a1m(α), K1m(α), K21m(α), K22m(α))
The VVM can be easily integrated with the available aero-database of that aircraft,
because it is formulated as an incremental contribution of unsteady aerodynamic loads, as
presented in Chapter 3. This feature is important in industrial-grade applications where an
aero-database comprises of a large number of data tables. The functional form of VVM
are represented by CZd and Cmd as given in Eq.(5.2). In this equation, functionals fvvm
and gvvm are VVM of CZ and Cm of GTA respectively.
For the purpose of simulation, these differential equations are augmented to
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the 6DOF rigid-body equations of motion of the aircraft, and integrated along
with them at each time-step. In the pre-stall and post-stall regions the values
of parameters are such that CZd = 0 and Cmd = 0, as explained in Chapter
4. Therefore, these equations are integrated even in these angle-of-attack ranges,
but do not produce any additional component of loads. The parameter functions
{a1m(α), K1Z(α), a1m(α), K1m(α), K21m(α), K22m(α)} are included as lookup-tables in
the aero-database. Such a model can then be used in any flight simulation studies.
The aircraft flight dynamics can be considered to have two additional states due to
unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads. Its use for flight dynamic analysis and control
law design is explained in the next section. Note that, there is no need to make any changes
to the original aero-database of the aircraft available in the simulation setup. Thus, VVM
can be seamlessly and simply used in 6DOF simulation studies of a given aircraft.
5.3 Influence of Unsteady Aerodynamic Effects on Flight
Mechanics
In this section, it is shown that the classical aero-database which has been used in the
industry for long, can cause significant errors in flight dynamic analysis. The unsteady
aerodynamic models of GTA which are integrated with the aero-database as explained in
the previous section, are used in the following analysis.
The fast flight dynamic modes are of primary interest in this analysis. This is because
the dynamics of slower modes is affected by unsteady aerodynamics to a much lesser
extent and it can be corrected by the pilot or the autopilot control laws. For the purpose
of flight dynamic analysis, using a 5th order set of equations of motions is sufficient as
presented in details in [97, 98]. The states included in this set are (α, β, p, q, r). The
linearization of this set of equations results in the flight dynamic modes of Short-period,
Roll-subsidence and Dutch-roll. It is known that the time-scales of these modes are one
order of magnitude smaller than the slower modes like Phugoid and Spiral. Hence, the
results from this reduced set of equations of motion are not affected significantly by the
slower modes.
The 5th-order setup is subject to trim, linearization and stability analysis. An altitude
of H = 6000m and Mach number M = 0.4 are used in this analysis. At trim points,
α˙ = 0, and hence the steady-state solutions of Eq.(5.2) are [CZd , Cmd ] = [0, 0]. So, the
trim solutions are obtained at the same aircraft kinematic states (α, β, p, q, r) as that from
an aero-database without unsteady model. Therefore, the unsteady model does not affect
the trim solutions directly, but causes difference in the transient dynamics between two
steady states. The longitudinal trim solutions were investigated in the range α ∈ [28o 40o],
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and there were no trim solutions beyond this angle-of-attack.
The unsteady model is found to influence the stability properties of the trim solutions
significantly. The aircraft dynamics equations are linearized at trim points, and their eigen
spectrum is analyzed to understand the stability characteristics. Since the linear stability
analysis is valid for only small range of angle-of-attack around the trim-point, only the
first kernel state of the estimated VVM is used in this analysis. Since the equations of
motion consist of two additional states CZd(t), Cmd(t), there are two additional poles
(eigenvalues) corresponding to them.
A locus of the two real eigenvalues produced by the unsteady model states for α ∈
[28o 40o] is presented in Fig.(5.1,a). The real-part of the poles are found to approach
zero with increasing angle-of-attack. This shows that the time-scales of the unsteady
modes decrease as the aircraft enters stall angle-of-attack region; and their effect on flight
dynamics becomes more prominent. As these poles come close to imaginary axis, they
repel the eigenvalues of other modes away from them. Thus, the unsteady modes effect
other flight modes significantly.
Only the effects on short-period mode are predominant here as only the longitudinal
unsteady aerodynamic effects are included in the aerodynamic model. We consider
the root-locus of the positive frequency of the short-period complex conjugate pair of
eigenvalues. The first root-locus is obtained using the aero-database with the values of
aero-derivative for frequency f = 1Hz from SAFO data. The second root-locus is for
VVM, which accommodates the frequency dependence of damping derivatives in the form
of unsteady model poles.
A comparison of these two root-locii is presented in Fig.(5.1,b). While the first root-
locus shows that the Short-period pole crosses imaginary axis and becomes unstable at
α > 36o; the second root-locus shows that this happens at α > 32o. Thus, the aero-
database gives an optimistic estimate of the angle-of-attack for onset of pitching mode
instability. This can cause significant error in the designed control law and hence aircraft
stability and performance.
This observation cannot be generalized as the stability trend is reversed at higher
angle-of-attack. Here, the unsteady model shows recovery in stability of the mode, while
the aero-database shows higher level of instability. There is also significant difference in
the Short-period mode frequency over the entire angle-of-attack range. Thus, even the
trends predicted by the aero-database model are unreliable.
In the control-law design, the effect of unmodeled dynamics is expected to be
accommodated by the robustness of estimated feedback control loop-gains. However,
even in this case the handling qualities of the closed-loop aircraft dynamics are likely to be
severely effected as shown in [22]. Thus, it is important to develop a high fidelity unsteady
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(a) Real-part of the eigenvalues of unsteady components of CZ and Cm





















(b) Root-locus of positive eigenvalue of Short-Period mode
Fig. 5.1. Eigenvalue analysis to characterize the effect of longitudinal unsteady aerodynamics on
longitudinal modes, at altitude 6000m and Mach 0.4
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Sr. No. Aero Phenomena Mathematical Model
1 Relaxation time-constant State-space, PoDE
2 Aerodynamic Load Partitioning PoDE, Simplified Indicial
3 Input history (memory) Volterra series
4 Nonlinear Unsteady variation PoDE, ONERA
5 Oscillatory variation at high pitch-rate ONERA
6 Static Hysteresis or Critical state crossing BMSH, Nonlinear Indicial
Table 5.1. Aerodynamic features of Models
aerodynamic model for use in flight dynamic analysis and control-law design. The
classical methods are not just inaccurate but can produce completely wrong predictions.
The role of nonlinearity in unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads is not evident from
linear stability analysis. The nonlinear stability of the trim points in the stall angle-of-
attack regimes is characterized by the Region-of-attraction of a trim solution. It is usually
bounded and defines the level of critical disturbances. GTA was found to have unstable
equilibrium states for lateral-directional modes in the stall angle-of-attack regimes. Close
to the boundary of this unstable region, the stable equilibriums have limited stability
region. An accurate model of nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics is important for correct
prediction of critical external disturbances for stability of a flight mode.
5.4 Comparative Analysis of VVM with Other Unsteady
Modeling Approaches
Each of the unsteady modeling approaches presented in literature is hinged on a certain
aspect of aerodynamics in the stall angle-of-attack region, as summarized in Table.(5.1).
Interpretations of VVM for some of these features of aerodynamics are presented in
Section 3.6. This is important as it provides some qualitative validation of the model
structure. These model structures pose some limitations which are discussed in Section
1.3. A comparative analysis is performed between VVM and these model structures to
identify the capabilities and limitations of VVM, as well as to propose suitable adaptations
to VVM to incorporate the features of these models.
5.4.1 Bifurcational Model of Static Hysteresis
There is static hysteresis in variation of coefficients for certain wing-types and airfoils. In
these cases, the steady state value of the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients can have
two values in a small range of angle-of-attack in the stall regime. The actual value attained
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Fig. 5.2. Static hysteresis in variation of longitudinal coefficients of a wing with Aspect-ratio 5.0 and
NACA-0018 airfoil, at different Reynold numbers[20].
depends on whether the aircraft was in a quasi-steady pitch-up or pitch-down motion
before entering the stall region. For airfoils like NACA-0018 there is static hysteresis in
the normal force and pitching moment coefficients at stall, as shown in Fig.(5.2).
As discussed in chapter 2, VVM cannot be used for modeling unsteady aerodynamic
loads in presence of static hysteresis in variation of longitudinal coefficients. Hence, a
different modeling approach called the Bifurcational model of static hysteresis presented
in [20] can be considered to be complementary to VVM. However, there is usually no
static hysteresis at stall for a Delta-wing shape and low aspect-ratio configurations of
aircrafts; and some airfoils like the Boeing Vertol VR-7 [36]. These methods can together
model a broad range of unsteady aerodynamic coefficients in various applications.
Abramov presented a novel approach called ”Bifurcational Model of Static Hystere-
sis” (BMSH) in [20], which is applied for modeling unsteady variation of the normal
force coefficient in presence of static hysteresis phenomena in the stall regime. Even
other unsteady aerodynamic modeling techniques available in literature cannot include
static hysteresis in variation of longitudinal coefficients. The indicial model with critical
state crossing in [33] requires special experimental data, and is ad-hoc to some extent.
Therefore, the BMSH model is the most promising solution in such cases.
The model structure is similar to the phenomenological model presented in [22] and is
equivalent to the PoDE model. The difference is in the method of parameter estimation. In
this approach, time-scale parameters on both the branches of the static hysteresis loop are
estimated separately from SAFO data by linear regression of in-phase and out-of-phase
derivatives. Other parameter functions, namely a1(α), a2(α), a3(α) of the PoDE model,
are determined by the value of the coefficient on the two branches of the static hysteresis
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Fig. 5.3. Simulation using PoDE model for Delta-65o wing; good accuracy in simulation (case1), bad
accuracy in simulation (case2) [20]
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loop and outside it. In the estimation equations, a constraint equation on these parameters
is set to have two real stable and one real unstable root for the cubic polynomial of
dynamic component of load. It is expected that very large value of time-scales at the
critical points of the static hysteresis, and nonlinear nature of time-scale function can
model the non-linearity in unsteady variation.
The accuracy of simulation is found to be significantly poor in some cases. Consider
the model output for two harmonic input cases given in Fig.(5.3) from [20]. In the first
case in Fig.(5.3,a), the oscillation crosses both the critical states of the static hysteresis
in CNst vs α, and the model accuracy is satisfactory. However, in the second case in
Fig.(5.3,b), there is only one critical state crossing involved, and the model accuracy is
poor. This happens because the second stable root of the model in the stall region attracts
the unsteady variation component CNdyn(t) strongly. Hence, the match of model output
to experimental data is inaccurate.
The model is based on an implicit assumption that use of time-scale parameter
estimated from SAFO data is sufficient to capture unsteady variation of aerodynamic
coefficients. This assumption is usually good for the normal force coefficient only.
In LAFO test data, second and third harmonics are significant for pitching moment
coefficients. In BMSH approach, parameter a2(α), a3(α) of polynomial terms are not
determined from LAFO data. These are determined by the value of coefficient on the
two branches of static hysteresis and the constraint equation. Therefore, nonlinearity
in the unsteady variation of coefficients is not modeled by the second and third degree
polynomial terms as it does in the case of Abramov-Goman modeling approach. This can
lead to inaccuracies in the results for the cases where unsteady variation of coefficients is
significantly nonlinear.
In conclusion, BMSH is the only model in literature that can capture the static
hysteresis as well as unsteady variation in the normal force coefficient. The accuracy
of the model output becomes unsatisfactory for large amplitude inputs, and the motions
involving single critical state crossing.
5.4.2 Volterra Series based formulations
In the literature, there have been two approaches for modeling nonlinear unsteady
aerodynamics based on the Volterra series. Both the approaches for modeling unsteady
aerodynamics using the Volterra series concentrated on mathematical simplification of the
model structure so that the kernels can be identified using commonly available harmonic
input response data for coefficients. In the current work, we formulated the model
structure in a parametric from and made use of its harmonic input response properties
to provide a simple algorithm for its estimation using variety of wind tunnel test data.
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A formulation proposed by W. Silva is based on approximation of the Volterra series
in discrete-time domain [56, 55]. This method is similar to the Nonlinear Auto-regressive
modeling approach in [61]. The experimental data for parameter estimation is generated
from CFD methods using unit impulse inputs. This approach met with a limited success
at best. It failed to capture even the second kernel due to nonlinearity in the normal force
coefficient accurately. It was also an erroneous application as the unsteady aerodynamics
in transonic regime is bifurcational in nature. There is a jump in the values of force
and moment coefficients due to shock induced unsteady flow separation. Such a strong
nonlinearity which exhibits bifurcation or jump between the stable states cannot be
modeled by the Volterra series or its modifications. The use of unit impulse input in
pitch-rate is also impractical for use on a dynamic wind tunnel test rig.
In the second approach proposed by Reisenthel, he used a parametric combination
of orthogonal functions for approximation of the Volterra kernel shapes [40]. These
parameters were then estimated using forced oscillation wind tunnel data. While this
method produced a model of fairly good consistency across the data set, it requires
estimation of very large number of parameters even for the second kernel. For first
kernel nine basis functions are used, while for the second two-dimensional kernel it is
a 10× 10 matrix. Estimation of third kernel is infeasible [40]. Contrary to this, only three
parameter functions are to be estimated for a two-state model in VVM. Another significant
disadvantage is that it is a black-box model like the neural-network based approaches in
[37, 39], and offers little mathematical or physical interpretations.
Thus, VVM offers several advantages over other Volterra series based modeling
approaches presented in literature.
5.4.3 Indicial Theory based formulations
Linear indicial model, as discussed in Chapter 1, has been used widely for modeling
unsteady variation of aerodynamic coefficients. This theory actually belongs to the class
of the models based on functional expansion of nonlinear system response, originally
proposed by Vito Volterra. Tobak and Lamnabhi presented a generic functional expansion
formulation of the Nonlinear indicial framework in the form of an infinite series [28, 99]
as,
















bmn(t− ξ1)(t− ξ2)[α(ξ1)]ndξ1 (5.3)
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This series is shown to be a super-set of all the functional expansion formulations, and that
both the Volterra series and Linear indicial models are obtained from its leading terms.
In this sense, the fundamental equations of indicial theory and Volterra Series have a
common origin.
The Nonlinear Indicial theory further employs three basic assumptions to obtain a
simplified model; (i) a limited history of inputs affects the current output (i.e. nonlinear
systems with fading memory); (ii) variation of the aerodynamic coefficient is continuous
and analytic (i.e. Frechet differentiability and Taylor series expansion at each α0), and
(iii) the deficiency functional is an exponential decay function. The first two of these
assumptions were also made for the nonlinear system in Eq.(2.2) (PoDE) to derive
Volterra variational equations from it in chapter 2. Also, the system is assumed to have
a single stable steady-state ( a1 < 0), which automatically implies an exponential decay
of the linear component or the first kernel-state x1(t). Therefore, the basic mathematical
assumptions made in linear indicial model and VVM are also the same.
A significant point of difference between these two unsteady model structures is that
the VVM structure has multiple parameter functions to model nonlinearity in unsteady
variations, while the linear indicial model still has only two parameter functions (a(α)
and b1(α)). In this form, the linear indicial model is simply equivalent to the single
state VVM. So, when the accuracy of an estimated model is insufficient, there is no
method proposed in the literature to improve it. Hence, it is an ineffective approach in the
cases like the pitching moment coefficient of GTA. A three-state VVM is shown produce
accurate results for Cm(t) of GTA
However, it is possible to use an alternative form of the deficiency functional Faα(·) in
the Linear indicial model to accommodate more parameter functional dependencies, and
this may improve the modeling results using it.
The accuracy of Linear indicial model and VVM for modeling Cm(t) of F16XL were
compared using the results in [30]. Results for Linear indicial model are available for
only three test cases in [30], the worst of which is given in Fig.(5.4). It shows that the
response output of indicial model is qualitatively satisfactory, in which higher frequency
variations are completely filtered out. As discussed in Section 4.5, VVM produces similar
result with a single-state model, while the two-state model is fairly accurate as seen in
Fig.(5.4,b). Therefore, although the VVM follows from a similar mathematical approach
as linear indicial model, it is better suited to model the nonlinear variations in unsteady
aerodynamic loads with higher accuracy.
It is important to note that parameter estimation approach used in the two studies is
different. In parameter estimation of VVM, the functional a(α), K1(α) are defined by a
number of node-points in the relevant angle-of-attack range. In case of Indicial model in
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 (a) Indicial model response














Fig. 5.4. Comparison of pitching moment responses of VVM and linear indicial model in [30] for F16XL
aircraft, due to harmonic input with α0 = 35o,∆α = 35o, k = 0.078.
[30], the analogous parameters are defined by quadratic polynomial functions as discussed
in the next subsection. This restricts the parameters functions to attain a certain shape,
and hence the poor accuracy.
An alternative parameter estimation approach for Indicial model of Cm of F16XL was
used in [45]. The results of simulation are quite accurate. In this approach, Cmα,st(α)
is used as an estimation parameter. It is then compared with the values obtained from
Cmst(α) from wind tunnel tests, to find that the match between them is poor. However,
the question is whether such an approach makes a physical sense? When the model is
held static at a particular angle-of-attack, Cm(t) must always converges to Cmst(α) as it is
obtained in wind tunnel experiments. However, using this parameter estimation approach
it converges to a different estimated Cm vs. α. Thus, the accuracy of the results obtained
is inconsequential. In case of VVM, CZα,st(α) is used as a constraint equation so that the
estimated parameters always meet this condition.
For modeling the aerodynamic coefficients which exhibit critical states, a Nonlinear
Indicial model has been proposed. In this model, a transient functional is introduced at the
points of critical state crossing, while the responses on both the sides of the critical state
are modeled by disparate Indicial models with different time-scales [33]. Therefore, the
Nonlinear Indicial model uses an additional functional to capture the transients. Similar
approach can also be considered for VVM, and it will model the bifurcational effect of
critical state crossing.
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5.4.3.1 Defining parameter variations by polynomial functions
Nonlinearity in unsteady variations is accounted for, to some extent, by defining the
parameters as nonlinear functions of angle-of-attack, also evident from the case studies in
Chapter 4. However, to place the angle-of-attack node-points of the parameter functions
at an appropriate position and in optimum number, many a trials are required. This
problem is significantly simplified by predefining the shape of parameter functions using
polynomials, as proposed in [30].
a(α) = a0 + a1α + a2α
2 + A1(α− α1)2 + A2(α− α2)2 (5.4)
Klein and Murphy presented an estimation approach in which the parameter functions
of time-scale and dynamic gain a(α), K1(α) are approximated by a cubic polynomial in
α, as given in Eq.(5.4) [30]. In this definition, a0, a1, a2, A1, A2 are the parameters to
be estimated. The parameters α1, α2 are called knot points and are fixed at the regions
of significant nonlinearity. This method was shown to produced satisfactory results for
modeling the F16XL longitudinal coefficients in [30]. The other advantage of this method
is that the sensitivity of the estimated model parameters can be computed as Cramer-Rao
bounds. This also indicates the accuracy of the estimated model [43].
This approach can also be easily implemented for VVM. However, as seen in the
case of Cm of GTA, the parameter functions are so nonlinear that these cannot be
approximated by cubic-polynomials. Hence, this method is good for modeling only
the mildly nonlinear coefficients, like that for F16XL. Thus, it can be concluded that
the VVM is a more powerful approach for system identification of nonlinear unsteady
variation of aerodynamic coefficients; and it has direct connection to the indicial model
in its fundamental form.
5.4.4 ONERA Dynamic Stall model
There is some commonality between the mathematical formulations of VVM and
ONERA models. The ONERA model is based on partitioning of the aerodynamic loads.
This model makes use of a second order differential of the unsteady aerodynamic load
at stall, to reproduce higher frequency oscillations in response to sinusoidal input. This
concept is especially pertinent to the case of rotor craft blades which experience unsteady
loads due to leading edge flow-separation at high frequency pitching motion. This basic
similarity between the two model structures is presented in this section. ONERA dynamic
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(a) For k=0.15 (b) For k=0.05
Fig. 5.5. Simulation of the response of ONERA Dynamic Stall model of CN of Boeing Vertol VR7 airfoil
to large amplitude forced sinusoidal input αm = 10o, ∆α = 10o [35].
stall model is introduced in chapter 1, and it is restated here to aid the discussions.
CL(t) = F1 + F2 (5.5)
F˙1 + λF1 = λFl + (λs+ σ)α˙ + sα¨
F¨2 + aF˙2 + rF2 = −(r∆ + e∆˙)
At low angle-of-attack, ∆ = 0 and hence CL(t) = F1(t). It is shown that the
parameters σ and s are actually in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives considering small
amplitude oscillation input in angle-of-attack. The component of load F1 corresponds to
the terms CLst [α(t)] and CLq [α(t)]q(t) in VVM. Both the structures simply capture the
elliptical response to sinusoidal input at low angle-of-attack. Therefore, both these forms
are equivalent at low angle-of-attack or small amplitude oscillation input.
The component F2 in ONERA model captures the unsteady variations in the stall
region. This is similar to the Cdyn component of VVM. The ONERA model includes
second order differential equation of F2 (the unsteady component of load). This higher
order differential operator is useful to account for higher frequency vibrations seen in
the variation of pitching moment coefficient measured in harmonic input tests. This
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is a special feature of the ONERA dynamic stall model. In case of VVM, the higher
order harmonics in the aerodynamic load response are reproduced by the second and
third kernel-states in the model. Thus, the order of differential operator is the primary
difference between VVM and ONERA model.
Application of this modeling approach to the forced oscillation test data of the Boeing
Vertol-VR7 airfoil was presented in [35]. The model parameters are estimated using the
entire data set consisting of input non-dimensional frequencies in the range [0.01 0.25].
An example of simulation results for low and high frequency inputs is given in Fig.(5.5).
The qualitative fit and accuracy are not good in either of the cases presented in the figure.
This due to the anomaly at very high frequency pitching motion, which is discussed in
Section 4.8. The problem is that the same model is used to capture the unsteady variations
at lower and higher pitching frequencies although the associated physical phenomena are
totally different.
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Inspired by ONERA dynamic stall model, a second order differential form of VVM
can be defined as given in Eq.(5.6). This is obtained from Volterra variational equations by







This formulation of VVM has a richer topology. The second order differential structure
has two poles to model the nonlinear unsteady effect of each aerodynamic load. If both
the poles are real and negative, then this model can capture the effect of two time-scales.
This is particularly useful for modeling the aerodynamic loads of helicopter blade airfoils
as its pitching frequency cover both leading edge and trailing edge flow separation which
have different time-scales. The coupling of unsteady poles and rigid body modes can
model stronger aeroelastic phenomena, similar to that observed in a number of studies
using ONERA model [14].
If the second order differential VVM has a pair of complex conjugate poles, the
unsteady variation of coefficients can be like a limit cycle oscillation. In this case, like a
spring-mass oscillator system, the model structure will have a certain natural frequency
where the nonlinear unsteady effects are stronger irrespective of input amplitude. So,
this model can exhibit the amplitude dependence of nonlinearity as well as a resonance
frequency or other properties typical of second order differential systems. Hence, it can
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be used to model much stronger influence of unsteady aerodynamics on flight mechanics.
Thus, VVM can be extended to exhibit the properties of ONERA dynamic stall model.
5.4.5 Identification using novel input types
5.4.5.1 Schroeder Sweep input
The use of Schroder-sweep input response data for unsteady aerodynamic modeling was
demonstrated in [31] for the first time. In this work, Murphy.et.al. used Schroder-sweep
input response data from water tunnel tests to estimate the parameters of a simplified
linear indicial model of normal force coefficient. In this section, the approach and
advantages of using a VVM for identification of unsteady aerodynamic loads using the




A sin(kωt+ φk) (5.7)




Schroeder sweep is a wide-band input that consist of combination of multiple sine
waves [100]. A typical Schroeder sweep input is given by Eq.(5.7). The frequency
of each sine is an integral multiple of the base frequency ω, and it has N sine wave
components. These sine waves have phase φk as given in Eq.(5.8). This makes the peak-
to-peak amplitude of the input to be minimum and Root-Mean-Square to be maximum
simultaneously, as first proved by Schroeder in [100]. This ensures that the input power
is maximum to obtain best signal-to-noise ratio, while variation of amplitudes remains
practical. Its unique advantage is that a single test can provide systems response data for
multiple harmonic inputs. However, the use of data for the purpose of estimation depends
on the linear or nonlinear nature of systems response for the input conditions.
For a chosen Schroeder-sweep input, if the response of CZ(t) or Cm(t) is found to
be linear, it can be used for estimation of the first-kernel state parameters of VVM. This
can be done by adopting an approach similar to the two-step regression method used with
small amplitude forced oscillation test data. Using the Schroder-sweep input response of
the force or moment coefficient, we can estimate in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives
at multiple frequencies. This is done by taking a Fourier transform of the response at
the component frequencies of the Schroeder-sweep input. Thus, it is possible to estimate
a(α0), K1(α0) from a single Schroeder input test with three-five component frequencies.
This is more efficient than performing SAFO tests with one frequency at a time.
In the cases when super-harmonics are also excited due to nonlinear nature of unsteady
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Fig. 5.6. A Schroder-sweep input with maximum amplitude A = 20o, component frequencies f =
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25Hz, proposed for dynamic wind tunnel tests.
aerodynamics, we can consider a two or three state VVM. The parameter estimation is
done by output-error method. As demonstrated in the case of Cm of F16XL, using VVM
approach we can get satisfactory results by appropriate choice of number of states. It is
not necessary to classify the wind tunnel test data as small amplitude and large amplitude
because VVM gets inherently tuned to match linear and nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics,
valid for the maximum input used in experiments. This implies that one can choose
a Schroeder sweep input of appropriate amplitude and bandwidth, and use output-error
method for estimation of model parameters of an aerodynamic coefficient.
Here is an example of Schroeder-sweep input which is suitable for advanced pre-
programmable dynamic test rig which can implement a desired anlge of attack trajectory
shape. For a Schroder-sweep, assume that the maximum amplitude is A = 20 deg,
component frequencies are f = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25Hz, and sampling rate is 100Hz.
Then the input to the WT model is defined in Fig.(5.6). In this input, note that the
maximum pitch-rate is 100 deg /s, and pitching acceleration is 520 deg /s2. Currently
available forced oscillation test rigs are capable of implementing fast model maneuvers.
For example, the NASA-LaRC forced oscillation test rig has capability to implement
maximum pitch rate of 260 deg /s, and pitch acceleration of 2290 deg /s2. However, these
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are usually mechanically geared for harmonic inputs and cannot implement other dynamic
maneuvers.
Note that, this single input covers a range of amplitudes and a bandwidth, which
is likely to be sufficient for modeling. Thus, using Schroeder-sweep tests and VVM
approach is a good combination for modeling, and a promising idea for the future.
5.4.5.2 Other dynamic input
Step and ramp motions inputs are other wide-band inputs which can be useful in
identification. Their spectrum is usually defined by a two or three term Fourier Series.
Even though, the trajectory of angle of attack used in experiments may not be exactly like
a step or ramp, it is still possible to correlate the spectrum of input to the output using
the advanced spectrum correlation methods available in literature [49]. In this case the
arguments presented for Schroeder sweep input still hold good and a similar approach
applies. Thus, use of step and ramp inputs is also a promising proposition for novel
dynamic wind tunnel tests.
W.Silva presented use of phased impulse inputs for estimation of unsteady aero-
dynamic impulse responses using CFD outputs and wind tunnel test data [56]. The
parameter functions of VVM can be estimated more easily than the Volterra kernel
shapes. The method given in [56] is useful for estimation of only first and second kernels.
However, a VVM structure with three states can also be estimated by this method and this
significantly enhances the models capability.
With the advent of CFD methods for nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics of delta-wing
configurations, it is envisaged that such inputs which are not possible in a wind tunnel
test, can now be used for identification using VVM much more efficiently.
5.5 Summary
VVM of longitudinal coefficients of GTA was integrated with 6DOF equations of motion
for simulation and analysis. It was shown that the longitudinal unsteady aerodynamic
loads significantly effect the frequency and stability of the Short-period mode, using the
tools from linear systems analysis. VVM was compared to Volterra series based modeling
approaches, Indicial theory based approaches and the ONERA dynamic stall model, to
present its similarities and adaptations to these successful approaches. Further, VVM is




Analysis and Modeling of Abrupt Wing
Stall
6.1 Introduction
The flight envelope boundary at high angle-of-attack and high sub-sonic Mach number is
restricted by nonlinear and unsteady aerodynamics which drastically affect the aircraft’s
stability and handling qualities. The aerodynamic phenomenon is usually reflected by
onset of unintended rolling motion about body axis and is termed as Abrupt Wing
Stall (AWS) [5]. This flight envelope boundary is of specific importance for a high-
performance aircraft as it is used in a high-speed turn maneuver. However, due to
lack of understanding of aerodynamics and safety concerns, this part of the envelope
is conservatively curtailed for all the high-performance aircraft [101].
At high angle-of-attack and high subsonic Mach number shock pockets are formed on
the upper surface of a delta-wing. These have two or three equilibrium flow-conditions,
and can abruptly switch between them. This causes the flow on wings to be asymmetric
and unsteady. In terms of aerodynamic loads, it causes static hysteresis in rolling moment
versus side-slip, and loss of roll damping in the sense of traditional aero-derivative
formulation. The asymmetric flow on the wings and its unsteady nature are visualized
in the condensation pattern on the F-18E aircraft in flight as presented in Fig.(6.1). The
resulting flight dynamics can exhibit different types of lateral instability, like slow roll-off
(heavy wing), rapid rolling to a non-zero bank angle (wing-drop) and periodic body-axis
rolling motion (wing-rock).
The unsteady aerodynamics at high angle-of-attack and high sub-sonic Mach number
is different from that at low Mach number due to presence of a strong nonlinearity in
Cl vs. β. As discussed in previous chapters, VVM is not suitable for modeling such
bifurcations in dynamics. Hence, a different approach for modeling the unsteady variation
of Cl(t) as witnessed in AWS conditions is presented in this chapter.
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Fig. 6.1. Asymmetric flow and its disappearance in a moment, as seen in the natural condensation pattern
that appears on F-18E aircraft wing during flight at AWS conditions [5].
The topic is not widely stated in literature. A recent research program on this
subject was pioneered by NASA-Langley Research Center with industry collaborators,
as summarized in [5]. The papers from this program provide a good overview of AWS
modeling and analysis technology. The phenomena is investigated using wind tunnel tests,
flight tests, mathematical modeling and piloted simulation studies. The final approach that
evolved is based on use of static and FTR test data for development of an aerodynamic
model. They also presented a semi-empirical model based on piloted flight simulation
evaluation studies. Both the models are qualitatively sufficient for flight simulation
studies. Some of these concepts developed in the NASA AWS program are summarized
in the next section.
The aerodynamic modeling approaches developed in the NASA AWS program are not
generic for application to modeling AWS of other delta-wing aircraft. Other modeling
approaches proposed in literature for modeling similar aerodynamic phenomena cannot
be used either. Hence, a comprehensive approach to model unsteady rolling moment
coefficient using static and FTR wind tunnel test data is presented in this chapter. The
proposed model is called Bifurcational Model of Aerodynamic Asymmetry (BMAA).
This model is in the form of differential equations and can be integrated with a 6DOF
simulation framework easily. It has number of parameters which can be tuned to match
the rolling moment coefficient from experimental data.
In Section 6.2, the literature on experimental studies in wind tunnel tests and modeling
methods are summarized, to indicate the principles of modeling AWS phenomena. In
Section 6.3, a semi-empirical criteria is presented for determining the angle-of-attack and
Mach number conditions for occurrence of AWS using Free-to-roll wind tunnel test data.
In Section 6.4, BMAA structure and its estimation process using static and Free-to-roll
wind tunnel test data are presented. This model is used to perform closed-loop simulation
studies of GTA, in order to examine its effect on flight dynamics, in Section 6.5.
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Fig. 6.2. Variation in Cl versus β obtained from β-sweep tests on F35 aircraft, left figure in AWS Angle-
of-attack region, right figure just before entering in AWS Angle-of-attack [103].
6.2 Literature Review of Abrupt Wing Stall Phenomena
6.2.1 Experimental Studies for Characterizing AWS
Wind tunnel test data from static and FTR tests is used to predict the flight envelope region
of occurrence of AWS, and model the variation of aerodynamic loads in these conditions.
Flight simulation studies and flight test data serve the purpose of validation of the model
and study its effect on flight dynamics. In this section, we present the important aspects of
AWS from all such studies. Some of these principles are used in aerodynamic modeling
and flight simulation studies presented in this thesis.
Experiments in wind tunnel tests involving pressure measurements at several points on
the upper surface of the wing, have revealed many important features of the aerodynamics
of AWS. The tests were performed on a scaled model of F18E/F at NASA-Langley
Transonic wind tunnel, and the observations are available in [102]. The model was found
to experience significant regions of separated flow and unsteady motion of shock waves.
The shock waves have a bi-stable or in some cases tri-stable states on the upper surface
of the wing. It abruptly changes its location in response to even a small change in angle-
of-attack of the order of 1o. The change in location was of the order of magnitude of
25% of the wing root-chord and time-scale of its unsteady motion was of the order 2Hz
considering the aircraft-scale. Therefore, the aerodynamic loads acting on the aircraft are
significantly unsteady and abrupt to affect the flight mechanics of the aircraft.
There are no established methods from wind tunnel experiments or computational
modeling available for prediction of occurrence of AWS, until recently. In the NASA
AWS-program, wind tunnel experiments on FTR rig were shown to be effective to predict
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the occurrence of AWS for the F18E and F35 aircraft fairly accurately [5, 104]. FTR rig
provides a single degree-of-freedom in body-axis rolling motion, while the pitch-angle
θ of the scaled aircraft model is held fixed. The FTR rigs were actually developed
to characterize an aircraft’s wing-rock motion at low-speed and high angle-of-attack.
They also provide information on the roll-damping characteristics of the aircraft [105].
Although the aircraft model used in the wind tunnel is not dynamically scaled, the
characteristics of AWS from FTR rig and the resulting flight simulation were found to
correlate well with the flight test data [102, 106]. The Figure-of-merit used to predict the
conditions of occurrence of AWS as devised in the NASA-AWS program is discussed in
details in Section 6.3.
Indications for occurrence of AWS can also be obtained from static wind tunnel test
data [107]. The rolling moment coefficients versus sideslip becomes nonlinear at the
critical angle-of-attack αc of occurrence of AWS. At approximately the same αc there
is distinct sharp break in the normal force coefficient versus angle-of-attack. The root-
mean-square value of rolling moment recorded by the sensor over a certain time interval
when the model angle-of-attack is fixed at αc, is significantly larger than the averaged
value of the same data. At least two of these indicators have been observed to occur at αc
[105, 107].
These indicators were defined as Figure-of-merit based on static test data. These
were found to be necessary but not sufficient conditions for occurrence of AWS [107].
Figures (6.2) are an example of the variation in rolling moment coefficient versus side-
slip from the quasi-steady beta-sweep wind tunnel tests on the F35-JSF aircraft [103, 108].
The static hysteresis is significant and it can be extremely unsteady at certain angle-of-
attack. Therefore, static wind tunnel data is important for modeling Cl at specific (α,M )
conditions for occurrence of AWS, and its further validation from FTR data is essential
[106].
6.2.2 Mathematical Modeling Techniques
Since AWS mainly causes body-axis rolling motion, the rolling moment coefficient is
modeled to reproduce its effects in flight dynamics. The two approaches which were
developed in the NASA-AWS program, and the general principles for modeling AWS are
presented in this section. Three other mathematical structures used for modeling similar
phenomena are also discussed in brief.




In the first approach given in [105], the rolling moment coefficient is split into static
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Fig. 6.3. Variation of ∆Clp and ∆Cl0 in the AWS model qualitatively estimated using Free-to-roll Wind
tunnel data [105].
component Cl,st(φ) and an unsteady or dynamic component Cldyn(φ,
pb
2V
) as given in
Eq.(6.1) . The former component is obtained from static wind tunnel tests performed
to get the variation of rolling moment coefficient versus roll angle. The FTR tests provide
time-history of quasi-steady state variations in Cl(t) and φ(t) in AWS conditions. This




particular α0 in the AWS region. The estimated values of Cl0 and Clp can reproduce
the sustained oscillations as seen in FTR tests. To trigger the abrupt fast rolling motion
and to adjust the maximum bank angle, these parameters are shaped as functions of φ.
The resulting ∆Cl0(φ) and ∆Clp(φ) that define Cl,dyn(φ) obtained from various flight
simulation studies are found to have a trend as given in Fig.(6.3).
The simulation results of this model considering only the roll degree-of-freedom
produce a reasonably good match with the FTR data. However, this model is still an
incremental approach and devoid of the topology of Cl(t) as a function of β(t) or φ(t) due
to static hysteresis and unsteady variations. The shape of static hysteresis inClst(α0) vs. β
is completely ignored. Also, this model can produce roll-off in only one direction at a
time, while that in case of actual flight is arbitrary.
Cl = Cl0 + Clp(
pb
2V
) + Clββ +KailCl,δailδail + Cl,AWS (6.2)
Cl,AWS = ∆Cl0(α) + ∆Clp(α)
pb
2V
In the second approach, the rolling moment coefficient is modeled using the flight test
data. The model structure incorporates an incremental ∆Cl0 and ∆Clp components, and a
reduction factor for aileron effectiveness, as given in Eq.(6.2). Hence, the model structure
is still an incremental model, with Cl,AWS being non-zero only in the AWS region. These
components are estimated by System-identification techniques using flight test data, as
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well as pilot ratings [71]. The α range of Cl,AWS is carefully modeled to capture the
different nature of rolling motion depending on pitch-rate. The piloted evaluation of this
model in flight simulation studies is compared to the pilot ratings from flights tests in
AWS conditions to further tune the model [105].
Such a model is useful primarily for pilot training to fly into AWS, as the pilot ratings
of this model were very good [109, 110]. These methods for AWS modeling and analysis
were applied in the initial design phases of F-35. It was reported to be useful to avoid
AWS on the aircraft before undertaking the flight tests [103]. However this model is
also a simplistic incremental model which does not consider the static hysteresis and
characteristic time-scale of unsteady variation. Thus, both the models for simulating AWS
are useful only for the purpose of flight simulation studies, and their use in flight dynamic
analysis is unreliable.
An aerodynamic phenomena due to static hysteresis and unsteady variation of loads
gives rise to a periodic rolling motion of the aircraft called wing-rock. It happens due
to asymmetric vortex breakdown at high angle-of-attack and low Mach number flight
in the near-stall conditions. It is experienced by many delta-wing aircraft. Goman.et.al
presented an approach for modeling the rolling moment coefficient due to this phenomena
[111]. The model structure is similar to the PoDE model, and the model parameters are
estimated using the rolling-moment time-histories from FTR wind tunnel tests. Although
this model reproduces the dynamic hysteresis, it cannot model the static hysteresis in
Cl vs. β. Similarly, static hysteresis and the associated bifurcational nature was modeled
using differential equations in [112, 113]. This model reliably captures the static
hysteresis in galloping amplitude versus wind speed, observed for an under-slung load
in the shape of a square prism. However, these models were found to be unsuitable for
application to AWS modeling.
Rolling moment variation in AWS was obtained by Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) techniques in [114]. In this work, the so-called Radial Basis Functions are used to
successfully model the static and dynamic hysteresis in rolling moment coefficient versus
sideslip. The model structure is similar to Neural-network type models, and a wide-band
input called Chirp was used for model training. A similar technique was presented for
modeling the Cl of X31 aircraft using training data from CFD computations in [115].
However, these are ”Black-box” models or just data-true models which are not of much
interest for modeling AWS.
A generic nonlinear differential equation structure for modeling hysteresis, called the
Bouc-Wen model was introduced in 1971 [116]. It has been widely applied for modeling
structural and other mechanical systems. The phenomena of hysteretic restoring force in
response to a displacement input, and depending on the direction of velocity, is common
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to many systems. The model structure consists of an internal state and its differential
equation which give rise to static hysteresis in steady state. Hence, the hysteresis in
Cl vs. β can be modeled by this structure.
However, this method has three disadvantages (i) the output of the model for certain
parameter combinations may diverge to infinity, that is the structure is not always
bounded-input-bounded-output stable, (ii) there is no definite approach for estimation
of parameters and these are identified by trial and error, (iii) it is a black-box model and
offers no physical interpretations [116]. Due to these basic disadvantages, this method is
not used for modeling the variation of Cl in AWS regimes.
6.3 Predicting Occurrence of AWS
6.3.1 Wind Tunnel Data
The Generic Tailless Aircraft was tested in an industrial-grade wind tunnel on both static
and FTR rigs, and a part of this data was available for research activities. The static wind
tunnel tests were performed to obtain aerodynamic loads in quasi-steady alpha-sweep and
beta-sweep. The beta-sweeps are performed in only one direction, either as increasing
beta or decreasing beta, at angle-of-attack of [20, 22, 24, 26]deg and Mach numbers of
[0.7, 0.8, 0.9]. The tests were performed only at lower angle-of-attack for higher Mach
numbers, so the test matrix is not square.
The same wind tunnel model was also used in FTR wind tunnel tests. These tests
were performed in a quasi-steady alpha-sweep from 0 to 26 deg angle-of-attack range,
and Mach numbers of [0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95]. All forces and moments acting on the aircraft
were recorded. The data was filtered using a 20Hz low-pass digital filter. The pitch-pause
tests, explained later in this section, were not performed for GTA.
6.3.2 FTR Figure-of-Merit for AWS
In order to interpret the entire data set available from FTR tests to arrive at predictions of
lateral activity due to AWS, some Figure-of-Merit (FOM) have been proposed in literature
[106, 107]. The uncommanded lateral activity is considered to be significant if the roll-off
happens at a sufficiently fast rate. Otherwise, it is expected that the slower motion will
be easily damped out due to roll-rate feedback in the control law of the aircraft. Based
on this concept an averaged Roll-rate FOM was proposed in [106] using the data from
FTR pitch-pause tests, and it is considered to be the most reliable indicator of AWS. In
the pitch-pause test using a FTR rig, the scaled aircraft model is disturbed to a non-zero
initial condition in roll-angle. The model sets into sustained roll oscillations when it enters
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Fig. 6.4. Roll-angle versus time recorded in a Pitch-sweep Free-to-roll test on GTA at M = 0.8
AWS region. This test is repeated over a relevant range of pitch angles. These data from
FTR pitch and pause tests are used to compute Roll-rate FOM.
The Roll-rate FOM is determined by the amplitude and speed of uncommanded lateral
motion or oscillations. First the average roll rate between consecutive local maxima and
minima points in the time-history of Cl are computed, and then the maximum value from
this set is used as the Roll-rate FTR FOM at that pitch angle. It is non-dimensionalised to
account for the effect of change in wind speed (hence, Mach number).
Roll-rate FOM, as defined above, cannot be applied to the data from pitch-sweep
tests on the FTR rig. In a pitch-sweep test, the pitch angle is increased in a quasi-steady
manner at a rate of 1 deg /s over the relevant range of pitch angle. In a pitch-pause test the
pitch-angle is held fixed when the model sets into sustained roll oscillations. Therefore,
we cannot compute an averaged maximum roll-rate response at each pitch angle using
pitch-sweep test data.
A sample of roll-angle time history from a pitch-sweep test is presented in Fig.(6.4).
In this figure, note that the model sustains roll oscillations about a non-zero roll-angle
and over a range of pitch angle. However, at the points of significant lateral instability,
the rate of roll-off motion is at least one order of magnitude higher than the pitch-up rate.
Hence, the roll-off rate computed from pitch-sweep test may still be an indicator of the
occurrence of AWS.
Roll-rate FOM was computed for GTA using pitch-sweep test data at different Mach
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Fig. 6.5. Averaged maximum roll-rate Figure-of-merit estimated at different Mach numbers from Free-to-
roll test data for GTA.
numbers, and it is presented in Fig.(6.5). The value of threshold FOM for the cases of
of F-18 [108] and F-35 [103] aircraft by correlation of lateral activity observed in FTR
tests with the flight test data is obtained as 0.0186 (roll-rate measured in deg/s). The same
threshold value was used for analysis of Roll-rate FOM of GTA. In Fig.(6.5), the points
of high FOM at pitch angle of 24o are clearly separated from other points. However,
there are several points at much lower pitch angle which are close to this threshold level.
This is because the aircraft model rolls significantly at low angle-of-attack even for small
asymmetric flow disturbances in the wind tunnel to counter-act the effect of side-slip. So,
these points are false indicators. Raising the threshold any further leads to an optimistic
prediction. Therefore, to avoid this confusion a slightly different definition of FOM is
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Fig. 6.6. Comparison between the Figures-of-merit based on averaged maximum rates of φ and β in the
Free-to-roll test data for Mach number 0.7.
proposed.
The new FOM proposed is based on averaged side-slip rate. The body-axis rolling
motion of an aircraft in Free-to-roll condition is governed by the kinematics equation
β = sin(θ)φ. Therefore, a body-axis roll produces sideslip that is proportional to the
roll-angle, with the pitch-angle as constant of proportionality. Thus, side-slip produced
by rolling motion is significant at higher pitch angle only. At low pitch angle (or angle-of-
attack), any roll-off due to minor flow asymmetries gets automatically neglected. Hence,
a new FOM is computed using side-slip angle time-history instead of roll-angle time-
history, following the same procedure.
A comparison of Roll-rate and Side-slip rate based FOM is presented in Fig.(6.6).
While Roll-rate FOM shows significant lateral activity for θ = 6o, the Side-slip rate FOM
does not show any significant difference with respect to other points. Thus, the false
indication of AWS or lateral instability can be avoided using side-slip rate FOM.
While a boundary for occurrence of AWS is established, the prediction can be off the
mark by about 1o − 2o. This happens due to non-ideal nature of external flow conditions
and miscellaneous vibrations in the wind tunnel. The aerodynamic load acting on the
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Fig. 6.7. Cl versus β at a pitch angle in AWS region for different Mach numbers, obtained from β-sweep
tests on GTA.
model is very high due to high dynamic pressure. Hence, the entire sting is found to
vibrate, especially on entry into AWS conditions. This interferes with the flow on the
model. Also, the geometry and inertia of the wind tunnel model are not dynamically
scaled, and this affects the initial triggering of the rolling motion. Hence, these results
should be interpreted with some tolerances. To account for this, the aero-model is
developed to simulate AWS at lower angles-of-attack. Some indications are also observed
in the static wind tunnel data. For example, in Fig.(6.7) there is a jump in values of rolling
moment coefficient at β = 2o for M = 0.8, and at β = 6o for M = 0.9. There is
no such jump at M = 0.7. This shows the static hysteresis in Cl versus β. However,
the data is available for beta-sweep in only one direction, and hence the exact nature of
static hysteresis cannot be determined. These indicators further validate the prediction of
(α,M ) combinations for occurrence of AWS.
6.4 Mathematical Modeling of AWS
6.4.1 Bifurcational Model of Aerodynamic Asymmetry
The model of AWS is required to reproduce the features of lateral instability as known



















Fig. 6.8. Approximate shape of static hysteresis in Cl vs. β) produced by the parameter values of kh =
2, ϕe = 30
o, ϕl = −45o of BMAA model.
shock-induced flow separation. Such a model is useful in flight simulation studies as well
as analysis. The methods for modeling such a phenomena presented in literature are
inadequate. So a novel model structure for AWS modeling referred to as Bifurcational
model of aerodynamic asymmetry (BMAA) is proposed in this section. The structure is
shown to reproduce the variation in rolling moment coefficient as a function of (α, β,M ).
Cl(α, β, δC) = Clst(α, δC) + Clp(α) ·
pb
2V
+ Clβ(α) · β + Cldyn(α, β) (6.3)
The static hysteresis and unsteady effects are modeled using an incremental
component of the rolling moment coefficient. Consider the components of Cl given in
Eq.(6.3). Of these, the first three components are as in the low angle-of-attack aero-
database of the aircraft. The component Cldyn(t) is included as an add-on component
and it represents the unsteady incremental effect of AWS due to asymmetric load. The
component Clst(α, δC) is known from static wind tunnel tests and it is retained as it is in
the AWS region. The derivative Clβ(α) is well-defined up to the start of AWS region. The
angle-of-attack of occurrence of AWS αcr at a particular Mach number is known from the
analysis presented in the previous section. It is clear from experimental data in Fig.(6.7),
that Cl vs. β has a hysteresis at α > αcr. This implies that the derivative Clβ is not a
constant over the relevant range of β. So in BMAA, the value of Clβ at α > αcr, is fixed
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to be equal to its value at αcr. The remaining componentsClp(α) andCldyn(t) are required
to reproduce both the static hysteresis and unsteady variations in Cl(t).
The mathematical structure of BMAA for a bistable hysteresis in Cldyn(t) is given
by Eq.(6.4). The structure represents an intersection of an inclined ellipse and a straight
line which results in two stable equilibrium branches and a unstable branch. The linear
differential equation with characteristic time-scale τ captures the unsteady nature of
variations due to change in side-slip angle. The various parameters of the model affect
the shape of the static hysteresis curve in a certain way as discussed in the following
paragraphs.
x = kββ; y = klCldyn (6.4)
x1 = x cos(ϕe) + y sin(ϕe)
y1 = −x sin(ϕe) + y cos(ϕe)















y + kh × x2
In this equation, kβ and kl represent the scaling parameters for the states β and Cldyn
respectively. These are used to match the values associated with static hysteresis produced
by the model to that known from experimental data. In effect, these are merely sizing
parameters, after an appropriate shape of the curve is obtained.






y + kh × x2. This function consists of intersection of the line x2 of slope






). Parameters (a, b) are the semi-major and semi-
minor axes of the ellipse respectively. These determine the maximum incremental Cl due
to AWS at β = 0, and range of β over which hysteresis loop is seen in the static WT test
data, respectively.
The solution of the hysteresis function is as shown in Fig.(6.8). It can be shaped using
parameters (k, ϕe, ϕl). Definition of these parameters is indicated in Fig.(6.8), along with
their effect on the geometry of F (x, y). Parameter ϕe is the inclination of the semi-major
axis of the ellipse. The effect of variation in ϕe angle on F (x1, x2, y1, y) is shown in
Fig.(6.9). 90o − ϕl is the slope of line. The intersection of the ellipse with the line
produces two saddle points. Parameter kh defines how far the bistable dependence shaping
static hysteresis is moved away from two saddle points on the ellipse. The resulting two-
dimensional bifurcational structure in the static hysteresis region is required to be similar
to the the shape of Clst vs. β as known from experimental data.









































































































Fig. 6.9. Effect of parameter ϕl on the shape of hysteresis curve (blue line) and unsteady variations of
Cl(β)(red-line) for kh = 2, ϕe = 30o.
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Fig. 6.10. Variation of Cl(β) in Free-to-roll simulation of BMAA model using wind tunnel model moment
of inertia.
equilibrium that acts as a separatix point. The hysteresis function can be very effectively
shaped by a proper selection of the parameters (a, b, kh, ϕe, ϕl). In a steady-state or on
entry into the AWS region, Cldyn(t) converges to one of the two non-zero values of the
rolling moment coefficient at β = 0. This triggers rolling motion of the aircraft to the
left or right depending on sign of triggered disturbances. The amplitude and frequency
of dynamic oscillations in φ(t) is determined by the time-scale parameter τ , and linear
roll damping parameter Clp . Smooth variation of the rolling moment during crossing of
bifurcation points in a dynamic maneuver is due to the first order differential equation.
The parameter estimation process is presented using GTA data in the next section.
6.4.2 Parameter Estimation and Simulation
The parameters of the model are estimated in two steps to match Cl vs. β from static
wind tunnel test data and unsteady variations seen in the time-histories from FTR data.
As stated earlier, the beta-sweep test data is available for increasing β only, as given in
Fig.(6.7). So the shape of static hysteresis is not clearly known. FTR data from pitch-
pause test are not available to estimate the damping and time-constant for the model.
Hence, the features of oscillations from pitch-sweep test data are used for modeling and
parameter tuning. Firstly, the model parameters are estimated to obtain a reasonable fit
for Cl vs. β, at a particular (α0,M0) corresponding to the maximum magnitude of ∆Cl
due to AWS. Then, the parameters τ, Clp are estimated to tune it to oscillations observed
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Fig. 6.11. FTR simulation of the estimated BMAA model using GTA model moment of inertia.
in FTR.
The parameters (a, b, kh, ϕe, ϕl) are fixed to reproduce a shape similar to that seen
in static wind tunnel test data. Cldyn vs. β shape, as shown in Fig.(6.8), is found to
reproduce the shape of Cl vs. β similar to that in Fig.(6.7). Therefore, the parameter
values of (kh, θe, ϕl) = (2.0, 30o,−45o) were selected for the model. The parameter
values (a, b) = (0.5, 0.1) were used in Fig.(6.8). These are now scaled to make the range
of static asymmetry to be ∆β = 2o and the magnitude of maximum asymmetric rolling
moment at AWS to be ∆Cl,max = 0.017.
In the next step, the parameters τ, Clp are tuned to match the frequency of bank angle
oscillations to that from FTR tests. From FTR pitch-sweep test data, the frequency of
oscillation is required to be 3.5Hz and φ˙max = 3.5rad/s. The wind tunnel model moment
of inertia is used in the tuning process, as these dynamics properties are used to match
the wind tunnel model characteristics of motion. The mathematical model response after
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Fig. 6.12. Variation of Cl(β) in FTR simulation of BMAA using GTA aircraft moment of inertia.
the best possible parameter tuning is presented in Fig.(6.10). For values of (τ, Clp) =
(60, 0.02), the features of static and dynamic hysteresis are satisfactorily matching the





Cl = f(θ, p, β)
β˙ = psin(θ) (6.5)
The dynamics of wind tunnel model in Free-to-roll conditions is governed by Eq.(6.5),
for which the the rolling moment is defined as in equations (6.4) and (6.3). Time-histories
of the relevant states in this 1DOF simulation, using the wind tunnel model inertia are
presented in Fig.(6.11). One can see that there are oscillations about β = ±5o, and
the oscillations intermittently switch from the left-roll to the right-roll angles. It is also
evident that the frequency of oscillation is 4Hz and pmax = 4rad/s. Thus, the estimated
parameters provide a rather good qualitative model of the rolling moment coefficient in
AWS conditions.
This model obtained for a particular (α0,M0), while AWS effects are observed over
a range of angles-of-attack and Mach numbers. To model this effect continuously over
the critical range of flight parameters, an interpolation of the Cldyn(t, α0,M0) between
(0, αmin,Mmin) and (0, αmax,Mmax) is used to obtain Cldyn(t) at any intermediate con-
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dition (α,M). The resulting model is found to reproduce the function Cl(α, β,M, α˙, β˙)
satisfactorily.
The same model parameters but with the geometric and inertia properties of the full-
scale aircraft was used in 1DOF or roll-only simulations, and the resultingCl vs. β process
is presented in Fig.(6.12). Although, the shape is retained, dynamic hysteresis stretches
over the interval ∆β = 10o. This is due to the different values of the relative moment-of-
inertia in case of the wind-tunnel-model and the aircraft, as well as due to difference in
geometric parameters.
Dr.Nikolay Abramov contributed to writing a MATLAB class file for the mathematical
model and Roll degree-of-freedom dynamics. He helped in obtaining the first estimate of
parameters which produced the desired shape of static hysteresis curve. All the other work
including Literature survey; modeling and parameter estimation for improving accuracy
of the results; Free-to-roll data analysis; One-DOF and Six-DOF flight simulations studies
were done by me.
6.5 Flight Simulation Studies
The AWS model presented in the previous section was used in flight simulation studies
to examine the effect of AWS on flight dynamics and demonstrate its consistency with
features of flight test results reported in literature. AWS is known to occur typically in
wind-up turn and pull-up maneuvers. Hence, these two maneuvers were performed on the
aircraft real-time simulation platform available at CSIR-NAL.
The GTA being a delta-wing configuration is inherently unstable and is stabilised
using a feedback control mechanism. A functional block diagram of the longitudinal
control system used in this study is presented in Fig.(6.13). The lateral controller used
provided a roll-rate feedback, and hence an appropriate damping to the closed-loop
system. Two case-studies are presented in this section for the closed-loop system which
has the AWS model incorporated in it.
6.5.1 Pull-up Maneuver in 6DOF
GTA simulation was first trimmed to a certain lower angle-of-attack at an altitude H =
12000m and Mach M = 0.8. A pull-up maneuver was initiated using a full aft pitch
stick input for two seconds pulse, after which it is returned back to zero. The AWS region
is defined by the Mach number range [0.75 0.9] and the angle-of-attack range [24o 28o].
Engine throttle is held constant in this simulation.
The resulting attitude dynamics of the aircraft on entering the AWS region is presented
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Fig. 6.13. Functional block-diagram of a longitudinal control mechanism implemented for GTA 6DOF
flight simulation studies.
steady state with a different non-zero roll-angle. Angle-of-attack remains approximately
constant in the AWS regime, and side-slip remains very small. Note that, as expected,
the roll rate increases for lower damping gain in the control law and decreases for higher
damping gain.
6.5.2 Steady-turn Maneuver in 5DOF
Similar results are obtained for simulation of a wind-up turn in 5DOF system of motion
equations. In a wind-up turn, the aircraft is expected to turn at constant speed and
decreasing altitude. This is equivalent to a steady-turn maneuver in 5DOF system of
motion equations, where trim in V˙ is left out for balancing thrust and altitude effects.
Aircraft is first trimmed in a steady-turn maneuver at lower angle-of-attack at an altitude
H = 12000m and Mach M = 0.8. Then a step input in longitudinal pitch-stick is applied
for two seconds impulse and returned back to zero. The resulting attitude dynamics is
presented in Fig.(6.15). On entering the AWS region, the aircraft experiences an intensive
roll-off motion of more than 360o, and then performs a slow rolling motion. The roll-off
motion is mild and can be easily controlled by a pilot. Therefore, the prototype control
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Fig. 6.14. Closed-loop 6DOF simulation of Pull-up maneuver of GTA with AWS model.























Fig. 6.15. Closed loop 5DOF simulation of steady turn maneuver of GTA with AWS model.
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law is found to effectively mitigate the rolling motion due to AWS effectively. It is also
important to note that the sideslip angle is restricted to a small value, indicating that the
rolling motion is actually a velocity vector roll as intended in the control law design.
This type of analysis is of great value in control law design and pre-flight simulation
training of a new aircraft design.
6.6 Summary
A brief review of the methods of modeling AWS phenomena and other phenomena of
similar type available in literature was given, to indicate the principles of modeling AWS
phenomena. A Figure-of-merit based on averaged maximum side-slip rate was shown
to be an effective criteria for predicting AWS using FTR data. A novel model with rich
topology called the Bifurcational model of aerodynamic asymmetry was proposed along
with its estimation methodology. An approximate model of rolling moment coefficient of
desired features was developed for AWS phenomena of GTA aircraft, and then it shown
to be satisfactory for flight simulation studies.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
7.1 Conclusions
Following is the list of important conclusions made from this thesis:
1. VVM is formulated based on Volterra Series and features of nonlinear unsteady
variation of aerodynamic loads. The kernel-states of VVM have special harmonic
input response properties. It is shown that the model structure can be determined
from harmonic input response data based on these properties. A step-wise
parameter estimation procedure is formulated for use with forced oscillation wind
tunnel data.
2. VVM is able to reproduce nonlinear unsteady variations, typically observed for the
pitching moment coefficients of delta-wing aircraft configurations. This includes
damping and anti-damping loops in the oscillation cycle, and shift of the mean of
steady oscillation cycle from static test measurements. The cases studies presented
show its ability to fit across a large data-set consistently.
3. VVM structure inherently includes the fundamental features of nonlinear unsteady
aerodynamic loads, independent of the experimental data, like (i) linear variations
for small amplitude inputs and nonlinear variations for large amplitude inputs; (ii)
different effective time-constant of longitudinal unsteady loads for pitch-up and
pitch-down motions (iii) dependence of unsteady load on history of input or initial
conditions, (iv) super-harmonics of input frequency in the response aerodynamic
load, due to large amplitude or high-bandwidth inputs. This implies that the model
is more than just ”a data-true only” model.
4. VVM is more rigorous than all the approaches presented in literature for modeling
the unsteady aerodynamic loads which are significantly nonlinear. VVM is
consistent with all the models presented in literature in their linearized form. It
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bears mathematical connections to, and in some cases can be adapted to, the State-
space Polynomial Differential model, Linear indicial model, Volterra series based
models, and the ONERA Dynamic Stall model.
5. The mathematical features and parameter estimation methodology of VVM which
makes it a powerful approach for modeling the unsteady loads are: (i) Rigorous
model structure (ii) Correlation of the features of unsteady aerodynamics to its
physical interpretations (iii) Being a parametric model in the State-space differential
form, it facilitates simulation and linear analysis of the flight modes (iv) Simple and
flexible identification process using comprehensive forced oscillation wind tunnel
test data (v) Open to innovations in model structure and estimation methodology.
6. VVM can be easily integrated with any 6DOF flight simulation framework. It is
amenable to flight dynamic analysis using classical tools from linear systems theory.
It is shown the Short-period mode frequency and stability are significantly effected
by unsteady aerodynamic loads.
7. VVM can be effectively used for estimation using data from the experiments
performed using Schroeder-sweep, Step, Ramp and Impulse inputs in angle-of-
attack.
8. The Bifurcational Model of Aerodynamic Asymmetry is a topologically rich
structure which can model the static hysteresis and unsteady variations in rolling
moment coefficient versus the side-slip. This model is shown to produce
satisfactory results for modeling the AWS phenomena of GTA aircraft using free-
to-roll wind tunnel test data.
7.2 Future Directions
This thesis has opened up many new research possibilities, some of which we intend to
take up in the near future are listed here:
1. Application of VVM to unsteady aerodynamics of helicopter blade airfoils, to
capture the unsteady effects across the range of relevant pitching frequencies.VVM
may capture the longitudinal unsteady effects due to different aerodynamic
phenomenon over this range of inputs. Second order differential VVM can be used
for the purpose.
2. Using the Khrabrov-Greenwell model of steady pitch-rate derivative to compute it
for the airfoils whose forced oscillation test data is given in literature. Since pitch-
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rate derivative is a function of flow-separation point, a unsteady model of flow-
separation point can be formulated in the form of VVM. Such a coupled model
will present an approach to simultaneously model the effect of pitch-rate as well
as unsteady aerodynamic loads due to change in flow-incidence angles, for airfoils
and can be considered for high aspect-ratio wings.
3. Exploiting the flexibility of the model structure and parameter estimation process
to other unsteady aerodynamics applications like flapping-wing aerodynamics,
aeroelastic modeling, wind-turbine unsteady aerodynamics, vortex breakdown
location or the flow separation point on the wings etc.
4. Control Law design for the Stall angle-of-attack region, using a flight dynamic
model which incorporates the VVM, for the flight envelope extension of the delta-
wing aircraft configurations.
5. Methodology for parameter estimation of VVM using Schroeder Sweep input test
data is of great interest. Similarly, parameter estimation using inputs like Step,
Ramp and Impulses can given more insights in to the identification of unsteady
aerodynamic loads. This will be done if and when the WT data is available to the
authors.
6. Application of VVM methodology to modeling of nonlinear mechanical systems
which exhibit input amplitude and frequency dependent nonlinear variations.
7. Formulation and identification of VVM for lateral-directional moment coefficients,
using the appropriate forced oscillation wind tunnel test data.
8. Investigation of a formulation which can bridge the gap between VVM and PoDE
structures such that it can exhibit bifurcational dynamics of PoDE and harmonic
input response properties of VVM
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A.1 Least Squares Regression
In this section, the general formulae used in least-squares regression and analysis of
the estimated parameters are presented. The detailed mathematical derivations and
assumptions used, are available in the textbook by E. A. Morelli [43].
y = Xθ (A.1)
z = Xθ + ν (A.2)
Consider a system whose dynamics is governed by Eq.(A.1). In this equation, y is the
output of the system and X is a vector of linear or nonlinear functions of the independent
variables ξi. The objective of regression is to estimate the model parameters θ given
the systems output measurements and independent variables. The postulated model is
not the exact representation of system dynamics. Hence, there is uncertainty in the
model parameters θ. The output measurements z are often corrupted by random noise




(z −Xθ)V −1(z −Xθ) (A.3)
V = ννT (A.4)
Assuming that there are no probability models for θ and ν, this problem can be
classified as the so-called ”Least Squares Model”. The best estimate of the parameters of
such a model is given by a minimum of the weighted sum of the square of the difference
between model output and measured output. Therefore, the cost function for estimation
of parameters is Eq.(A.3). Here, V −1 is the weighting matrix. It can be either specified
by judgement of relative errors in measurement or it can be simply taken as the noise








θˆ = (XTV −1X)−1XTV −1z (A.6)
Cov(θˆ) = (XTV −1X)−1 (A.7)
The parameter estimate θˆ is obtained at the minimum of the cost function J , and
hence it must satisfy the equations (A.5). The solution of this equations is obtained as in
Eq.(A.6), and this defines the estimated value of θˆ. Since, the model error is not known in
the first step, we can assume it to be a certain non-singular matrix, and then it is estimated
for the successive steps using the prediction error ν = z −Xθˆ. This iterative estimation
converges to a certain value of θˆ in few steps.
Cov(θˆ) = (XTV −1X)−1 (A.8)
θj = θˆ ± 1.96s(θˆj) (A.9)
The co-variance matrix of the estimated parameters is given by Eq.(A.8). The variance
of each estimated parameter θj is given by the diagonal term djj of Cov(θˆ), as var(θj) =




zT z −Nz¯2 (A.10)
The Coefficient of determination R2 represents the extent of variation in output
measurements that is captured by the model, and it is computed as in Eq.(A.10). Here
N is the total number of measured points in z, and z¯ is the average of all the values.
A.2 Two-Step Regression
Cα,ω0(α0) = aCα˙,ω0(α0) + [Cα,st(α0) +K1 − Cα˙(α0)] (A.11)
Two-step Regression method is used to compute time-scale a(α0) and dynamic-
gain K1(α0) parameters. Recall the Eq.(A.11) obtained by linearisation of the
single-state VVM at angle-of-attack α0. This gives the linear relation between
Cα,ω0(α0) vs. Cα˙,ω0(α0). The in-phase Cα and out-of-phase Cα˙ derivatives at n angle-
of-attack points are given in the Small amplitude forced oscillation test data. At each α0,
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derivatives are available for m input frequencies ω0.
In the first-step of regression, a(α0) is estimated using Eq.(A.11) . For this consider,
z = Cα(ω, α) ∈ Rn×m and X = Cα˙(ω, α) ∈ Rn×m in Eq.(A.2), to get the estimates
θ = a(α) ∈ Rn. Then the parameter bounds and R2 are computed using the prediction
error ν = z −Xθˆ, as given in section A.1.








In the second step of regression, the equations (A.12) derived in chapter 3 are used
for estimation of K1(α0) and Cq(α0). Using the results of step 1, compute X1(i, j) =
−a2i /(a2i + (ωj)2), X2(i, j) = X1(i, j)/ai at each angle-of-attack αi ∈ Rn and input
frequency ωj ∈ Rm. Now, the variables are computed as in Eq.(A.13), and used to
perform least-squares regression and the get the results θˆ = [KmK1Cq]T . Parameter
bounds and R2 are computed to check the quality of regression fit.
z = [Cα(ω, α)Cα˙(ω, α)Cα,st(α)]
T (A.13)
X =

















[z(i)− y(i)]Wˆ−1[z(i)− y(i)]T (A.16)
Consider a deterministic system y = h(x)θ, which is linear in parameters. The
measurements of outputs of this system z(i) = y(i)+ν(i) and the states x(i) are available.
The objective of parameter estimation is to estimate the parameters of the postulated
model y(i) = hM(x(i))θ. The output errors or the residuals of the model are given
by ν(i) = z(i) − y(i). The weighting matrix W is defined as in Eq.(A.15). Then the
cost function J for optimization is given by Eq.(A.16). Since the available data set is very
large, the minimum of this cost function is estimated using optimization algorithms like
steepest-descent, gradient, genetic algorithm etc. The value of parameters at the minimum
value of J is the best estimate of parameters θˆ consistent with the given data set.
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Fig. B.1. Simulation results for CZ of F16XL, part 1
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Fig. B.2. Simulation results for CZ of F16XL, part 2




















































































Fig. B.4. Simulation results for Cm of F16XL, part 1
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Fig. B.5. Simulation results for Cm of F16XL, part 2

































Fig. B.6. Ramp-pitching input simulation results for Cm of F16XL, part 1
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Fig. B.7. Ramp-pitching input simulation results for Cm of F16XL, part 2
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Appendix C
Identification Results for Longitudinal
Coefficients of GTA
Sr. No. Polar α0 deg ∆α deg fHz
1 RO3 15 15 0.5
2 RO8 15 15 1
3 R13 15 15 1.5
4 R18 25 15 0.5
5 R23 25 15 1
6 R28 25 15 1.5
7 R33 35 15 0.5
8 R38 35 15 1
9 R43 35 15 1.5
10 R58 30 20 0.5
11 R63 30 20 1
12 R68 20 25 0.5
13 R73 20 25 1
14 R78 30 25 0.5
Table C.1. Large amplitude forced oscillation wind tunnel test Polars for GTA
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Fig. C.1. Simulation results for CZ of GTA, part 1
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Fig. C.2. Simulation results for CZ of GTA, part 2
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Fig. C.3. Simulation results for CZ of GTA, part 3
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Fig. C.4. Simulation results for Cm of GTA, part 1
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Fig. C.6. Simulation results for Cm of GTA, part 3
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Nonlinear Unsteady Aerodynamic Modeling by
Volterra Variational Approach
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De Montfort University, Leicester LE1 9BH, United Kingdom
The aerodynamics at high-angle-of-attack is an unsteady and nonlinear phenomena in
time. In this paper, we present a phenomenological and mathematically rigorous approach
to nonlinear modeling of the unsteady aerodynamics based on Volterra variational equa-
tions. The model consists of differential equations of internal states corresponding to
different kernels of the Volterra series. The model structure is generic as the number of
states can be chosen contingent on available wind tunnel test data and fidelity of the model
desired. Model parameters are estimated using forced oscillation wind tunnel test data.
We present modeling of the normal force coefficient of a delta-wing aircraft. We find that
two-states are sufficient for accurate modeling of the normal force coefficient in small and
large amplitude oscillations in pitch at different frequencies. We show that the model is
consistent with various experimental observations reported in literature. In the end we
compare it with other models proposed in literature.
Nomenclature
Cz = normal force coefficient
Cm = pitching moment coefficient
hi = i-th Volterra kernel
τi = time-variable of i-th kernel
q = pitch rate
ω = frequency of oscillation
xi = i-th state of Volterra variational equations
α = angle of attack
Subscript
i = variable number
I. Introduction
Flight dynamics modeling and analysis at high-angle-of-attack is important in the design process of bothhigh performance aircraft and civil transportation aircraft. For a high performance aircraft, it is required
for verification of flight envelope protection features and recovery from unstable modes like spin. It is also
necessary for parameter estimation of high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic coefficients using flight test data1
In recent times, pilot training for recovery of the aircraft from attitude upset situation has received wide
attention from the aviation safety point of view.2 All these tasks require a fairly accurate high-angle-of-attack
aerodynamic model. In the near-stall and post-stall angle-of-attack regimes, aerodynamic loads depend on
the aircraft motion history. This is reflected in the form of dynamic hysteresis in variation of aerodynamic
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forces and moments with angle-of-attack.3 The classical method of using acceleration and stability derivatives
(in-phase/out-phase derivatives) in the form of lookup tables grossly fails in this situation.4 Therefore, special
methods for mathematical modeling of high-angle-of-attack unsteady aerodynamics are necessary.
Different modeling techniques have been proposed in literature, but currently there is no generally agreed
method used in the industry due to various reasons. A high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic model should meet
following requirements in order to be acceptable to the industry:
• The model shall be compatible with the classical look-up table type aerodynamic model and compu-
tationally efficient for use in a real-time flight simulator.
• The model accuracy should be satisfactory for simulation as well as computational analysis. If required,
it shall be possible to improve fidelity of the model using more wind tunnel test data.
• Robust methods for identification using wind tunnel test data and reliable methods for validation using
flight test data are necessary.
• State-space form of the model is suited for analysis using classical tools.
• For preliminary design phase considerations, it should be possible to obtain a qualitative aerodynamics
model using the limited data available.
These requirements are met to a large extent by the Volterra variational equations based approach proposed
in this paper.
The model structures proposed in literature are built around two major ideologies, (i) State-space ap-
proach and (ii) Nonlinear indicial response approach. Goman and Khrabrov proposed the State-space ap-
proach with an internal state representing vortex breakdown location or flow separation point.5 Later,
Abramov and Goman presented a phenomenological model using differential equation of the pitching in-
duced lift force component.6 Indicial response approach starts with a rigorous mathematical structure, but
after simplifications reduces to a linear differential equation.7 Linearized form of these and other models are
generally equivalent, while their nonlinear extensions are mostly empirical.8,9 However, presence of higher
order harmonics in the normal force or pitching moment response to sinusoidal pitching oscillations proves
that the unsteady aerodynamics of delta, double-delta and strake-delta wings is a nonlinear phenomena in
time.10–12 Therefore, a rigorous approach to nonlinear modeling is essential for high-fidelity flight simulation.
The Volterra variational equations based approach provides a systematic approach to nonlinear modeling.
Volterra variational equations consist of an infinite set differential equations of internal states which
correspond to a convolution integral terms in the Volterra series for a single input. For unsteady modeling
only one to three states maybe required depending on (i) the nonlinearity of coefficient (ii) fidelity of the
model desired and (iii) forced oscillation wind tunnel test data available. The first state represents linear
response of the system and its time-constant is equal to the time-scale of unsteady variations due to small
amplitude or low-frequency input. Higher order states introduce corrections due to effects of nonlinearity.
Recently this theory was used to obtain a piecewise-global-nonlinear model for longitudinal flight dynamics.13
The Volterra series theory is widely used for nonlinear modeling of physiological systems and has lead to
many theoretical and methodological developments.14
We present a novel parameter estimation technique using the classical sinusoidal forced oscillation wind
tunnel test data. For small amplitude pitching motions the unsteady variation of loads is linear.11,12 Hence,
we linearize the proposed unsteady model at a certain mean angle-of-attack. This gives a linear relation
between in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives of normal force coefficient. This linear relation is also true for
some other models.9 This equation is used to obtain time-scale of unsteady variations using small amplitude
(3 degrees) forced oscillation (SAFO) data by weighted least squares method. In wind tunnel tests, some
large amplitude pitching oscillation inputs excite higher order harmonics or nonlinear variation of unsteady
normal force. Therefore, we classify the large amplitude wind tunnel test data into linear and nonlinear
response sets for the purpose of parameter estimation. Then, the linear and nonlinear response parameters
of the Volterra variational model are estimated separately. We find that this approach produces different
results as compared to the commonly used approach of using the entire data-set for estimation of all the
parameters simultaneously.
In second section we present an introduction to Volterra series and Volterra variational equations. In the
same section, we present the generic unsteady aerodynamic model structure based on this theory. In the
third section, we present parameter estimation of the Volterra variational model of unsteady aerodynamics
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using dynamic wind tunnel test data. Some of the issues in parameter estimation using forced oscillation
data are also highlighted. In the last section we present phenomenological interpretations of the parameters
of the model and comparison with some other models proposed in literature.
II. Model structure based on Volterra variational equations
Use of Volterra series as a functional expansion of the response of dynamical system was first brought
to light by N. Weiner in 1942. Subsequently, the so called ’Volterra-Weiner’ theory was advanced further
for identification of variety of nonlinear dynamical systems.15 The theory is very rich for the purpose of
modeling dynamic system using experimental data and for analytical predictions using the nonlinear model.
In case of unsteady aerodynamics, data from dynamic and static wind tunnel tests are available and the
model structure itself is unknown. We propose to obtain a generic model structure based on the so called
Volterra variational equations, which is amenable to variety of dynamic wind tunnel test data for parameter
estimation.
The Volterra series theory is widely used in biomedical and electrical engineering for modeling weakly
nonlinear systems with memory.14 In aerospace engineering the Volterra series based approaches have been
used for modeling aero-elastic response;16 reduced-order-modeling in CFD computations17 and modeling
aircraft nonlinear dynamics.13,18 Direct identification of Volterra kernels is a complex task, especially for
mechanical systems since it may be impractical to design experimental setup for special inputs like the
Gaussian-white-noise. Therefore, we use an adaptation of the Volterra series called the Volterra variational
equations which is useful for parametric modeling.15
We first present some fundamentals about Volterra series theory to orient the reader to mathematical
basis of this approach. However, one can skip this to directly look at the model structure. Then, we present
Volterra variational equations and the model structure.
A. Volterra series theory
The main advantage in use of Volterra series for modeling and analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems is its
strong underlying analytical framework. The Volterra series offers a nonparametric approach to modeling
nonlinear dynamical system and requires no specification of model structure.
Volterra series can be considered to be an extension of the linear systems theory concept of using con-
volution integral of impulse response and any continuous input to represent the system response. While for
static nonlinear systems polynomial expansion would suffice, for nonlinear dynamical systems with memory,
the input-output relation is in the form of an infinite series of multidimensional convolution integrals, as
presented in Eq.(1).














where y(t) is the system response to any arbitrary input u(t). Term hn(τ1, ..., τn) is called the n-th order
kernel of the Volterra series and represents the memory effect of the system. h0(t) is zero-input response of
the system, and is usually a constant. h1(τ1) is the linear response kernel. In case of a linear systems it is
the single input impulse response of the system. Higher-order kernels are important when there is significant
influence of the past inputs on response.
The basic premise of Volterra series is that the response to any continuous, causal and time-invariant
system to any arbitrary input can be exactly represented by the Volterra series. However, for the purpose
of modeling physical systems the series is truncated to a finite number of terms. This truncated series is
convergent for modeling a physical system with fading memory and bounded inputs, as shown by Boyd
and Chua.19 The bounds on inputs depend on physical properties of the system. Volterra series truncated
to second or third degree kernels is useful to model weakly nonlinear dynamical systems. In any case,
interpretation and identification of the kernels beyond third degree is a complex and foreboding task. Thus,
application of Volterra series to model a nonlinear dynamical system boils down to identification of Volterra
kernels.
Direct identification of the second or higher order Volterra kernels using experimental data requires some
special inputs. Three major approaches are summarized here: (i) Kernel estimation of truncated Volterra
series by using multiple impulse inputs and repeated experiments, (ii) parametric approximation of kernels
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by expansion on orthogonal functions, and parameter estimation, (iii) determination of discrete Volterra
kernels using high-order correlation functions and colored Gaussian inputs.20 The experiments required for
methods (i) and (iii) are difficult to implement for mechanical systems, while method (ii) requires estimation
of very large number of parameters.
An equivalent representation of Volterra series in the form of differential equations is called the Volterra
variational equations. Volterra variational equations is a more attractive option for modeling, as traditionally
dynamical systems are modeled in state-space form and variety of analysis techniques are available. Moreover,
this is a parametric representation of system dynamics and therefore yields to simple parameter estimation
techniques using variety of dynamical experimental data.
B. Volterra variational equations
In this section we present derivation of the Volterra variational equations for a class of nonlinear dynamic
system represented by Eq.(2), as available in Ref.(15).
x˙(t) = a(x(t), t) + b(x(t), t)u(t), t ≥ 0
y(t) = c(t)x(t) + y0(t), x(0) = 0 (2)
where, y0(t) is the zero-input response. We present the derivations for single-input-single-output system,
although it can be generalized to higher dimensional vectors. We assume that the system is linear-analytic
so that its state derivative x˙ can be expanded into power series of state-vector x(t) ∈ <1 and scalar input








y(t) = c(t)x(t) + y0(t), x(0) = 0 (3)
Assume a general input γu(t), where γ is an arbitrary constant. Then, considering Volterra series represen-
tation, since it is a linear sum of the response due to each kernel hi(τ1, .., τi) of the expansion, the response





where xi(t) is the internal-state corresponding to the kernel hi(τ1, .., τi). Substituting Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) in
the system dynamics Eq.(2), and comparing the coefficients of γn, we get Eq.(5). Here only first three terms
of the infinite set of internal states are presented. These are called the Volterra variational equations.
x˙1(t) = A1(t)x1(t) +B0(t)u(t), x1(0) = 0
x˙2(t) = A1(t)x2(t) +A2(t)x
2
1(t) +B1(t)x1(t)u(t), x2(0) = 0
x˙3(t) = A1(t)x3(t) +A2(t)[x1(t)x2(t) + x2(t)x1(t)] +A3(t)x1(t)
3 +
B1(t)x2(t)u(t) +B2(t)x1(t)
2u(t), x3(0) = 0 (5)
This structure has some special features. Just like h1(τ1), the first state x1(t) represents linear response
to any arbitrary input. The second and higher order states are significant only when the system dynamics
is expected to be nonlinear. Differential equations of each state is a function of input and all lower order
states only. This facilitates truncation of the set to a finite number of states. All the states have the same
time-constant A1, but the effective time-scale of the nonlinear system dynamics is modified by second and
higher order internal states.
The nonlinear terms in the differential equations of higher order states can be selected to reduce the
number of parameters to be identified. These nonlinear terms change the effective time-scale of variation
of response when there is large-amplitude or high-frequency change in input. The Carleman linearisation
approach15 and Volterra-Gilbert equations21 are other attractive options for nonlinear modeling of dynamic
systems in the form of differential equations.
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C. Model Structure Specification
Model structure specification is the first step in system identification process, but not independent of other
steps. The model structure is based on experimental observations reported in the literature. The model
structure is generic and therefore applicable to a variety of airframe configurations like Double-delta, Straked-
delta etc. exhibiting complex flow phenomena. The specific model structure for a given aerodynamic
coefficient can be determined during the process of parameter estimation using the forced oscillation wind
tunnel test data as presented in the next section.
At high-angle-of-attack wing vortices dominate the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the air-
craft. At certain angle-of-attack these vortices breakdown on the wing surface and change the pressure
distribution drastically. In static conditions, the vortex breakdown happens at an approximately fixed lo-
cation on the wing. The normal force variation with angle-of-attack in static conditions are captured from
the static wind tunnel test, called Czst(α). However, when the aircraft is pitching up (α˙ > 0) or pitching
down(α˙ < 0) in stall or post-stall angle-of-attack regimes, the vortex flow above the wing changes with
a certain finite time-delay. This causes dynamic hysteresis in vortex breakdown location and therefore in
variation of normal force and pitching moment coefficient.22 Assume that this dynamic component of normal
force over Czst(α), be denoted by Cd(t). Therefore, the normal force variation for a maneuvering aircraft at
a particular subsonic Mach number and zero side-slip is given by,
Cz(α(t), α˙(t)) = Czst(α(t)) + Cd(α˙(t), α(t)) (6)
In this structure, Cd(α˙(t), α(t)) represents the unsteady aerodynamic effects or dynamic hysteresis. It is
modeled using forced oscillation wind tunnel test data.
We model Cd(t) in the form of truncated set of Volterra variational equations. For this system, Cd(t)
is the output and α˙(t) is the input. The vortex-flow readjustment happens with time-delay and this delay
is reflected in Cz(t) in pitching motion. It is known that Cz(t) depends on both α˙ and the initial α0
when ramp pitch-up is applied. Thus, Cd(t) depends on pitching motion history and is a system with
memory. Cz(t) converges to Czst in a finite time when (α˙ = 0). This system has a stable equilibrium point
[(Cd(t), α˙(t)) = (0, 0)] for the entire α ∈ [−90o, 90o) range. Also, the input α˙ has bounds based on possible
aircraft open-loop flight conditions. These bounds should be considered while deciding the frequencies of
the dynamic wind tunnel tests. Therefore, Cd(t) satisfies the conditions of convergence of a truncated form
of Volterra variational model as proved by Boyd and Chua.19
The exact number of internal-states to be used in modeling can be identified using forced oscillation data
and is an iterative process. We propose the model structure for Cd(t) as,
Cd(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t)
x˙1(t) = a(t)x1(t) +K1(t)u(t), x1(0) = 0
x˙2(t) = a(t)x2(t) +K21(t)x
2
1(t) +K22(t)x1(t)u(t), x2(0) = 0





1(t)u(t), x3(0) = 0 (7)
In the above structure, parameters are function of time. It is known from various wind tunnel and water
tunnel experiments that the time-constant of delay in vortex flow readjustment is a function of (α, β). Hence,
in model Eq.(7) we map the parameters to be function of (α, β). This is valid because in any maneuver
(α, β) can be mapped as a function of time. Czst(t) is mapped similarly. We can also include the Mach
dependence of the normal force by mapping the model parameters as a function of Mach number. Therefore
the generic model structure for unsteady aerodynamic modeling is given by Eq.(8).
Cz(α(t), t) = Czst(α(t)) + Cd(t)
Cd(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t)
x˙1(t) = a(α(t))x1(t) +K1(α(t))α˙(t), x1(0) = 0
x˙2(t) = a(α(t))x2(t) +K21(α(t))x
2
1(t) +K22(α(t))x1(t)α˙(t), x2(0) = 0





1(t)α˙(t), x3(0) = 0 (8)
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where we have not indicated (β,M) dependence for the sake of brevity. In this structure, x1 indicates the
linear response of unsteady aerodynamics to α˙(t) input, and K1(t) is the dynamic gain parameter. The
magnitude of x2 is depends on x1 and α˙(t). It is likely to be significant when there is large amplitude change
in α or α˙.
This model structure is suitable to build a full-alpha range aerodynamic model by integrating it with the
classical look-up table type low-alpha aerodynamic model. In the lookup table aerodynamic model damping
derivative or out-of-phase derivative is used in the form of look-up table. In high-alpha regime, the damping
derivative is a function of frequency and amplitude of oscillations in pitching motion. Hence, the look-up
tables type aerodynamic model is invalid in high angle-of-attack flight envelope.4 In the proposed model
structure, the dynamic component is incremental to the load in quasi-steady flow-state. Therefore, due to
Eq.(6), it is possible to integrate the proposed model with the look-up table type quasi-steady aerodynamic
model using the assumption in Eq.(9). In low-alpha region K1(α) ' 0 and Czq(α) is used to model the
quasi-steady effect; while in high-alpha region, Czq(α) ' 0 and unsteady aerodynamics is characterized by
Cd(t).
Cz(α(t), t) = Czst(α(t)) + Czq(α(t)) · qc¯/2V + Cd(t) (9)
For the purpose of real-time flight simulation, tables of the model parameters as a function of (α, β,M)
can be incorporated with other tables; while the differential equations of the Cd(t) model can be augmented
to the aircraft 6DOF dynamics equations for numerical integration. The model also requires very low
computational power.
If digression from the rigorous analytical proof of convergence of the model to Volterra series is permitted,
one can also choose nonlinear terms in the second and third state equations. This will be necessary, if one
wishes to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated. Selection of terms may not be empirical or
ad hoc, but the interpretation of the standard kernel can be utilized. For example, some mathematical
interpretation of the nonlinear terms in the second state equation was provided by Omran and Neuman.23
Note that, there exists rigorous proof for convergence of the model with only bilinear nonlinearity term
K21x1(t)u(t) in the second state differential equation.
15 It is not necessary to have only linear form of
the input signal in the differential equations. However, the kernel for quadratic and higher degree input
contains a singularity, which may be invalid for physical systems. Moreover, for such cases convergence of
the truncated Volterra series representation cannot be assured.
III. Parameter Estimation Techniques
Classically small amplitude and large amplitude sinusoidal forced oscillation test data are used for pa-
rameter estimation of the unsteady model by Output error method, and all the parameters are estimated
simultaneously. In this paper, we introduce a new approach to parameter estimation in which we classify
the wind tunnel test data based on nonlinear characteristics of unsteady variation.
High Performance Research Aircraft (HPRA) is a delta-wing tail-less aircraft. The data were obtained
from static and forced oscillation wind tunnel tests in an industrial grade wind tunnel. Small amplitude forced
oscillation tests were conducted at mean angle-of-attack from -5 to 70 degrees at an interval of 5 degrees,
for three frequencies of sinusoidal input (0.5, 1, 1.5)Hz. Then, the in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives are
obtained by harmonic analysis of the raw data. Large amplitude forced oscillation (LAFO) test data at two
amplitudes (15o, 25o) and three frequencies (0.5, 1, 1.5)Hz was also obtained. We obtain an accurate model
of CZ(t) for HPRA using this data.
A. General Approach to Parameter Estimation
We link parameter estimation of the Volterra variational model with its mathematical structure, available
wind tunnel test data and physical characteristics of unsteady aerodynamics. For this, one may have to per-
form iterations of the cycle: (i) model structure determination, (ii) parameter estimation and (iii) validation.
In this section we present a general approach that can be adopted for parameter estimation of the Volterra
variational model of any aircraft using small and large amplitude forced oscillation test data.
The unsteady aerodynamics at high angle-of-attack is both amplitude and frequency dependent phe-
nomenon.12 It is dominant in the stall and post-stall angle-of-attack regimes. Generally, unsteady variation
in normal force coefficient is linear for pitch oscillations of small amplitude (∆α < 5o) and low frequency.11,12
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Therefore small amplitude forced oscillation test data should be used to estimate the model parameters rep-
resenting linear response characteristics. x1(t) corresponds to linear response of the system, while x2(t) is
significant only for nonlinear response. Hence, we consider the model structure in equations (8),(9) with
only x1(t), to estimate a(α) and K1(α). The small amplitude forced oscillation test data is available as
in-phase and out-of-phase derivatives for three frequencies at certain mean angle-of-attack α0. Hence, we
shall linearize the linear response model of CZ(t) at α0 and co-relate it with the SAFO data.
In a small amplitude forced oscillation test, the wind tunnel model is oscillated in pitch in a sinusoidal
motion given by, α(t) = α0 + ∆αsin(ωt). The measured normal force coefficient Cz(t) is converted to in-
phase derivative Czα(α0) and out-of-phase derivative Czα˙(α0) by harmonic analysis of the time-series data.
Hence, the steady-state response of the normal force coefficient can be stated as,




where, c¯ is mean aerodynamic chord and V is the constant air speed.
Now we consider the response of the Volterra-variational model given by equations (8),(9). In small
amplitude pitching motion, the model response is approximately linear representing the system characteristics
at α0. Hence, we consider only first state of the model to be significant. The output Cd(t) to the input















We linearize Eq.(9) at α0 and then substitute the above equation to get the overall normal force coefficient
response of the model as,













Note that, in a forced oscillation test α˙(t) = q(t). Finally, comparing the steady state response from the
experimental data Eq.(10) and model output Eq.(13), we get the relation between model parameters and
experimental derivatives as,








Rearranging the terms in Eq.(14), we get a linear relation between Czα,ω0(α0) and Czq,ω0(α0) as,
Czα,ω0(α0) = aCzα˙,ω0(α0) + [Czα,st(α0) +K1 − Czq(α0)] (15)
Using Eq.15, we can estimate a(α0) by Least squares error technique. The estimated values of a(α0) for
HPRA is presented in next section. Equations 14,15 are similar to the ones obtained for linearized form of
some other models.6,7, 24
It is difficult to estimate the dynamic gain parameter K1(α) accurately using SAFO data only. It can be
estimated using the modified 2-step regression approach presented in the next section. The results obtained
match the SAFO data very well. However, the 2σ bound on it is very large at certain angles-of-attack.
Hence, this estimate is not sufficiently accurate for the purpose of high-fidelity simulation and analysis. It
can at best be used for qualitative studies in the preliminary design phase if only small amplitude forced
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oscillation test data is available. Also, we cannot estimate it using time-series data from SAFO tests because
of low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, we need to use the time-series data from LAFO tests for which linear
response is the dominant characteristic.
We propose a split identification approach to estimate the model parameters using LAFO data. The
variation of an aerodynamic coefficient due to sinusoidal inputs can be linear or nonlinear depending on
amplitude and frequency of the input. So, we should first classify the LAFO data into linear response set and
nonlinear response set, and use the former for estimation of K1(α). The estimated values of (a(α),K1(α)) are
then fixed, and K21(α),K22(α) are estimated from the nonlinear response data set by output error method.
If the two-state model is not able to produce a good fit to the given data or better accuracy is desired, the
third internal state should be considered in the model structure.
The estimated values of K1(α) from SAFO and LAFO linear response set are compared. A consistency
between the estimates provides validation, as same results are obtained using two different data sets. A
simplistic approach could be to utilize the entire data-set to estimate all the model parameters simultaneously
by Output-error method. K1(α) obtained from this approach will be different from that obtained by split-
identification approach proposed earlier. K1(α) estimated using this approach can produce erroneous results
in small amplitude simulations as it is tuned to produce the nonlinear response characteristics accurately.
There is very little research done on data gathering and parameter estimation side of system identification
of unsteady aerodynamics. A novel rig to implement multiple degree-of-freedom maneuver in a wind tunnel
has been proposed.25 Such a rig can be used to obtain data from dynamic experiments for the purpose of
modeling. Another novel method is to use a broadband input for both, model parameter estimation and
validation.26 The Volterra variational model presented in this paper offers rich mathematical and physical
interpretations useful for this purpose.
B. Linear Model Parameter Estimation
The linear response model parameters, a(α0) and K1(α0) are estimated in two steps, following the method
called 2-step regression method.6 The first step is to estimate a(α0) using linear relation between in-phase
and out-of-phase derivatives. This linear relation was proved in section A. Estimated values of a(α0) for
HPRA are fairly accurate as presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Time-constants identified from SAFO by regression
α0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
a(α0) -7.408 -6.9751 -5.6491 -3.7683 -4.8504 -9.4858 -18.8751 -7.5178
2s(aˆ) 13.4377 12.8882 4.247 0.1841 0.4322 1.5467 35.8374 4.0051
The second step is to estimate K1(α) using Eq.(14) and SAFO data. The value of Czα,st(α0) is obtained
from the static wind tunnel test by curve-fitting, and used as the constraint equation. Czα,ω0(α0) and
Czα˙,ω0(α0) are available from SAFO test data for α0 ∈ [−5o − 75o]. Czq(α0) and K1(α0) are the unknown
parameters in the Eq.(14), and are estimated by Least Squares error (LS) method. We find that the estimates
obtained do not produce a good fit to data, as seen in in Fig.(1b). This fallacy in estimation of K1(α) by
2-step regression approach can be explained. The amplitude of 3 degrees in forced oscillation test implies
that the dynamic tests cover angle-of-attack range of 6 degrees. In the near-stall and pot-stall regimes, there
is drastic change in value of Czα,st(α) over 6 degrees range. Hence, Czα,st(α0) represents an average value
of Czα,st(α) over the test angle-of-attack range, with some deviation. Therefore, using a constant value
Czα,st(α0) in estimation of K1(α0) is incorrect. The static nonlinearity in Cz(α) cannot be ignored. This
causes error in parameter estimation if we consider Czα(α0) as a constraint. We introduce an innovation
here allowing more robust identification procedure.
We use Weighted Least Squares (WLS) technique with the weighting function given by inverse of the
covariance matrix of residuals. We use Czα,st value as a measurement, with an appropriate value of covariance
to represent variations in its value over the range of oscillation in angle-of-attack. Now, we estimate K1(α)
by applying weighted least squares algorithm, and iterate it by updating the covariance matrix of residuals
after each iteration. We find that this recursion converges, and the estimates obtained produce very good
match with wind tunnel test data, as seen in Fig.(1a). Thus, the modified 2-step regression presented in this
paper produces robust estimate using 3 degree amplitude forced oscillation test data.
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(a) Weighted Least Squares estimate




























(b) 2-Step regression estimate
Figure 1. Results of linear response parameter estimates obtained by WLS and LS methods
When we use the single state Volterra variational model to simulate large amplitude oscillations in pitch,
variation in Cz(t) obtained do not match the wind tunnel test data. Therefore, as explained earlier, we
estimate K1(α) using the linear response set of the large amplitude forced oscillation test data. As expected,
this linear response Volterra variational model fails to produce a good match with nonlinear response set
pitching oscillation of amplitude 25o, as seen in Fig.(2). The match is qualitatively good, but inaccurate in
the angle-of-attack ranges [25o 35o] in pitch-down and [45o 55o] in pitch up. Therefore, a higher order model
or a nonlinear response model is required to produce accurate results.




























Figure 2. Simulation of large amplitude motion using single-state Volterra variational model
C. Nonlinear Model Parameter Estimation
The parameters for nonlinear response characteristics can be obtained using the large amplitude forced
oscillation test data by two approaches : (i) Direct approach : use all the available LAFO data with the 2-
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state model to simultaneously estimate (K1,K21,K22) (ii) Split identification approach : Estimate K1 using
the linear-response-data-set and then estimate K21(α) and K22(α) using the nonlinear-response-data-set.

















Figure 3. Comparison of dynamic gain parameter (K1) estimated by three methods
To identify the parameters (K1,K21,K22) by the Direct approach is a straightforward task. It seems to
produce a good match with the experimental data. However, the question arises whether this is realistic?
In simultaneous estimation of (K1,K21,K22), contribution of linear and nonlinear terms to the response can
compensate for each other. Due to this, the linear response characteristics during low-amplitude or low-
frequency pitching motion are likely to be erroneous. One way to check this is by comparing the estimated
K1(α) from direct identification approach and modified 2-step regression. As seen in Fig.(3) the estimates
for these two cases do not compare well.
K1(α) estimated from the LAFO linear response data set is consistent with the estimates from modified
2-step regression, as seen in Fig.3. K1(α) curve passes through the 2σ bounds of the K1(α) estimated by
modified 2-step regression approach. Also, note that the trends in K1(α) obtained from both direct and split
identification approaches are similar. This model estimated by Split identification approach produces good
match with the variety of wind tunnel data of different amplitude and frequency of oscillation in pitching
motion, as seen in Fig.(4). This shows the robustness of the model to simulate unsteady effects of normal
force coefficient for wide range of amplitude and frequency of pitching motion.
IV. Discussion of Results
A. Phenomenological Interpretations
The Volterra variational model offers rich mathematical and phenomenological interpretations. It is con-
sistent with physical phenomena associated with vortex flows affecting aerodynamic loads as reported in
literature. This further increases the confidence of engineers using the mathematical model. The phys-
ical interpretation of model parameters is useful for comparing the features of different configurations in
preliminary design phase.
The response of flow-separation point or the vortex breakdown location to small amplitude step change
in angle-of-attack is linear, with a finite time-lag that has been estimated by many researchers.3 As shown
in section III A, the Volterra variational model with one-internal state produces linear response to small
amplitude motion, and the time-constant of variation in CZ(t) can be estimated. However the relation
between the two time-constants is yet to be discovered.
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Figure 4. Simulation using 2-states Volterra variational model (WT1: α0 = 250,∆α = 150, f(Hz) = 1.5), (WT2:
α0 = 350,∆α = 150, f(Hz) = 1.0),(WT3: α0 = 300,∆α = 250, f(Hz) = 1.0)
For large amplitude oscillations of angle-of-attack the unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads is nonlin-
ear.11 This is because the time-constant depends on the direction of pitching motion of the aircraft and it
is also a function of both amplitude and frequency of oscillation.12 These physical features of unsteady load
variation can be explained using the two-state Volterra variational model in Eq.(8). For this model, we can
approximate the differential equation for Cd(t) as,
C˙d(t) = x˙1(t) + x˙2(t)
= a(α)x1(t) +K1(α)α˙(t) + a(α)x2(t) +K22(α)x1(t)α˙(t) +K21(α)x1(t)
2
' [a(α) +K22(α)α˙(t) +K21(α)Cd(t)]Cd(t) +K1(α)α˙(t) (16)
where α(t) is replaced by α. As explained earlier, x2(t) is significant when either α˙(t) or x1(t) is significantly
large. Therefore, contribution of x1(t) to Cd(t) is dominant, as also seen in simulations. So, we approximate
Cd = x1, and then Eq.(16) is approximately linear in Cd(t). Then the effective time-constant for variation in
Cd(t) is : [a(α) +K22(α)α˙+K21(α)Cd(t)]. From this expression, we observe that the effective time-constant
depends on frequency of pitching motion and magnitude of the dynamic component of normal force Cd(t).
In the stall and post-stall regimes, the magnitude of Cd(t) is very large and this makes the effective time-
constant function of amplitude of oscillation. It is also evident that the time-constant of the model depends
on direction of pitching motion. Thus, time-constant of the Volterra variational model is consistent with its
features observed in experiments.
Reisenthel, Xei and Gurusul observed in their experiment on effect of oscillating fin on vortex breakdown
location that the time-constant for upstream motion of vortex breakdown location is larger than that for
downstream motion.27 Upstream motion of vortex breakdown location corresponds to pitch-up and down-
stream motion to pitch-down. Therefore, time-constant for pitch-up is larger than that in pitch-down motion.
This phenomena is demonstrated by the proposed model Eq.(16), if parameter estimation gives K21(α) < 0.
The linearized equations of the Volterra variational model in Eq.(15) are similar to that obtained by
Abramov, Goman, and Khrabrov.6 From this similarity, we also find that K1(α) = ∆Cz(α) = Czatt(α) −
Czst(α). Here, Czatt(α) is the normal force with no flow separation or vortex breakdown on the wings, and
it can be obtained from the Polhamus suction-analogy method. Therefore, K1(α) actually represents the
loss in normal force due to vortex breakdown on the wings.
The model structure and the parameter estimation procedure proposed in this paper are also phenomeno-
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logical. Cd(t) converges to zero when the aircraft moves out of the stall regime. For small amplitude motion,
the variation is linear and x2 = 0, while for large amplitude motion in the near-stall and post-stall angle-of-
attack regimes x2 is significant. It excites second harmonic of the input frequency in CZ(t) response. Thus,
the model is consistent with the observations from wind tunnel tests.10,11
There exists literature on systematic analysis of the nonlinear terms in the second state. For a sinusoidal
input of frequency ω, the steady-state response of the two term model brings 2nd harmonic into the pic-
ture. Bilinear and quadratic nonlinearity terms in x˙2 equation modify the steady state and initial response
characteristics differently, as elaborated in a recent work by Omran and Neuman.23 The bilinear term does
not modify the time-scale and therefore initial response, but changes the steady state. The quadratic term
changes the settling time of the response. Therefore, a combination of both these terms produces amplitude
and rate dependence of the effective time-constant of unsteady variation. This concept needs to be developed
further.
B. Comparison with Other Approaches
As demonstrated earlier, the linearized form of Volterra variational model in Eq.(14) is equivalent to the
linearised form of the state-space model5 and the general nonlinear differential equation approach.9 Thus,
the linearised form of Volterra variational model is consistent to linear response characteristics of other
models. However, high-angle-of-attack unsteady aerodynamics is nonlinear in nature with respect to time
variations in CZ(t) as evident from the Power-spectrum-density maps of aerodynamic load and pressure
variations data obtained in wind tunnel tests.10–12 Therefore, nonlinear modeling is more important and the
Volterra variational model is a mathematically rigorous and phenomenologically rich approach.
The major nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic modeling approaches presented in literature are : (1) state-
space approach by Goman and Khrabrov5 (2) Nonlinear indicial approach,7,28 and (3) Nonlinear differential
equation approach by Abramov, Goman and Khrabrov.6 The nonlinear indicial approach, after several
simplifications, reduces to the form of Eq.(16) as presented in Ref.(7). This model structure is exactly
equivalent to the single-state Volterra variational model. Klein and Murphy’s concept of assuming the
model parameters as a polynomial function of alpha can also be used in Volterra variational modeling.
However, this assumption restricts the variation of parameters to be smooth while in reality they may vary
in a nonlinear manner. The state-space model performs very well in simulation of wind tunnel and flight test
maneuvers,5 but it cannot explain the excitation of higher-order harmonics in aerodynamic load response
to sinusoidal input. Abramov and Goman’s method of using cubic polynomial of the dynamic component
of aerodynamic load, in effect, gives rise to second and third harmonics in the response. This is not easily
evident in their model. Many other nonlinear models introduce nonlinearity in an ad-hoc manner with no
firm mathematical grounding. The nonlinear response characteristics appear in the form of corrections, in
the Volterra variational model. This is intuitive and useful for analysis.
V. Conclusions
The modeling approach presented in this paper is generic and hence useful to model aerodynamic charac-
teristics specific to any given aircraft. The capability of the model structure needs to be tested by application
of this approach to data from similar delta-wing aircrafts as well as transport aircrafts. A number of approx-
imation techniques that simplify the kernel identification process are also available. There are papers that
deal with the physical interpretation of Volterra kernels, especially for physiological systems, which should
be utilized for analytical predictions. Any system identified is unreliable unless it is validated. The response
of this model to generic non-sinusoidal input should be validated from wind tunnel and water tunnel tests.
This method offers new physical and mathematical insights which can be further probed using some of the
novel wind tunnel techniques.
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ABSTRACT 
Abrupt Wing Stall occurs on delta wing aircrafts at high angle-of-attack and high subsonic Mach number flight 
conditions. Fighter aircrafts enter this region of the flight envelope in high-energy combat and hence it is important to 
evaluate and mitigate this phenomenon. It occurs due to unsteady motion of shock pockets on the wing, resulting in 
abrupt lateral-directional motions. This phenomenon is difficult to predict reliably using wind tunnel experiments, and 
hence extensive simulation studies are essential to evaluate aircraft performance and safety in this flight condition. We 
developed a comprehensive model of this phenomena using Free-to-roll and static wind tunnel test data. It can simulate 
wing-drop in right or left orientation, and reproduce static hysteresis in lateral-directional moment coefficients versus 
sideslip. This model is useful for piloted evaluations in real-time flight simulator. 
Key Words: Abrupt Wing stall, transonic lateral instability, static hysteresis 
NOMENCLATURE  
AWS - Abrupt Wing Stall  
FTR - Free-to-roll  
GTA – Generic Tailless delta wing aircraft 
FOM – Figure of Merit 
c - Critical angle of attack 
c - Sideslip angle beyond which hysteresis in rolling 
moment coefficient ceases to exist 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Abrupt Wing Stall (AWS) has been known 
to occur on several high performance aircraft with 
swept back wings at high angle-of-attack and high 
subsonic Mach number [1, 2]. This phenomenon 
occurs due to complex flow mechanisms like 
shock/boundary layer interactions and unsteady 
movement of transonic shocks on the surface of the 
wing causing sudden change in pressure distribution. 
This results in an uncommanded lateral-directional 
motion in the form of wing drop or wing rock. This is 
a sudden event and causes significant degradation of 
handling qualities. In some cases, it can lead to 
departure outside the normal flight envelope. As 
many as 20 fighter aircrafts have experienced this 
problem since advent of high performance delta wing 
configurations. Since it occurs in a critical part of the 
combat flight envelope, it may prohibit the best 
utilization of the aircraft‟s manoeuvring capabilities. 
So it is important to model this phenomenon in 
simulations to evaluate its impact on mission 
performance and safety.  
Modeling AWS is a complex task because it 
is a dynamic phenomenon and it is sensitive to 
external flow conditions. Specialized dynamic wind 
tunnel testing is required to capture this phenomenon 
in realistic conditions. Recently, AWS occurring on 
F18-C/D Super-hornet and F35 JSF were extensively 
studied and characterised using Free-to-roll wind 
tunnel tests by NASA and Lockheed Martin [4, 5]. In 
this paper, we present analysis of Free-to-roll Wind 
tunnel data for a Generic Tailless delta wing Aircraft 
(GTA) to identify characteristics of AWS in section 
2. We then present a comprehensive approach for 
aerodynamic modeling of AWS for use in a Real-
time-simulator and flight dynamic analysis in 
sections 3 and 4.  
2. PREDICTING OCCURRENCE OF 
ABRUPT WING STALL  
2.1 Prediction using Free-to-roll tests:  
Free-to-roll testing is a dynamic wind tunnel 
test technique used to identify the potential for 
uncommanded lateral motions. It is reported that 
these tests show excellent agreement with flight test 
results in terms of angle of attack for onset of 
uncommanded lateral motions. To assess the 
proneness of GTA to uncommanded lateral motions, 
FTR tests were conducted in an Industrial-grade 
Free-to-roll test rig (FTR) using a 1:15 scale GTA 
model. In this rig, aircraft is free to roll about its body 
axis and all other degrees of freedom are restrained. 
The model can be set at a particular angle-of-attack 
and side-slip to the flow-angle. However, in the 
current tests the aircraft model was subjected to a 
slow sweep in angle-of-attack. All forces and 
moments acting on the aircraft model were recorded. 
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Detailed analysis of Free-to-roll test data 
indicated existence of AWS for GTA. From Fig (1), 
we observe that the wind tunnel model experiences a 
sudden roll-off at a certain angle-of-attack θ and the 
model remains locked in this banked position up to 
θ+3 deg.  
2.1.1 Figure of merit computation: 
In order to interpret the entire data set 
available from FTR tests to arrive at the predictions 
of the presence of lateral activity due to Abrupt wing 
stall some figures-of-merit have been proposed in 
literature [3, 4]. It is to be noted that the 
uncommanded lateral activity can be considered to be 
significant if the roll-off happens at a fast rate. 
Otherwise, it is expected that such a roll off motion 
will be easily damped out due to roll-rate feedback in 
the control law of the aircraft. A figure of merit based 
on rate of change of roll angle computed from time 
series data obtained from FTR pitch-pause tests has 
been proposed in [5]. The average roll rate between 
consecutive local maxima and local minima in the 
data is computed, and their maxima is considered as 
the FTR figure of merit at that pitch angle.  
FTR FOM = 
maxdt
d
                             
…. (1) 
This FOM takes into account both the 
amplitude and rate of the uncommanded lateral 
motion. This FOM is then non-dimensionalised by 
multiplying it by (b/2V), to account for the effect of 
change in speed (hence, Mach number). This FOM 
cannot be used on time series data generated from 
pitch-sweep tests done on GTA since AOA is 
continuously changing. Therefore, we adopted a 
different approach to compute the FOM using pitch 
sweep test data.  
Instead of roll angle time series data, we 
used angle of sideslip computed from θ and φ for 
computation of FOM. Body-axis roll off motion leads 
to a significant angle-of-side-slip at high angle-of-
attack only. This naturally puts out the false alarm 
raised by the low angle-of-attack roll-off which may 
be due to flow disturbances in the wind tunnel. 
Therefore a modified figure of merit based on angle 
of sideslip computed from θ and φ is proposed.  













      
… (2) 
Significant lateral activity is identified by a 
threshold FTR FOM value of 0.01. Since the AOA 
decreases due to roll-off, the FOM computed here is 
not applicable after the initial roll-off has occurred. 
Thus, the FOM computed from the pitch-sweep test 
data can only be used at the instance of roll-off and 
not at angles of attack beyond that.   
 
2.2 Prediction using static force & moment data:  
 At high angles-of-attack and high-Mach 
number conditions the aircraft model in FTR rig 
experiences very high loads resulting in vibration of 
the sting and model. Triggering of the AWS 
phenomena is sensitive to such vibrations as well as 
wind tunnel disturbances if any. The angle-of-attack 
θ obtained from FTR tests is not accurate and the 
expected variance is 2 degrees [3]. Therefore, data 
from multiple sources in addition to FTR tests need 
to be interpreted simultaneously to obtain a reliable 
prediction of θ. 
AWS can also be observed from static wind 
tunnel test data based on multiple qualitative criteria. 
Force and moment measurements from Static Wind 
tunnel tests can also provide indications of potential 
uncommanded lateral motions. Some qualitative 
criteria using static wind tunnel data are proposed in 
[6]. In this paper, we propose some new criteria using 
static test data to identify AWS tendencies. These 
qualitative figures of merit can be useful in the 
conceptual design stage itself to identify AWS 
tendencies in a particular configuration, as 
conducting FTR tests is expensive. For example, as 
seen in Fig (2) the rolling moment coefficient versus 
roll angle shows strong local nonlinearity at angle-of-
attack θ0. This indicates a drastic change in local flow 
conditions which is anticipated to be due to AWS. It 
is to be noted that since AWS is a body-axis roll 
phenomenon, it is more appropriate to look at Cl Vs φ 
rather than Cl Vs β. 
We propose following qualitative criteria in addition 
to the ones already existing in literature to identify 
AWS from static wind tunnel data:  
Figure 1. Regions of uncommanded 
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Rolling moment vs. phi plot: 
 Presence of large asymmetry and 
nonlinearity near φ=0 [6]   
 Loss of dihedral stability around φ=0 even 
for a small increase in AOA 
 Presence of large jumps and multiple 
equilibria due to flow instability signify 
hysteresis which can result in wing drop 
CLift vs. alpha plot: 
Change in lift curve slope due to asymmetric 
wing stall resulting in loss of lift [Ref 6]   
Fig 2 shows that static wind tunnel data of 
GTA satisfy many of these qualitative criteria. Within 
one degree increase in pitch angle from θ0-1 to θ0, 
large asymmetry in rolling moment builds up along 
with a local loss in dihedral stability near φ=0. 
Subplots 3 & 4 of Fig 2 also indicate possibility of 
multiple equilibria. Therefore static wind tunnel data 
of GTA also indicate a possibility of uncommanded 
lateral motions due to AWS at θ0 which matches very 
well with FTR predictions. We thereby confirm the 
presence of uncommanded lateral motions from both 
FTR tests and static force and moment tests. 
Consistency across multiple criteria increases the 
confidence of prediction. Based on these two 
approaches for identifying uncommanded lateral 
motions, the AOA at which AWS is triggered for 
different Mach numbers is identified. In order to 
study the impact of these uncommanded lateral 
motions on the flying qualities of the aircraft, it is 
essential to model the phenomenon and perform open 
and closed loop simulation analysis.  
 
 
 3. MODELLING OF ABRUPT WING 
STALL 
AWS occurs due to complex flow 
mechanisms on the upper surface of the wing. 
Pressure distribution measurements on a delta wing 
showed the existence of a bistable or tristable state 
for shocks, and shock location can rapidly change 
between them with small change in flow conditions 
[1]. The shock locations on either wing could be 
asymmetric, resulting in wing-drop motion.  
The kinematic coupling resulting from the 
aircraft roll-off motion about body-axis results in 
variation of roll-damping, which in turn could give 
rise to wing-rock motion. A classical aerodynamic 
model contains tables for symmetric and asymmetric 
components of rolling moment and yawing moment 
coefficients. The asymmetric coefficients produce 
rolling/yawing motion even from symmetric aircraft 
orientation. Such a simplistic model can produce only 
continuous rolling motion. This is not a correct 
representation of the flight mechanics due to AWS as 
it is known to cause wing-rock or wing-drop type of 
motion. Also, a classical aero database model may 
not include local nonlinearities (like in Fig 2) and 
static hysteresis that is found to occur at high-alpha 
high Mach number conditions. Such a classical aero 
database of GTA was available and from simulations 
we found that it could not simulate the flight 
mechanics of AWS. Therefore we developed a 
mathematical model of this phenomenon to simulate 
it in 6DOF flight simulations. 
An incremental model is proposed as it can 
be easily retrofitted with the available aero-database. 
AWS can be triggered to cause right or left wing-
drop depending on small disturbances in the flow 
field. This rolling motion is about the body-axis. 
From static wind tunnel tests it was found that the 
aircraft exhibits hysteresis in lateral-directional 
moment coefficients against sideslip depending on 
the direction of yawing motion.  Static hysteresis in 
rolling and yawing moment coefficients implies that 
there exist two stable equilibrium flow conditions for 
same aircraft states. Depending on small external 
flow disturbances or aircraft micro-asymmetry, the 
aerodynamic force/moment can alternate to either of 
these two equilibrium conditions. 
The mathematical model for Abrupt wing stall 
consists of the following components  
i) Static hysteresis in rolling moment coefficient 
ii) Static hysteresis in yawing moment coefficient 


























Figure 2. Local nonlinearities observed in rolling 
moment coefficient from wind tunnel data 
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3.1 Static hysteresis modelling 
The static hysteresis in Cl and Cn is 
modelled as an aerodynamic bifurcation with respect 
to angle of attack. The AWS model for static 
hysteresis has one stable real solution (Cl=0) outside 
the static hysteresis region whereas within the static 
hysteresis region, it has two stable non-zero real 
solutions and one unstable real solution (Cl=0). The 
two stable real solutions within the static hysteresis 
region depend on non-zero values of rolling moment 
coefficient at zero side-slip. All the features 
incorporated into the proposed mathematical model 
of AWS are shown in the Flowchart-1 and Flowchart-
2. The structure of the hysteresis model is kept simple 
so that it can easily be integrated with the existing 
GTA aerodynamic model.   
The static hysteresis loop for Cl is modelled 
symmetrical with respect to sideslip and the size of 
the hysteresis loop is determined from static wind 
tunnel data. The aerodynamic bifurcation model with 
respect to angle of attack is as shown in Fig 3. If 
AOA is less than αc, then Cl=0 is the only stable 
solution. αc is the angle of attack beyond which AWS 
is triggered. This αc was determined from FTR data as 
discussed in section 2. If AOA is greater than αc, then 
Cl can attain two possible values, Cl1 and Cl2, due to 
static hysteresis. When 
c   and angle of sideslip 
is within the static hysteresis region, then Cl=Cl1 for 
 >0 (the rolling moment variation follows the upper 
red curve in Fig 4), otherwise Cl=Cl2. βc is the 
sideslip angle where the hysteresis loop in Cl ceases 
to exist and is determined from static wind tunnel 
data. Outside the static hysteresis region, Cl=Cl1 for 
β>0 and Cl=Cl2 for β<0. This model for static 
hysteresis in rolling moment coefficient is presented 
in Flowchart-1. Fig 4 shows the comparison of static 
hysteresis model of the rolling moment coefficient at 
M = 0.8 with the wind tunnel data.  
Flowchart – 2 explains the static hysteresis 
model of the yawing moment coefficient. Wind 
tunnel data showed that the hysteresis loop for Cn is 
not symmetrical with respect to sideslip. Let βc1 and 
βc2 (βc1<0, βc2>0) be the sideslip angles within which 
static hysteresis exists. If AOA is less than αc, then 
the yawing moment coefficient varies linearly as a 
function of sideslip angle with Cn=0 at zero sideslip 
angle. For AOA greater than αc, Cn is modeled as, 
)1)(()( 1211 kCkCCC cncnnn     
                                                                                (3) 
The parameter k1 in the above equation is 
either 0 or 1 depending upon the value of  . 
 nC
used in the equation is the slope of Cn within the 
hysteresis region and is estimated from wind tunnel 
data along with βc1 and βc2 for each Mach number and 
AOA. Outside the static hysteresis region, yawing 
moment coefficient is given by, 

nnn
CCC  0                                    (4) 
  
Figure 3. Aerodynamic bifurcation in Cl vs AOA  
 
Figure 4. Static hysteresis model for rolling 
moment coefficient at M = 0.8 (Dotted lines – Wind 
tunnel; data, Solid lines – AWS model) 
 
Figure 5. Static hysteresis model for yawing 
moment coefficient at M = 0.8 (Dotted lines – Wind 
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Figure 6. Model of roll damping derivative as 
a function of sideslip angle 
Fig 5 presents comparison of the static 
hysteresis model for the yawing moment coefficient 
at M = 0.8 with the experimental data used to create 
the model. With the above described models for the 
rolling and yawing moment coefficients, it is now 
possible to account for the asymmetry, local 
nonlinearities and static hysteresis. 
3.2 Model for roll damping derivative:   
It has been reported in literature that as a 
delta wing rolls at high AOA, the roll damping 
increases with sideslip angle opposing the rolling 
motion induced by the asymmetry [7]. In addition to 
modelling the static hysteresis in lateral-directional 
moment coefficients, the roll damping derivative is 
also modelled as a function of sideslip angle in the 
regions where uncommanded lateral motions occur 
(see Fig 6). At lower sideslip angles the roll damping 
is small; and as the aircraft rolls about body-axis, the 
roll damping increases with increase in sideslip angle. 
Therefore, the aircraft does not roll continuously due 
to asymmetry but settles on to a non-zero sideslip 
angle where the moments are balanced. The roll 
damping derivative in the GTA aero-database which 
is a function of AOA and Mach number is multiplied 
by a parameter k which is a function of sideslip angle. 
The parameter k is tuned to match the wing-drop 
amplitude from the FTR test data. 
 The AWS model described above is 
integrated with the GTA aerodynamic model and 
used in offline closed and open loop simulations.  
4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 Offline simulations were performed using 
the GTA aerodynamic model integrated with AWS 
model described in the previous section. Maneuvers 
normally used for flight testing at high AOA such as 
wind-up turns and banked pull-ups were simulated.  
 
 
Figure 7. Simulation time history of wind-up turn 
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Figure 8. Effect of disturbances in triggering 
uncommanded lateral motions (Solid line – 
Positive  disturbance, Dotted line – Negative   
disturbance) 
 Fig 7 shows the simulation time history of a 
wind-up turn performed at 0.8 Mach with and 
without the AWS model in the AOA range where 
uncommanded lateral motions were found to occur. It 
is observed that there is no roll-off during the 
maneuver when the AWS model is not present (blue 
curve). It is observed from the figure that with the 
AWS model (red curve), as the AOA exceeds the 
critical angle of attack, a sudden uncommanded roll 
motion is encountered at t=2.5 secs as predicted and 
seen from Free-to-roll tests. The magenta coloured 
dotted line in the figure indicates the initiation of roll-
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off; it can be clearly seen that the roll-off motion is 
not due to control inputs as the roll stick input is zero 
at that instant. As the aircraft starts to roll, the roll 
damping also increases which results in arresting the 
roll-off motion at t=6 secs where the roll rate 
becomes zero. Since the sideslip angle is non-zero 
and because of the stable dihedral effect, the aircraft 
starts to recover from the roll-off and tends to come 
back to a wings level attitude around t=7 secs. 
Because of the static hysteresis loop in rolling 
moment versus sideslip, the rolling moment during 
the recovery follows a different variation (lower 
curve in Fig 4) which results in a negative rolling 
moment (see last subplot of Fig 7) being generated 
which eventually recovers back the aircraft from the 
roll-off condition.  
Fig 8 shows the simulation time history of a 
banked pull-up with the AWS model. Here again the 
aircraft experiences an uncommanded roll motion as 
it exceeds the critical angle of attack marked by blue 
dotted line in Fig 8. The aircraft recovers from the 
roll-off motion around t=8 secs and comes back to 
wings level flight. The recovery mechanism is same 
as explained in the previous paragraph. The direction 
of roll-motion is dependent on the flow disturbances. 
The effect of the flow disturbances in triggering 
uncommanded lateral motions is also seen from Fig 
8. Here artificial disturbances were introduced which 
resulted in different roll-off scenarios depending on 
whether   is greater than zero or less than zero.  
The uncommanded lateral motions seen in 
simulation, although not severe results in degraded 
flying qualities. The roll rate during these motions is 
of the order of 50-60 deg/sec. The proposed AWS 
model captured the aircraft flight physics resulting 
from AWS quite well and can be used to perform real 
time piloted simulations before actually conducting 
flight tests in these regions of the envelope.  
5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK: 
A simple mathematical model for AWS is 
proposed accounting for asymmetries, local 
nonlinearities and static hysteresis which is capable 
of simulating uncommanded lateral-directional 
motions resulting from Abrupt wing stall. This 
aerodynamic model was used to study the effect of 
AWS on aircrafts‟ flying qualities. Future work 
includes developing control strategies to minimize 
the effect of this phenomenon so that it doesn‟t 
hamper the handling qualities when performing rapid 
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Abstract
Aircraft dynamics at high angles of attack due
to loss of stability and control essentially lim-
its its manoeuvrability. Modern control systems
implement flight envelope protection at the cost
of maneuverability to improve safety in these
conditions. Flight envelope boundaries, which
are set taking into account deterioration of sta-
bility and controllability due to separated flow,
can be expanded by appropriate design of con-
trol laws. However, such a design requires ex-
tensive analysis of the maneuver envelope of the
airframe and its utilization by the flight envelope
protection laws. The reliability of this analy-
sis depends on the adequate aerodynamic mod-
eling which captures nonlinear unsteady varia-
tion of aerodynamic loads in these flight regimes.
Two novel models for unsteady aerodynamics at
low and high subsonic Mach numbers are de-
scribed. These models and prototyping control
laws are used for closed loop computational anal-
ysis. The computational methodology of clearing
flight control laws for flight envelope expansion
of a Generic Tailless Aircraft (GTA) is addressed.
1 Introduction
Flight safety of military and commercial trans-
port aircraft is directly connected with their be-
haviour at high angles of attack and reliability of
its flight envelope protection. Expansion of flight
envelope leads to increase in manoeuvrability of
military aircraft, while effective flight envelope
protection helps to avoid loss-of-control in flight
(LOC-I) for civil transport aircraft [1]. The re-
sults obtained during the collaborative research
project between CSIR-NAL, India and De Mont-
fort University (DMU) highlight the main prob-
lems and limitations in expansion of GTA flight
envelope. We performed evaluation of prototype
control laws with objective of their redesign for
extension of flight envelope. This paper presents
the employed methodology and computational
framework developed earlier at DMU with some
preliminary results and analysis.
A number of methodological challenges were
addressed and effectively implemented for find-
ing feasible solutions to the formulated objec-
tive. Firstly, the methods for adequate modeling
of GTA aerodynamics in the extended flight enve-
lope to capture unsteady variation of coefficients
due to separated flow, vortex breakdown, onset
of aerodynamic asymmetry, etc. were developed
[1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. These models were augmented
to the classical aerodynamic database. Secondly,
a systematic investigation of GTA nonlinear dy-
namics to characterize its critical flight regimes
in the extended envelope for the airframe was
conducted. This provided a clear understand-
ing of GTA’s susceptibility to lateral-directional
loss of control, behaviour in wing rock and spin
modes, etc. [11, 12, 13]. Thirdly, the clearance
of flight control laws in the extended flight enve-
lope based on computation of attainable equilib-
rium sets and regions of attraction for GTA with
command and stability augmentation system has
been effectively implemented [14].
Based on deep insights into the problems
gained at this stage, it is anticipated that the de-
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sign of efficient control laws for extended flight
envelope will be a success. The developed com-
putational framework will be used and adjusted
for this purpose.
2 Aerodynamic Modeling in the Extended
Flight Envelope
The flight envelope Of Mach versus α is re-
stricted at two boundaries due to deterioration in
aerodynamics. At one boundary there is vortex-
breakdown on wings and at the other boundary
there is asymmetric shock induced flow separa-
tion on the wings. These phenomena result in
unsteady and nonlinear variation of aerodynamic
loads [3, 5, 7]. Traditional methods of wind tun-
nel tests and aerodynamic models are insufficient
for formulating flight control and testing strate-
gies. Therefore, aerodynamic modeling for these
flight conditions has been pursued for the past
two decades. In this section, we present novel
models for these phenomena in the form of non-
linear differential equations.
Both these models were developed for GTA
using experimental data from industrial grade
wind tunnels. These were easily integrated to
classical data-table aero-models for the purpose
of real-time simulation and off-line flight dy-
namic analysis.
2.1 Modeling High-angle-of-attack unsteady
aerodynamics
At low-speed, high angle-of-attack flight condi-
tions the delta wing aerodynamics is dominated
by vortex flow on the wing. This vortex flow
readjusts to change in external flow conditions,
that is α and β, with a certain time-lag. This has
been observed in flow visualization studies and
dynamic wind tunnel test data. This causes the
variation in aerodynamic forces and moments in
a dynamic maneuver to be significantly different
from that obtained from aero-database. This does
not alter the possible aircraft trims, but affects dy-
namics and local stability characteristics.
Modeling the unsteady variation in aerody-
namic forces and moments requires special ex-
perimental data and mathematical system identi-
fication techniques, like that in [5, 7]. Classically
wind tunnel test response of aerodynamic coef-
ficients obtained by forced oscillations in pitch,
roll and yaw for various amplitude and frequency
inputs are used for modeling this phenomena.
We present a Volterra variational equations based
model that can be estimated using forced oscilla-
tion test data [4, 8]. It can also be used for es-
timation using flight test data or other dynamic
tests like the ones done on a 5DOF rig [10].
Forced oscillation wind tunnel test data
showed that the variation in coefficients is nonlin-
ear for large amplitude and linear for small am-
plitude sinusoidal alpha input. Also, the damp-
ing derivatives estimated from small amplitude
forced oscillation wind tunnel test data are strong
functions of frequency. All these effects are cap-
tured by a single model structure presented here.
The normal force dependence on angle-of-
attack in static conditions be given by Czst(α),
and the increment over it due to unsteady aerody-
namics be Cd(t), then variation of normal force
Cz(t) in a maneuver is,
Cz(α(t), t) =Czst(t)+Czq(t) ·qc¯/2V +Cd(t) (1)
We model Cd(α˙(t)) in the from of Volterra vari-
ational equations. This system has a stable equi-
librium point [Cd(t), α˙(t)) = (0,0)] for the entire
α ∈ [−90o,90o) range. For model structure of
Eq.(1), Cz(t) converges to Czst in a finite time
when (α˙ = 0). The nonlinear model for Cd(t)
in the form of Volterra-variational equations is
given by Eq.(2).
Cd(t) = x1(t)+ x2(t)+ x3(t)
x˙1(t) = a(α(t))x1(t)+K1(α(t))α˙(t), x1(0) = 0
x˙2(t) = a(α(t))x2(t)+K20(α(t))x21(t)+ (2)
K21(α(t))x1(t)α˙(t), x2(0) = 0
In this structure, first kernel state x1 indicates
the linear response of unsteady aerodynamics to
α˙(t), with a as time-scale parameter. The magni-
tude of x2 is likely to be significant when there is
large amplitude change in α or α˙, and it produces
second harmonic component in response to sinu-
soidal input.
In a small amplitude forced oscillation test,
wind tunnel model is oscillated in pitch in
2
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the in-phase and out-of-
phase aerodynamic derivatives predicted by aero-
dynamic model and extracted from experimental
data for Cz of GTA.
a sinusoidal motion given by, αexp(t) = α0 +
∆αsin(ωt). The measured normal force coef-
ficient Cz(t) is converted to in-phase derivative
Czα(α0) and out-of-phase derivative Czα˙(α0) by
harmonic analysis of the time-series data. There-
fore, the steady-state response of the normal






Since small amplitude data shows linear varia-
tion of Cz(t), we consider only first kernel state
in Cd(t). For parameter estimation using this
data we linearize the model in Eq.(2), and get its

















Comparing Eq.(4) and Eq.(3), we get the fol-




















Fig. 2 Comparison of predicted and experimental
aerodynamic responses for Cz of GTA.
Rearranging the terms in Eq.(5), we get a lin-
ear relation between Czα,ω0(α0) and Czq,ω0(α0).
This relation is used in a two-step regression as
proposed in [9], to obtain estimate of parame-
ters (a,K1) at each α0 for which data is avail-
able. The model matches the experimental data
consistently as shown in Fig. 1.
The nonlinear variation can be captured by
considering the second kernel state in the model.
Estimated parameter functions (a(α),K1(α)) are
fixed, and parameters (K20(α),K21(α)) are es-
timated from large amplitude forced oscillation
data by output-error minimization. For GTA, this
data is available at three mean α = (15,25,35)
and three frequencies f = (0.5,1,1.5)Hz. The
response of the estimated model in one case with
αm = 30deg,δα= 25deg is shown in Fig. 2. The
match is excellent. For pitching moment coeffi-
cient three state Volterra variational model gave
sufficiently accurate match to the experimental
data. Linear part of this model is equivalent to
linearized form of other model structures pro-
posed in literature, but this is the first model that
provides a systematic approach to model nonlin-
ear variations in coefficients. In nonlinear form,
it is also equivalent to the polynomial differential
model proposed in [1, 9].
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2.2 Modeling Abrupt Wing Stall at High
Subsonic Mach number
At high-subsonic Mach number and moderate
angle-of-attack flight conditions, some aircrafts
experience an abrupt asymmetrical wing stall
leading to wing-drop or roll-off [2, 3]. This part
of the flight envelope is critical for aircraft ma-
neuvering capabilities. The sudden event of roll-
off causes degradation of handling qualities and
can lead to departure outside the normal flight en-
velope. If the resulting instability is mild it can be
removed by roll-rate feedback in the control law,
else it requires an aerodynamic fix on the aircraft.
Free-to-roll (FTR) test is now accepted ex-
perimental wind tunnel method for investigation
of abrupt wing stall (AWS) along with classi-
cal static and unsteady tests. In FTR, the air-
craft model has single degree-of-freedom about
its roll-axis and can be set at different atti-
tudes specified by pitch angle θ. For GTA,
FTR data showed an onset of wing-rock at α =
26deg about a non-zero side-slip at transonic
Mach number. There is also an indication of
static hysteresis in the rolling moment coeffi-
cient versus β at transonic Mach numbers seen
from quasi-steady wind tunnel tests. The objec-
tive for modeling is to complement model (2),
which is capturing only mild nonsingular nonlin-
earities, with bifurcational properties. A novel
bifurcational model of aerodynamic asymmetry
(BMAA) splits the rolling moment coefficient
into four components, the first three components
are from the aero-database, and Cld(t) is the in-
cremental effect of aerodynamic asymmetry due
to AWS. BMAA for Cld(t) is given by the fol-
lowing equations:
Cl(α(t),β(t)) =Clst (α)+Clp(α) · p(t)b¯/2V + (6)
Clβ(α) ·β(t)+Cld(α(t),β(t))
x = f (β);y= g(Cld) (7)
x1 = xcos(φ)+ ysin(φ)
y1 = −xsin(φ)+ ycos(φ)
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Fig. 3 Variation of the rolling moment coefficient
vs β variation simulated using bifurcational AWS
model.
where five parameters (a,b,k,φm,ψm) affect the
shape of static hysteresis and dynamic properties
in steady states. In the hysteresis region there are
two stable and one unattainable unstable equilib-
rium in the center. Cld(t) triggers rolling motion
of the aircraft for β = 0 to depart to the left or
right depending on sign of disturbances. Smooth
variation of the rolling moment during the cross-
ing of critical bifurcation points in a dynamic ma-
neuver is due to the first order differential equa-
tion with the time-constant τ.
The parameters of the model are estimated
in two steps to match FTR data and the rolling
moment vs. sideslip from static wind tunnel
test data. Parameters (a,b,k,φm,ψm) are used
to match the shape of steady variation in rolling
moment vs. beta static. Time-scale τ is used
to match the frequency of oscillation in φ(t) to
that from FTR tests. The model response for
GTA with parameters estimated from FTR data
is presented in Fig. 3. The model successfully
captures the hysteresis in CRM vs. sideslip and
dynamic tests on FTR rig. This model is inte-
grated with the aero-database of GTA for simula-
tion. The open-loop simulation model exhibited
a mild wing-drop phenomena ultimately leading
to wing-rock while performing a steady turn ma-
neuver.
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3 Nonlinear Flight Dynamics Methodology
Flight simulation technology is now widely used
in aeronautical design process and also as an ef-
fective platform for pilot and crew training. It is
recognised that an adequate aerodynamic model
extended beyond normal flight envelope allows
one to address flight safety issues both in de-
sign and by training. Piloted flight simulation
can be made more effective based on clear un-
derstanding of aircraft nonlinear dynamics. Note
that the analysis methods and computational al-
gorithms for investigation of nonlinear flight dy-
namics during recent years have improved to a
level that computational mathematical model is
practically identical to the model used on flight
simulator. For a reliable investigation, it is essen-
tial that the nonlinear representation of aircraft’s
dynamics meets the best fidelity level possible
through selection of equations of motion, differ-
ent types of aerodynamic model and representa-
tion of control system, etc.
3.1 Computational framework
In the present study we rely on computational
framework that allows us to conduct comprehen-
sive investigation of aircraft nonlinear dynamics
in extended flight envelope using full flight simu-
lation mathematical model without any substan-
tial simplifications. Some elements of this com-
putational framework were presented in [11, 12,
14].
3.2 Motion models for various time scales
Aircraft flight dynamics in 6-dof with rigid body
approximation can be considered on different
time scales. There are three types of fast modes
of longitudinal and lateral-directional motion:
the Short-period pitching, Dutch roll oscillations
and aperiodic roll subsidence. They have a scale
of several seconds and can be analysed using
assumption that speed of flight is constant and
gravity effect is insignificant. Equations called
"Spat5" for angle of attack, sideslip and rota-
tion rates in body axes frame (p,q,r,α,β)T were
used for evaluation of all attainable trim con-
ditions and their local stability characteristics
for velocity vector roll manoeuvre. Two ad-
ditional modes of motion associated with vari-
ation of flight speed and influence of gravity,
phugoid and spiral modes, are much slower, and
have roughly ten times higher characteristic time
scales. They can be analysed using extended
system of equations of motion called "Spat8"
with state vector (p,q,r,α,β,V,θ,φ)T , where V
is speed of flight and θ,φ are pitch and bank an-
gles respectively. Equilibrium points or trimmed
states in this system of equations correspond to
a class of helical trajectories with vertical axis
of rotation, for example, level flight, horizon-
tal turns, ascending and descending helix trajec-
tories. The full 6-dof simulation is based on
"Spat12" system incorporating all twelve states
(p,q,r,α,β,V,θ,φ,ψ,X ,Y,Z)T , where ψ is the
Euler yaw angle, X ,Y,Z are centre of gravity co-
ordinates in the Earth-fixed inertial axes frame.
3.3 Open and closed-loop airframes
Flight control system plays significant role in
aircraft dynamics. Command and stability aug-
mentation system (CSAS) improves aircraft re-
sponses to pilot control inputs and modifies its re-
action to external disturbances via change in the
short-period, Dutch roll and roll subsidence mo-
tion modes. Block-diagram structure of a typical
CSAS for longitudinal channels is shown in Fig.
4. It includes dynamic blocks with additional
internal states and nonlinear elements that set
constraints on the input and output signals, gain
scheduling, etc. Similar block-diagram structures
are also used for the lateral and directional chan-
nels.
The trim and linearization problem for a
closed-loop system bears serious difficulties due
to much higher dimension and non-smooth non-
linearities. In this work, we use a two tier proce-
dure for this problem as proposed in [14] by the
authors. First, the aircraft model is trimmed at a
specified manoeuvre. Then open-loop system is
linearized at the estimated values of control ef-
fectors and model states. In the second step, the
control laws are trimmed at these values of model
states and deflection of control surfaces. Then the
required pilot stick inputs are identified and the
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Fig. 4 Block-diagram of the longitudinal com-
mand and stability augmentation control system
(CSAS).
control laws are linearized. The open-loop equi-
librium state is rejected if the required pilot stick
inputs exceed their limits. For attainable trims
of the closed-loop system, the linearized matri-
ces of aircrafts states and control laws are aug-
mented to obtain eigenvalues for the closed-loop
system. Thus, all the attainable equilibrium states
are identified for the open airframe, and then the
attainable trims, linearization and system closure
are executed using the control law equations.
3.4 Flight performance evaluation
Equilibrium states in "Spat8" related to level
flight, horizontal turn, etc. characterise aircraft
performance characteristics. The eigenvalues of
the linearized system describe dynamic proper-
ties of the aircraft fast and slow modes of mo-
tion. Note that CSAS stabilizes only the fast
modes, while phugoid and spiral modes may
be left weakly unstable allowing pilot to easily
compensate for them. Fig. 5 shows computa-
tion of the flight envelope region for a horizon-
tal turn manoeuvre with turn rate Ω = 5 deg/s.
The top plot corresponds to the open-airframe
having aperiodic instability at low Mach num-
bers (red points), while the closed-loop system
(Fig. 5, middle plot) is stable for all three fast
modes of motion in the whole attainable enve-
lope. The bottom plot is visualisation of the level
turn. Regions for attainable ascending and de-
scending helical trajectories can be computed in
a similar manner with provision of all states and
deflections for all control effectors.
Only descending helical trajectories are pos-
sible when thrust falls below required level. This
trajectory becomes spin when trajectory radius
shrinks to the order of several meters. Figure 6
shows examples of one-parametric continuation
(Bifurcation diagrams) for equilibrium solutions
of "Spat8" system extracted from the computa-
tional framework [11]. The top plot presents de-
pendence on elevon at zero aileron setting, and
the middle plot shows dependence on aileron at
zero elevon setting. Stable equilibrium states are
marked in green. Unstable equilibrium states are
classified accordingly to distribution of unstable
eigenvalues. For example, aperiodically unsta-
ble equilibrium with one positive real eigenvalue
is marked in red and named as "a1", oscillatory
unstable equilibrium with one unstable complex-
conjugate pair of eigenvalues is marked in yel-
low ("o2"), higher order instability is marked by
various colors and named accordingly to unstable
eigenvalues as "a2", "a1,o2", etc. Graphs in the
left column correspond to the open airframe, and
those in the right column to the closed-loop sys-
tem. One can see that CSAS has stabilizing effect
only at normal flight conditions with low angles
of attack. There are some stabilizing changes
for steep spin modes and no qualitative changes
for flat spin modes. Time histories in the bot-
tom plot illustrate departure from unstable equi-
librium point at high angles of attack to a wing
rock attractor. This wing-rock has a quite high
periodic time of 30 seconds which allows pilot to
apply stabilizing control action.
3.5 Flight maneuverability evaluation and
control laws clearance using attainable
equilibrium sets
The maneuverability metric depends on achiev-
able magnitudes of angle of attack and rate of ro-
tation. These are defined via computation of at-
tainable equilibrium states in the system "Spat5".
For execution of a particular maneuver, its equi-
librium state in "Spat5" should be stable while its
region of attraction be sufficiently large to com-
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pensate for probable external disturbances. The
CSAS modifies the local stability characteristics
and also changes the shape of attainable equilib-
rium region. Thus maneuverability metric may
be confined or extended by a proper choice of
control laws. Fig.7 presents attainable equilib-
rium states for the open airframe and closed-loop
system. The open airframe is aperiodically un-
stable at law angles of attack in the longitudinal
mode and oscillatory unstable at high angle of
attack in the lateral-directional mode (top plot).
Excluding the defined constraints on pilot inputs,
the control law stabilizes most of unstable equi-
libria, leaving unstable sub-regions with reduced
level of instability at high rotation rates and high
angles of attack (the middle plot). The attainable
envelope can be shaped to preserve only stable
attainable equilibria via a proper shaping of input
signal constraints [14]. Example of such modifi-
cation is shown in Fig.7 (bottom plot).
Fig.8 (top plot) shows a two-dimensional
cross-section of region of attraction computed
for a stable equilibrium point of the closed-loop
system at high angles of attack (green points).
Perturbed motion with initial conditions from all
green points in the plane of sideslip and roll rate
in Fig.8 (middle plot) converges back to the equi-
librium point. Outside of the region of attraction
(red points) perturbed motion departs to the auto
rotative steep spin regime (Fig.8, bottom plot).
Although the loss-of-control in flight at high
angles of attack is possible, the probability of
such event depends on the type of flight maneu-
ver, external disturbances and criticality of pilot’s
control inputs. Fig.9 (top plot) shows spatial ma-
neuver in a form of ascending trajectory with sig-
nificant reduction in speed and increase in angle
of attack (well beyond normal flight envelope)
with subsequent successful transition to a normal
flight without being attracted by wing rock and
spin modes (bottom plot time histories).
4 Concluding remarks
The methodological principles and computa-
tional framework implemented in this study have
provided a deep insight into GTA nonlinear dy-
namic behaviour in extended flight envelope and
allowed to perform effective computational clear-
ance of the flight control laws. A further work is
planned with objective of redesign of the flight
control laws in extended flight envelope.
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for Horizontal Turn Ω=5 deg/s
(open−loop airframe based on Spat8)
Stability code
based on Spat5















Fig. 5 Flight envelope for horizontal turn with
yaw rate 5 deg/s computed "Spat8" system: Top
plot: open airframe, stability code based on
"Spat5" system; Middle plot: - GTA with CSAS,
stability code based on "Spat5" system; Bottom
plot: visualization of horizontal turn executed at
altitude 4000m and Mach number 0.4.
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Fig. 6 Top plot: Dependence of equilibrium
angle of attack on elevator at zero aileron and
rudder for open airframe and with CSAS com-
puted using "Spat8" system; Middle plot: depen-
dence of equilibrium angle of attack on aileron
at zero elevon and rudder for open airframe and
with CSAS computed using "Spat8"; Bottom
plot: Time histories demonstrating transition of
the closed-loop system to wing rock motion from
trim angle of attack 39 degrees.
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Closed−loop system (β=0)
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Attainable manoeuvres at β=0
Closed−loop system:
Attainable manoeuvres at Ω=0
Fig. 7 Attainable equilibrium sets (AES), cross-
sections for zero sideslip and zero roll rate, com-
puted using "Spat5" system for subsonic flight
regime Mach 0.4 and altitude 6000m: Top plot:
AES for open airframe; Middle plot: AES for
airframe with CSAS and no constraints on pilot
stick inputs; Bottom plot: AES for airframe with
CSAS and imposed constraints on pilot stick in-
puts.
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 Stable trim point α=37 deg
Region of attraction
Depart to steep spin














































































































Fig. 8 Top plot: Region of attraction cross-
section (p,β) for equilibrium point α = 370;
Middle plot: Process of convergence to the equi-
librium point from green points; Bottom plot:
















































































Fig. 9 Transition through regions of air-
crat+CSAS system instability during ascending
descending flight trajectory. Top plot: trajectory
visualization; Bottom plot: time histories for ma-

















Aircraft dynamics at high angles of attack can experience loss of stability and control thereby 
limiting its manoeuvrability. Operating flight envelope boundaries, manoeuvre envelopes in 
terms of angle of attack and angular rate, are determined taking into account the deterioration 
in aircraft stability due to changes in aerodynamics produced by flow separation.  For this, 
high fidelity aerodynamic models using static and dynamic wind tunnel test data are 
developed as a combination of look-up tables and differential equations. The model thus 
obtained is used for simulation and analysis of stall, spin characteristics using the modern 
methods of Bifurcation Analysis and Attainable Equilibrium Sets. These methods are 
computational approaches to flight dynamic analysis, and the results obtained are more 
reliable than the traditional approximation methods. This end-to-end capability in 
aerodynamic modelling and flight dynamic analysis, along with sophisticated software tools 
has been developed in collaboration with De Montfort University, and has been applied to 




 An aircraft’s capability to fly into high angle-of-attack flight regime has been termed 
to be one of the determining factors of its combat capability [1]. A high-performance combat 
aircraft is required to perform a nose-pointing manoeuvre from a tactically advantageous 
position and a fast turn-around when in a disadvantageous position. This implies that the 
aircraft must venture into high angle-of-attack at both low speeds and high speeds. However, 
both these flight envelope boundaries are restricted by complex aerodynamic phenomena 
which cannot be modelled by classical method of using stability/damping derivatives. Hence, 
extensive research has been performed on unsteady aerodynamic modelling and flight 
dynamic analysis at high angle-of-attack flight conditions in the past two decades. At CSIR-
NAL, we have successfully implemented these technologies for a delta-wing configuration 
called the Generic Tailless Aircraft (GTA), and an industrial grade trainer aircraft. 
At low-speed and high angle-of-attack near stall, the aircraft wing vortices breakdown on the 
wings or a flow-separation happens on the airfoil. This flow readjusts to change in flow 
angles (angle-of-attack or side-slip) with a finite time-lag. Hence, the aerodynamic force or 
moment acting on the aircraft becomes a function of the aircraft or airfoil’s motion history. 
This phenomenon called unsteady aerodynamics requires special wind tunnel data for 
mathematical modelling. Many methods have been proposed in literature, the most successful 




one being the method described in [2]. 
The aerodynamic model is developed using a variety of wind tunnel test data like that from 
static tests, rotary balance test, forced oscillation test etc. The data from the Free-spintests or 
the Frisbee tests is used for validation of the model thus obtained. We follow the modelling 
approach presented in [3]. This model has also been validated from flight tests. A model 
based on these techniques was found to be particularly advantageous in the initial design 
phases of the Pilatus PC-21 aircraft [4]. At NAL, we have developed an advanced method of 
nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic modelling based on Volterra Series [5].  
Recently, there has been a tremendous interest in the industry on mathematical modelling of 
transport aircraft dynamics at stall and post-stall dynamics like wing-rock, deep-stall, steep 
and flat spin etc.  Two major research programs have been undertaken by NASA-Langley 
and EU-FP7 to develop standard methods for modelling, by industry-wide collaborations [11, 
12]. The methods primarily developed for high-performance delta wing configuration 
aircrafts have been extended to transport aircrafts. Thus, the technology is of tremendous 
significance for the industry. 
Aircraft flight dynamics at high angle-of-attack cannot be analysed by linear methods. A 
bifurcation and continuation technique has sufficiently advanced for use by the industry. In 
this method, aircraft nonlinear trim modes are computed using full 8-th order equations and 
there is no need for approximation methods like that proposed by Birhle [13]. A software tool 
called KRIT developed by Goman and co-workers, is particularly advantageous as it can be 
used with an industrial grade aerodynamic model in the form of non-smooth data-tables, as 
well as advanced unsteady aerodynamic models. We performed analysis of a trainer aircraft, 
and the results obtained were a significant input in the aircraft’s design and development 
activities. 
Goman.et.al have developed a novel method for nonlinear flight dynamics analysis called the 
Attainable Equilibrium Sets (AES) [6]. This method can reproduce the bifurcation diagrams 
as well as manoeuvre envelope. Software for implementation of this method is under 
development at De Montfort University (DMU), UK with support from NAL [7]. 
In this paper, we present the aerodynamic model development using wind tunnel data in 
section 2. In section 3, we present the Volterra variational approach for nonlinear unsteady 
aerodynamic modeling. In section 4, we present AES analysis of GTA.An example of 
bifurcation analysis of a trainer aircraft is presented in section 5. 
 
2. Aerodynamic Modelling using Wind tunnel test data 
 Aerodynamic modelling of high angle-of-attack aerodynamics involves computation 
and integration of several components from different types of wind tunnel test data as shown 
in Fig.1. The static wind tunnel test data from wind tunnel tests is first analysed to check the 
consistency of data from different sources and stings across the angle-of-attack range of -90 




Fig.(1) Components of a High Angle-of-attack Aerodynamic Model 
side-slip and control surface deflections, in the form of data tables. These lookup tables and a 
linear interpolation provide static force and moment coefficients at any aircraft flight 
condition.  
 The unsteady aerodynamics at low angle-of-attack is incorporated in the form of 
stability or damping derivatives obtained from small amplitude forced oscillation test data. 
These derivatives can also be determined from flight test data or some other empirical 
methods. These derivatives are also included in the form of a look up table up to stall angles-
of-attack. For flight in the normal envelope a model consisting of static and damping 
derivatives is sufficient for simulation and analysis of aircraft flight dynamics [8]. 
In the near-stall and stall angle-of-attack regimes the time-scales of unsteady 
aerodynamics become quite large, and hence need to be modelled using special methods 
based on dynamic wind tunnel test data. Forced oscillation wind tunnel tests involve aircraft 
model motion with its angle-of-attack varying in a sinusoidal form. The tests are performed 
for various amplitude and frequencies in order to match the non-dimensional pitching rate 
comparable to that expected in flight. This data shows that the normal force and pitching 
moment coefficient in the stall angle-of-attack regimes is a strong function of angle-of-attack, 
pitching amplitude and frequency. The same holds true for yawing moment coefficient Cn 
and rolling moment coefficient Cl due to oscillation in sideslip. Therefore, capturing this 
entire data-set as a single reduced order model with definite physical co-relation to 
experimental observations is a challenging problem. 
 A comparative analysis of the modelling methods shown in literature showed that 
Goman-Abramov model in the form of nonlinear differential equations is the best method, 
which produces a model of sufficient fidelity [9]. At NAL, we have developed a novel 
Volterra variational modelling approach based on similar model structure [5,7].This approach 
offers a number of practical advantages, and is presented in the next section. The 
aerodynamic model consists of differential equations, which are augmented to the 6DOF 
equations of motion for simulation and analysis. Its parameters are included along with other 
look-up data tables. 
Static test data 
look-up tables 











Fig.(2) Volterra variational Model for CZ of GTA. 
 Rotary balance tests are particularly aimed at capturing the features of steady-spin 
mode of the aircraft. In this test, the aircraft model is rotated about its wind axis imitating a 
spinning or coning motion. The test is performed over a sufficiently large range of non-
dimensional spin rate. This data is used to compute the incremental effect of coning rate. This 
is then used to obtain the derivatives of Clp and Cnp about wind axis in case of simpler 
variations or it is fitted with a cubic polynomial in case of complex variations [3]. These 
parameters are also included as data tables and are primarily effective at angles-of-attack well 
beyond stall. 
 The aerodynamic model, thus obtained, is used in simulation and flight dynamic 
analysis. A sample of results from bifurcation analysis of a trainer aircraft and AES analysis 
of delta-wing configuration are presented in the next sections. 
 




                  (1) 
The Volterra variational model structure developed at NAL is given by Eq.(1). The variables 
x1, x2, x3 are called kernel states, and these represent the contribution of so-called Volterra 




Fig.(3) Volterra variational Model for Cm of GTA. 
linear, and requires just one kernel state x1 to be considered. The response to large amplitudes 
is nonlinear and requires x2 and x3 to be considered as well. This is also a characteristic of 
unsteady variation of aerodynamic loads, as observed in experimental data. 
There are several advantages of using this model. It provides more number of parameters for 
tuning it to the nonlinearity in variation of coefficients. The number of kernel states to be 
included in the model can be determined from power-spectrum-density of the sinusoidal input 
response of the aerodynamic loads. The model parameters can be estimated by simple 
weighted-least-squares method and output-error methods. 
The model was implemented using the forced oscillation wind tunnel data for four amplitudes 
(3, 10, 15 20) deg and three frequencies (0.5, 1, 1.5) Hz. The results of modelling for CZ and 
Cm coefficients are presented in the Figures (2) and (3). The model reliably captured the 
complex variation in pitching moment coefficient consisting of multiple damping/anti-
damping loops of GTA. 
 
4. AES analysis of GTA 
 A novel method for comprehensive and computationally intensive flight dynamics 
analysis called Attainable Equilibrium Sets (AES) has been proposed in [6]. In this method, 
the aircraft trim and stability analysis is performed in a fashion to reflect its Performance, 
Manoeuvrability and 6DOF flight simulation characteristics by a proper choice of the reduced 
order sub-system of 6DOF equations of motion of the aircraft. These reduced order sub-




Fig.(4) Computational Methodology of AES for flight dynamic analysis. 
 
 From practical considerations, AES can also be implemented for a non-smooth 
industrial-grade aero-database type of an aerodynamic model. A sophisticated software tool 
for performing trim and stability analysis using the AES approach is under development at 
DMU with support of NAL. Sample results shown in Figs.(5a,b) were obtained using these 
tools. 
 The AES computations provide the capabilities of an open airframe in the form of 
manoeuvre envelopes. For example, Figure (5a) presents steady roll-rate capability of the 
GTA airframe, and stability of different trim modes using a color code. Green indicates a 
stable trim mode, red one indicates existence of unstable real pole, yellow shows existence of 
oscillatory unstable mode, etc. Locallystable trim statesnear bifurcation boundary are 
additionallyevaluated in terms of critical external disturbances and critical combinations of 
pilot’s inputs. The open- and closed-loop AES envelopes characterised with local and non-
localstability characteristics are useful tools in the process of control law design and 
validation of its flight envelope protection features. The AES method is useful in initial 
stages of design of advanced high-performance aircrafts, as it clearly brings out the effect of 
aerodynamic parameters, control inputs and actuator constraints on possible airframe 
capabilities in terms of performance, manoeuvrability and agility. Figure (5b) indicates the 
attainable roll-rate manoeuvre envelope along with its robustness to side-slip, assuming no 
constraints in control inputs. Therefore, AES is a sophisticated and practically informative 
approach to aircraft trim and stability analysis for open airframe and closed-loop system. 









































































Fig.(5a) Roll-rate and Sideslip Manuever Envelopes computed using AES methods for open 
Airframe.
 
Fig.(5b) Roll-rate and Sideslip Manuever Envelopes computed using AES methods for 
closed-loop system with no control inputs constraints. 
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5. Bifurcation analysis of a trainer aircraft 
A trainer aircraft is required to fly into spin and recover from it, to orient the trainee 
pilots to stall, spin, post-stall gyrations etc. The classical methods of predicting spin and 
rotary balance data are commonly used in the industry. However, these analytical and 
approximation methods were developed at a time when there were no extended modelling 
methods and the computational power was severely limited. The modern method of 
“Bifurcation Analysis” was introduced three decades ago and has matured into effective 
computational technique for spin prediction.  
 A sophisticated MATLAB based software called KRIT developed by Goman and Co-
workers was used to analyse the characteristics of spin of a trainer aircraft [10]. An example 
of its bifurcation diagram is presented in Fig.(6). The mode in green indicates stable normal 
steady flight modes including level flight mode at low angles-of-attack. It is evident that the 
aircraft can exhibit multiple equilibriums due to nonlinear nature of its dynamics. When the 
aircraft departs from this normal mode (using large rudder deflection), it enters into a spin 
mode indicated by the yellow line at 60-65 degrees angle-of-attack. 
 Further analysis showed that the aircraft can be recovered to normal flight mode using 
a combination of aileron and elevator control. These predictions were further verified from 
6DOF flight simulation studies. It is also important to note that the spin angle-of-attack range 
and spin-rates were found to be equivalent to that observed in vertical tunnel free-spin test or 
the Frisbee test.  
 




We have presented an integrated approach to evaluate the computational flight 
dynamics of modern aircrafts with stringent performance and manoeuvrability requirements 
stretching into high angle-of-attack flight regime. This is based on high-fidelity aerodynamic 
modelling covering static and dynamic wind tunnel test data. Accurate analysis of flight 
modes using AES and bifurcation analysis methods was presented for combat and trainer 
aircraft configurations. In future, we envisage extending this technology to other categories of 
aircrafts. 
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